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FOREWORD
Ladies and gentlemen, you are receiving the proceedings of the traditional international
conference IT for Practice 2021 (IT4P2021), which was organized as the 24th year.
Due to the pandemic situation in the Czech Republic, the conference was organized
on an unconventional date on November 18-19, 2021 with direct participation of speakers
and audience. I would like to thank all the participants of the conference, who after a long
time had the opportunity to listen directly interesting contributions and make new contacts.
The conference was organized by the auspices of EUNIS-CZ (Association
of European University Information Systems of the Czech Republic), ČSSI (Czech Society
for System Integration), CIT (Center for Information Technologies VŠB-Technical
University of Ostrava) and IT Cluster z.s. Our conference has a long tradition
and is appreciated within the European Union for its content focused on the practical use
of information technology. The organizers are trying to register this conference in recognized
databases.
According to the title of the conference, the participants come from academic staff,
managers and employees of ICI, IS designers in companies and institutions, ICT providers
and students. The programme areas of the 24th conference is based on the current needs
and problems aimed at the successful digitalisation of our entire society, such as:
•
•
•
•

Information Society and Education;
Information Management and Innovation;
Information Security;
Digitalization of Public Administration

The purpose of the organizers is to create a platform for the exchange of knowledge
and skills in the field of ICT innovation and the use of new knowledge in practice,
as it is not easy to attract professionals willing to share their experiences.
Thanks also to all sponsors who contributed to the financial support of the conference.
We wish you successful use of the professional contacts and information you obtained
at the conference in solving specific problems in your companies and institutions.
On behalf of the organizers

Ing Jan Ministr, Ph.D.
President of Czech Society for System Integration
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Abstract. Solutions Digital technologies are transforming operations, products
and services in organisations large and small. Solutions of the Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) are the foundation of modern economic
organizations in a time of digital transformation. This article is aimed at describing
the role of the AI and SMAC solutions in intelligent organizations. The arguments
are illustrated with the results of own research conducted by the author in 2019-2020
in selected SMEs from the Polish Wielkopolska Province and their reference
to the general development trends in this area.
Keywords: AI, Digital transformation, Intelligent organization, ICT, Knowledge
management, SMAC.

1

Introduction

The expansion of Industry 4.0 through the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and Edge
Computing focuses on improving industrial and manufacturing operations by collecting
and analyzing data from a wide range of sensors on production lines. This information
enables factories to generate and implement valuable efficiency enhancements. Typically,
data generated by IIoT sensors transmits via a gateway to centralized cloud applications such
as a manufacturing execution system (MES), enterprise resources planning (ERP),
and a wide range of other line-of-business and operational software. Distributing all that
data, modeling it, and then running analytics requires a lot of computing power
in a centralized system.
Establishing an artificial intelligence (AI) strategy before first testing the organization’s
readiness to adopt AI solutions is like establishing a battle strategy without knowing if troops
have been trained and prepared (unknown skills), without any intelligence regarding
the enemy movements and capabilities (unknown data), zero knowledge about the weapon
systems at your disposal (unknown technology), and no understanding of the objectives
(unknown goals). The practical introduction of AI-solutions within an organization of any
size can be achieved through five steps:
•
•
•
•
•

use cases — build a portfolio of impactful, measurable and quickly solvable use cases,
skills - assemble a set of talents pertinent to the use cases to be solved,
data - gather the appropriate data relevant to the selected use cases,
technology - select the AI solutions linked to the use cases, the skills and the data,
organization — structure the expertise and accumulated AI know-how.
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This five-step formula is a tactical approach to the introduction of AI techniques, favoring
a quick time-to-value perspective. It is not a strategic, longer-term outlook, which can
be developed once the organization has established its current strengths and weaknesses,
culturally and technologically, in terms of leveraging those techniques.
This article is aimed at presenting the latest condition of digitalization and development
tendencies in supporting the intelligent organizations with AI (Artificial Intelligence)
and SMAC solutions (Social, Mobility, Analytics, and Cloud), which is a sine qua non
condition of enterprises from this sector to operate in a modern way and to take part
in the process of digital transformation. ICT implementation in every organization depends
on numerous factors, mostly organizational, human, and technical, but also on the needs
of the management, which can be more or less conscious. Unlike large organizations, where
the implementation of advanced SMAC is perceived positively, it seems that an opposite
approach can occur to this trend in the SME sector. Hence, the objective of the research has
been defined to test the readiness of Polish SMEs to implement and use systems within
the so-called 3rd ICT platform. In order to fulfil the objective, the following research
hypotheses have been formulated:
• elements of AI and SMAC solutions are used on an increasing scale in SMEs,
• SME management pay growing attention to the implementation of AI and SMAC
systems.
The analyses are illustrated with survey results and direct observations of the author from
2019-2020 in selected 120 SMEs from Wielkopolska province, Poland, with reference to the
general development trends in the studied area. The survey sample was made up of micro
(9%), small (56%) and medium sized enterprises (35%). Surveyed companies represent
a wide range of industries: retail and wholesale trade, discrete and process manufacturing,
transport, HoReCa, utilities, finance, construction, telecommunication and ICT.

2

Intelligent organizations in the digital transformation

The most important characteristics of a intelligent organization include, among other [9],
[14]:
• fast and flexible operation,
• the ability to monitor the environment,
• the capacity to diagnose early market signals and to react to changes in the environment,
and
• the ability to implement new knowledge-based solutions and achieve economic benefits
therefrom.
The growing volume of information used in a intelligent organization is accompanied
by its increasing importance. Peter Drucker indicated already that traditional factors
of production, such as growth, labour, and capital, are losing their importance in favour
of a key resource, namely knowledge applied in the creative operation of an organization.
It constitutes intangible resources that are related to human actions, whose use may be the
basis for gaining a competitive advantage [14]. Knowledge has to be treated as information
embedded in the context of an organization and a skill to use it effectively
in the organizational activity. It means that knowledge resources are data about its customers,
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products, processes, environment, etc. in a formalised form (documents, databases)
and in non-codified forms (knowledge of staff).
In the practical dimension, the effective collaboration of such elements means
the necessity to use advanced ICT solutions. Technical, technological, and organizational
innovations, which have appeared in recent years, are all utilised [3]. They encompass almost
all areas of a modern organization operation, starting from means of transport
and equipment, through organization and material and raw material flow management,
to the development of system structures that implement business processes, i.e. within
logistics systems that are the essence of modern management based on ICT solutions.
The present effect of the ICT evolution in the form of the so-called third ICT platform,
has been treated since 2013 as the foundation of the 4th industrial revolution, being
the natural development stage of the 3rd revolution of 1969 (its symbol being electronics
with its transistor and automated production). The main distinguishing element of new
changes has become the redefinition of the present course of business processes that
contributes to new operating models of economic organizations facing new challenges
to maintain their position and expand on the market further. The industrial revolution
of the 4th stage is breaking out due to [2]. [5], [8]:
• the introduction of the all-present digitalization,
• decision processes based on virtual simulations and data processing in real time, and
• machine-machine and machine-man communication.
The digital transformation means a change of the present approach to a customer
and a comprehensive process where an organization moves to new methods of operation
using the state-of-the-art AI and SMAC digital technology, including social media, mobility,
big-data – analytics, and cloud computing. However, it has to be kept in mind that the role
of digital technologies in that process is to enable the necessary changes and open
an organization to new opportunities. Therefore, they should be a tool rather than the aim
of transformation. The centre of the process has to be the customer and his needs, as the main
driver for manufacturers and service providers. The digital transformation is no longer
the method of gaining a competitive advantage - it is becoming a factor that enables to stay
on the market [8] - Figure 1.

3

Trends in the digital transformation

Digital transformation is being spearheaded through a combination of software and hardware
advancements. While the list of advancements is endless, the most promising technologies
fall under one of the four umbrella terms described below briefly [1], [10]. [11].
I. The Data Science Trio refers to three advancements related to data science that are
arguably causing the greatest disruptions across various industries at present. These three
technologies are [6], [13]:
• Data Analytics and Big Data Analytics refers to a set of qualitative and quantitative
methodologies used to study and extract knowledge from raw data and use it to guide
business decisions. Big Data refers to gargantuan data sets that contain important
information and patterns hidden among large heaps of supplemental data. Both finite data
analytics and big data analytics are applicable in virtually any scenario involving
a database and sufficiently large amounts of data. Scores of companies are currently hiring
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armies of Data Analysts to crunch through their datasets and help them improve/organize
their practices and services.

Fig. 1: Hype Cycle for Artificial Intelligence Source: [8]
• Machine Learning refers to the concept of giving computers the ability to learn on their
own without human intervention. The primary usage of machine learning is to teach
computers to recognize patterns on their own in cases where human analysis is too slow,
expensive, or even impossible. Machine learning has thus seen itself being employed in
recommendation engines, market analyses, spam filters, network security solutions, and
more. Any organization that has data-based assignments which are large & repetitive (or)
involve some form of identification tasks (or) a combination of both the above, should
consider exploring machine learning solutions.
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to a computer possessing the ability to perform a task
or tasks in a manner that is just as effective or even more effective than a human being
doing the same. While machine learning deals with a computer studying data and merely
outputting what it has learned, Artificial Intelligence deals with a computer studying data
and taking decisions/executing tasks based on certain pre-programmed instructions.
AI is best implemented in any scenario requiring high speed and high precision decision
making and task execution.
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II. Internet of Things (IoT) refers to a network of interconnected physical devices
and sensors that collect data and exchange it with one another using the internet
as a communication platform. IoT networks allow for low cost embedded systems
to be deployed into physical environments where they can continuously collect information,
relay it, interpret it, and act on it accordingly. IoT helps in achieving a scenario where all
variables of a physical environment can be mapped and each constituent device’s functioning
can be made to depend on said variables or outputs from other device(s). For this reason,
IoT has found immense value in health-care, smart cities, and smart homes.
III. Remote Work Environments. High skilled employees are very often not available
at the desired location of a firm or may sometimes prefer to work from home. In the digital
age, it makes no sense to compromise on talent by restricting hiring & work to a single
physical location. Whether it is employees situated halfway across the world in a satellite
office, or an employee situated half way across town in their own house, technological
advancements such as video calls and internet-connected project management software allow
us to send work to employees themselves when the reverse is not possible.
IV. Block Chain Technology. The finance industry is currently undergoing one of its
largest transformations in history – thanks to blockchain. Blockchain refers to a distributed
global database spanning across millions of computers all over the globe. It is not controlled
by any central authority and uses state of the art cryptography to prevent unauthorized access
to sensitive information such as transaction history. Blockchains have already been
implemented to create cryptocurrencies (e.g. Bitcoin) which are unregulated digital
currencies that offer alternatives to traditional currencies. Cryptocurrencies are used widely
due to the unmatched security and freedom they offer in trading any amount of money, big
or small, without having to face any bureaucratic trouble.
V. Other Promising Trends. Beyond the technologies discussed above, there are several
other technologies promising digital disruption of legacy industries. Some of the most
promising trends are [17]:
• Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality VR works by simulating entirely new
environments digitally while AR works by imposing simulated elements onto real
environments. Both VR and AR find already finding application in the fields of gaming,
health-care, and warfare.
• Internet-Based Media & Advertising. Although internet-based media & advertising
is already mainstream, most companies still prefer to spend more on print
and TV platforms. As the world continues its tectonic shift to Internet-based consumption,
firms such as Netflix and InMobi are already capitalizing lucratively on internet revenues
for media and advertising content respectively.

4

Case Study of the Polish SMEs

Research carried out by the author shows that the popularity of ICT support in management
processes in SMEs can be presented as follows (percentage of analysed enterprises):
•
•
•
•
•

finance and accounting – 97%,
human resources – 85%,
warehouse management – 79%
production management – 38%,
customer relationship management – 82%,
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• office work support – 99% (including e-mail 98%), and
• procurement and sale process service – 81%.
The readiness of the studied entities to face the challenges of digital transformation is as
follows:
•
•
•
•

22% of respondents answered positively, confirming the implementation of such tasks,
12% of respondents answered that such actions would be taken soon,
20% of responses indicated that such actions would be taken in the near future, and
according to 46% of respondents such actions were not being conducted and there were no
such plans.

As regards the use of SMAC solutions, the statistics of the analysed entities reflect
the general global trend in this respect, i.e. [12], [15]:
• a cloud is used in 58% organizations (38% of analysed population plans to start using it),
• mobility is utilised in 49% of organizations (with 15% of analysed population planning to
launch it),
• analytics is applied by 29% of organizations (while 16% of studied population have plans
to start it), and
• social media are declared by as many as 55% of organizations already, and their use in the
near future is declared by 55% of respondents.
The development trends of Polish intelligent organizations in AI-solutions is supplemented
with the following declared initiatives [7]:
• as much as 90% of respondents participating in the survey carried out agreed with the
statement that the digital transformation redefines industries in a fundamental way, giving
business new opportunities for action, unattainable in the past;
• companies still associate digital transformation only with technological transformation.
They forget about other factors (social, environmental, economic, legal and regulatory)
which have a huge impact on changes, and lose sight of the consumers and their needs.
This attitude has impact on the fact that digital transformation – despite 20 years of
ongoing works – is still ineffective in most cases (research shows that 70% of activities
carried out in connection with digital transformation are ineffective);
• 28% of the respondents of the quantitative survey conducted for the purposes of this
article found that improving customer satisfaction was a result of a successful
transformation. The vast majority (61%) considered improvement of the company’s
functioning as the primary success of the digital transformation;
• 34% of respondents agreed that their organization, working on transformation analyzes
non-technological trend areas (social, economic, environmental, legal and regulatory) to a
large or very large extent. In the largest companies (employing over 250 people) this
indicator is even lower and amounts to only 28%;
• 55% of respondents agreed that their organization analyzes technology trends to a large
and very large extent. This ratio is even higher for companies employing between 50 and
250 people and amounts to as much as 68%;
• 70% of respondents participating in the survey carried out for the purposes of this report
indicated that social factors of change will have a large or very big impact on
transformation in their industry. The three most commonly addressed today include
privacy, aging society and digital nomadism. According to the respondents, the most
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pressing social factors requiring addressing in the next decade will be the culture
of nanosecond privacy and aging society;
• 82% of respondents participating in the survey carried out for the purposes of this article
indicated that technological factors have a large or very large impact on the process
of digital transformation in their organization. The ones primarily addressed today are
social media, cloud computing and automation. In the next 10 years, top3 are in turn:
artificial intelligence (AI), Big Data and automation;
• well-chosen technology and dedicated solutions (39% of responses) were considered
to be the most important factors enabling success in carrying out the digital
transformation. Well-prepared employees came only second (36%). Meanwhile,
it is known that even the best technology will not provide success if it does not include
engaged and changed people.
The fact of placing a customer in the centre was confirmed by responses about catching
up with the dynamically evolving needs of contemporary consumers. Moreover, half
of the respondents indicated the necessity to follow the changing expectations of their
customers, declaring it to be their top business priority. The continuous improvement
of customer satisfaction level is possible mostly owing to investments in new ICT solutions.
Only owing to them shopping can be comfortable, fast, and possible at any time and place,
while customer service can be effective. It also means the new opportunities in acquiring
knowledge about needs, behaviour, and opinions of customers. In general, the abovementioned study results show that Polish modern business organizations are becoming more
confident in using advanced solutions of AI and SMAC solutions, to meet the challenges
of digital transformation [1], [10].

5

Conclusions

The dynamic economic changes and the evolution of business relationships devaluate
traditional sources of competitive advantages in the SME sector, such as capital,
infrastructure, access to outlets, and the quality of offered products and services. Modern
enterprises that want to compete on the market effectively have to give priority to flexibility
of their organization and its ability to implement innovative business models and reorganise
logistics processes. Examples of numerous Polish SMEs show that the vision of a business
managed in a modern way has come into the dynamic phase of realization, while
the effective knowledge management with advanced ICT solutions is growing to the role
of paradigm. There is no doubt that reserves still present in the SME sector can be utilised,
through supporting its operation with advanced ICT systems with the dominant role
of SMAC solutions.
Nevertheless, it has to be remembered that the creation and development of such smart
technologies has one basic aim for businesses, namely to accelerate the development pace
and improve the quality of offered products and services, while reducing operating costs.
Although it seems apparently simple, paradoxically innovation of Polish business
organizations from the SME sector is burdened with the concern about the unknown. SMEs
are afraid of investing in solutions that are not popular yet. Nevertheless, the strategic vision
of the management in such organizations will determine the directions and pace
of popularising modern and effective solutions in knowledge management, which may
contribute to the improvement of their competitiveness on the global market.
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Abstract. This article analyzes color blindness as an issue that may affect
the usability of some web applications that use inappropriate color combinations
or low contrast. The article provides recommendations for designing web pages
friendly for color-blind users. Some tools and simulators for developing websites
with support for color-blind users are mentioned.
Keywords: Color blindness, WCAG, Blindness testing tools and simulators, Web
design.

1

Introduction

Color blindness is a highly prevalent vision impairment that inhibits people's ability
to understand colors. Color blindness can be complete or partial. With partial color
blindness, people with disabilities perceive colors differently than most people or do not
distinguish certain colors. Color blindness cannot be treated, it can only be corrected
by wearing special glasses or contact lenses (National Eye Institute). The Ishihara test
is used to determine the form and degree of color blindness. The test is performed on paper
because the computer screen has certain limitations due to the RGB color model used.
Ishihara's test for detection red-green color blindness (only) is available at (Ishihara).

Fig. 1: Normal color vision, Protanopia, Deuteranopia, Tritanopia,
Source: Wikipedia, public domain

Types of color blindness:
•
•
•
•

Red-green color blindness
Deuteranomaly - the most common type, it makes green look more red.
Protanomaly - makes red look greener and less bright.
Protanopia (does not perceive red color) and deuteranopia (does not perceive green
color), both make you unable to tell the difference between red and green at all.
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• Blue-yellow color blindness
• Tritanomaly makes it hard to tell the difference between blue and green, and between
yellow and red.
• Tritanopia (does not perceive blue color) makes you unable to tell the difference
between blue and green, purple and red, and yellow and pink. It also makes colors look
less bright.
Table 1 Distribution of various forms of color blindness in the population,

Source: (Color Essential)

Adding up all the numbers from table 2 results in total 8 % of men and 0.5 % of women
who are suffering from some type of color vision deficiency. Complete color blindness
(monochromacy) is very rare.

2

Recommendations for Websites Design

Color blind people face various difficulties interacting with web systems. The main colors
of confusion are the same for red-blind and green-blind: red, orange, yellow, green and
brown. Red-blind people perceive the color red much darker. To set up proper color
combination in web application, it is necessary to focus on red-green and blue-yellow color
vision deficiency. The difference with blue-yellow color blindness is very small and it is
not necessary to solve it separately.

Fig. 2: Color pairs of confusion that red-blind people cannot distinguish,
Source: (Color Essential)

The W3C has published Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG), the current
version is 2.2. The WCAG document also defines recommendations for the use of colors,
this topic is covered in Chapter 1.4.1 ‘Use of Color’. WCAG defines the different levels of
contrast ratios depending on the level of success criteria (Level AA requires a contrast ratio
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at least 4.5:1 for normal text and 3:1 for large test, Level AAA requires a contrast ratio
7:1 for normal text and 4.5:1 for large text).
Strantz [5] solves best practices to create visually accessible data visualizations - design
of data visualization that should follow web standards to ensure that they are accessible
to audiences with diverse needs. Design the visual for accessibility by using whitespace,
creating contrast, maintaining size/scale, and labeling the visual clearly.
Vitols [6] analyze problems of people with disabilities who use Web information
systems. In this contribution, main categories of needs are brought forward, analyzed
and basic solutions for Web developers are discussed.
We can recommend the following for the development of color-blind people friendly
websites:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Avoid some combination of colors – see Figure 2
Keep your color palette limited to 2 or 3 colors
Use high contrast – see example in Figure 3
Use thicker lines
Use both color and symbols (WCAG and Section 508 recommendations - web pages
shall be designed so that all information conveyed with color is also available without
color – see Figure 4)
6. Modifying brightness, saturation and hue of colors – similar of altering contrast
7. Links on a web page should be underlined or represent by icons, not only by different
colors.

Fig. 3: An example of good and bad contrast on the web, Source:
https://gomedia.com/tutorials/rule-three-contrast-contrast-contrast
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Fig. 4: An example of good and bad contrast on the web,
Source: https://gomedia.com/tutorials/rule-three-contrast-contrast-contrast

In Figure 4 we can see an example of a website according to WCAG recommendations colors are also represented as a text. On the right, a demonstration of how people with
color blindness see the web.

3

Website Blindness Testing Tools and Simulators

An overview of the tools that can be used to develop color-blind web applications is given
in Table 2.
Table 2 Distribution of various forms of color blindness in the population,

Tool

Source: (Color Essential)
Source

Note

Color Oracle

http://colororacle.org/

Windows, MAC, Linux; free tool,
full screen color filter

Coblis – Color
Blindness Simulator

http://www.colorblindness.com/coblis-colorblindness-simulator/

Drag and drop files for testing

TPGi Colour Contrast
Analyser

https://www.tpgi.com/colorcontrast-checker/

Free color contrast checker tool;
Windows and MAC; test compliance
with WCAG 2.1

Tanaguru Contrast
Finder

https://contrastfinder.tanaguru.com/

WCAG criteria checker

Color Safe

http://colorsafe.co/

Tool for adjustment a contrast in
web design

ColorBlind A11Y
Assistant
Colorblind Web Page
Filter

Chrome extension; Note: only install
ColorBlind A11Y Assistant if you
trust the publisher.
https://www.toptal.com/desi
gners/colorfilter
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Such simulators and tools can help designers make informed design decisions and make
web UX pleasurable to use for people suffering from the condition.

4

Conclusion

Color vision deficiency users may experience limitations and barriers in exploring web
pages, even for simple task. This paper attempts to help web developers create web
applications that reflect the specific needs of people with color vision deficiency.
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Abstract. Google Analytics is the most famous tool used by millions of e-commerce
websites owners to assess the effectiveness of their business and efforts. This paper
deals with modeling of customer behavior in e-commerce websites using Google
Analytics. Google Analytics tool is very useful for the following information about
customer behavior in e-commerce: Flow Visualization, Goal Flow, Traffic Sources etc.
We will introduce especially issue of acquisition - how visitors arrive at the website,
behavior - how visitors interacted with the website and finally will be mentioned also
the issue of conversions - how visitors completed conversions on the website. The case
study, included in this paper, is based on real datasets about customer behavior
in e-commerce website which is specialized in business with travel luggage.
Keywords: e-commerce, Google Analytics, Customer behavior, Modeling, conversion
rate.

1

Introduction

The main purpose of this paper is to analyze customer behavior on a selected e-commerce
website. We want to quantify how many users have ended in some phases of activity
at e-commerce website and how much users went on to complete the purchase. Very
important for us is also to find out how users have been entered selected e-commerce website
because it is very important for more effective online advertising.
The penetration of information and communication technologies (ICT) into the society's
life has opened up new opportunities for entrepreneurial activities. ICT has become
an indispensable support for communication, production activities, business, management,
and so on.
Definition of e-business according to ISO / EIC, resp. CSI (Czech Standards Institute)
says that e-business means a series of processes that have a clearly understandable purpose,
involving more than one organization, carried out through the exchange of information
and directed towards mutually agreed goals that take place over a given period of time.
Similarly, e-business is defined by other sources, such as [1], [11] and others. Electronic
business is the hierarchically the highest level for ICT-based business activities. If we are
focusing on purely sales/shopping activities, we are talking about e-commerce, where
e-shops are represented by specific web applications as one of the key communication
interfaces.
E-commerce has become a standard and it is a very convenient alternative
for implementing sales/shopping activities between different types of entities. With
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the development and penetration of mobile communication devices, the concepts
of m-business, m-commerce, and m-shops have emerged. In some articles and professional
publications, we can meet these concepts but it is only in cases of direct focus on mobile
communication devices. In general, when we talk about e-business and e-commerce, we also
automatically take into account mobile communication devices. E-commerce affects areas
ranging from distribution, purchasing, sales, marketing to product servicing. Definition
of e-commerce according to ISO / EIC, resp. CSI characterizes
E-commerce as a series of processes related to the course of business transactions,
involving two or more participants with a common goal of closing a deal, made by electronic
means and running for a certain time. In the same way, Electronic commerce is defined
in the foreign literature as in [14], [15], [9] and others.
Online shopping is a global and rapidly growing phenomenon. Almost 7.5 billion people
live in the world, of which 3.5 billion people use the Internet and over 1.5 billion people
make purchases online. According to server eMarketer (www.emarketer.com), retail global
online sales were approaching $ 2.4 trillion in 2017, doubling to $ 4.9 trillion by 2021. More
detailed current and anticipated development of turnovers from world online sales between
2017 and 2023 are presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: Global online sales (trillion $), Source: [4].

2

Research Methodology and Related Work

We would like to introduce at first research methodology and same related work
in a theoretical part of the paper. The practical part will be focused on a case study which
is based on real datasets about customer behavior in e-commerce website which
is specialized in business with travel luggage. We will use some Google Analytics tools such
as Flow Visualization, Goal Flow and Traffic Sources for analyzing how visitors arrive
at the website, how visitors interacted with the website and finally how visitors completed
conversions on the website.
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Our paper is based on Google Analytics methodology. We can find many manuals
and practical information when we entered Google Analytics websites that are available from
the following link: https://www.google.com/analytics/.
Clifton [2] is describing how Google Analytics works. Google Analytics is a page-tag
solution that employs first-party cookies. By this method, all data collection, processing,
maintenance, and program upgrades are managed by Google as a hosted service (SaaS Software as a Service).
Ledford [10] are characterized Google Analytics as a historical analytics program, which
means statistics are not tracked in real time. The statistical data that appears in your analytics
reports will be one or two days behind. It is not a perfect situation, but despite the delay,
the depth of information provided is both accurate and useful.
Google Analytics is considered as a best free web analytics tool that has many benefits
and advantages but there is nothing absolutely perfect in the ICT world because
all IT systems and tools have some limitations or bugs. Farney [5] are discussing some
limitations of Google Analytics. First, Google Analytics is designed to be a hosted service
so it means that data from your website visitors will be captured and retain on a Google
server, not your own. Second, Google Analytics is not designed to be an infinitive repository
for a website´s data. According to web analytics expert Brian Clifton, it is Google Analytics
policy for its free version to retain data for 25 months. Despite some limitations
and imperfections, Google Analytics is still an excellent web analytics that provides very
useful analytics that can be used to improve a website.
Cutroni [3] deals with an understanding of visitor behavior. Google Analytics servers
have special storage for raw data about visitor behavior. These log files contain numerous
attributes of the pageview sent to Google such as for example the following:
•
•
•
•
•

When the data was collected (timestamp - data and time),
Where the visitor came from (referring website, search engine, etc.),
How many times the visitor has been to the site (number of visits),
Where the visitor is located (geographic location),
Who the visitor is (IP address).

Sanders [13] has written the book called 42 Rules for Applying Google Analytics which
is very useful for practical and very effective work with Google Analytics. This book
is describing how is visitor's journey through the websites then applying that measurement,
collection, and analysis of data for the main purpose of adequately optimizing and improving
website performance. Very important part is also learning where your visitors come from and
how they interact with the website.
We can find many scientific papers about using Google Analytics to Evaluate
the Usability of E-Commerce Sites or to analyze the visitor behavior.
For example, Hasan et al have identified specific web metrics that can provide, quick,
easy, and cheap, indications of general potential usability problem areas on e-commerce
websites. Results showed that the heuristic evaluators were able to identify detailed specific
usability problems. Hernández [8] deal with the analysis of Users’ Behavior in Structured
e-Commerce Websites. They are applying Model Checking to Event Log Analysis and are
using this model to illustrate the most relevant access patterns to main sections and their
importance within the buying process. Pakkala [12] have written a scientific paper about
using Google Analytics to measure visitor statistics in the case of food composition websites.
Their conclusions are as follows: basic web analytics can be carried out with low-cost
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alternatives, web analytics should not be claimed to be difficult or expensive to exploit,
Google Analytics gives useful information in return for rather a small effort and cost.

3

Case Study: Google analytics results from e-shop dataset analysis

The e-shop www.equipshop.cz was created at the beginning of July 2017. The idea of doing
business was born a lot earlier. In the second bachelor study in 2013, like every student,
I needed money for traveling and hobbies. We went through a lot of brigades until I came
to the most effective way of making my own business. I have used my parents' contacts
and addressed potential companies with whom I could cooperate when I managed to find
suppliers. The high school colleague studied IT, and in the framework of practicing,
he created a very simple internet shop. The first order is recorded on 10.2.2014. From this
day until now, we have begun to work hard on improvements, two times changed from
the basics of web page programming and design. 25.3.2014 was launched Sklik
and Adwords a few days later, the goods appeared on the Heureka grader. We tried
to automate the business as much as possible and to outsource as much as possible.
Nowadays, this business lives with its life, there is an average of 300 orders a year with
a turnover of around CZK 750,000. We have managed to automate the activities around
us to the extent that we are dealing with business only today rather than its implementation.
It has its advantages and disadvantages.
This business has grown a bit in my heart for years, so I've been looking for other
opportunities to develop. I attended the fairs, searched the internet, and searched the market
for more. At the beginning of 2017, I was approached by a friend who needed to test the
sales platform if I had any interesting products. I did not want to interfere with the current
excursion, so I took advantage of the contacts, and after a few meetings, hundreds
of kilometers and tens of hours of PC analyzing the market, he discovered a seemingly
interesting opportunity under the name of travel trunks. With very low start-up capital,
I bought a few dozen suitcases, and in early July 2017, the first customers could buy travel
trunks with us. I took advantage of the experience and started to work at the new store. After
half a year we have trunks sold for CZK 150,000, yes, it's not much, but it's enough to cover
operating costs. There is a long way to make the trade known and globally successful.
In the next section, we want to focus on very strong and in today's online trading
undoubtedly the most important tools: Google Analytics, Sklik, and Heureka. The Analytics
tool offers a tremendous amount of information. We are currently using it mainly to analyze
shoppers, their numbers, behavior, and conversion rates. In Figure 2, we see a history of page
views starting from the end of January 2018. So, in 7 months, 4712 unique pages were
displayed. We total 7400 pageviews. Immediate exit rate is average and means only onepage visit. These visits are often through the Heurice's destination links when a person finds
a travel suitcase to crash a store, or to swallow photos and leave. Generally, statistics show
that 54.45% of visitors visit only one particular page, averaging 54 seconds and leaving.
The remaining 45.55% will go to other sites.
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Fig. 2: Purchasing decision process, Source: Own processing in Google Analytics, 2018.

Fig. 3: Website pageviews, Source: Own processing in Google Analytics, 2018.

From the table in Figure 2, we can see which specific pages users have visited. Of the
7,400 pageviews, the page/en/travel suitcases were 1493 times, it is 20.18% of all the pages
displayed, and second is the 8.57% home page. If we use Pareto's analysis, the table shows
that we have to focus on the first five pages with an emphasis on the first position. These
sites should be as sophisticated and as sophisticated as possible.

Fig. 4: Conversions and purchases,
Source: Own processing in Google Analytics, 2018.cs, 2018.

Of course, we do not optimize the store page in such a way that users only view
the merchandise but create the most conversions - purchases. From figure 4 we can see that
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the conversion rate of trade is 1.83%. From the statistics, the conversion is around 2-2.5%,
so in our case, the conversion rate is slightly below the average. Here, we see the average
value of the order, which can be used in marketing calculations. If we have analyzed
and optimized sites, it is very important in the next steps to read how our customers came
to the site and compare the data with the conversions that were made. We will read this
information from the following picture:

Fig. 5: Visitors statistics, Source: Own processing in Google Analytics, 2018.

From the table above, we see that 7,400 pageviews created 2461 users. From the table,
we see the results of SEO, where it conducts an organic search, that is, search on Google,
the list and other search engines and direct, ie direct inputs using links to other sites.
Referrals are direct links to products, here we can say that they are the results of Heureka,
zboží.cz and other graders of goods. Social shows us that there is some marketing on social
networks. And lastly, paid inputs using Sklik and Google Adwords. If we notice
the penultimate column, transactions, we will simply find out which resource is generating
the largest conversion. In our case, it will be a grader with an average conversion rate
of 4.57%. In the next step, we can analyze these resources in more detail:

Fig. 6: Visitors statistics, Source: Own processing in Google Analytics, 2018.
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Google Analytics allows us to make most of our information more specific as we see
in Figure 7. The analytics tool provides us with a lot of information, but in this work, I will
bring you another interesting indicator, namely demographic data. Figure shows that 64.5%
of visitors are women aged 25-44.

Fig. 7: Demographic statistics, Source: Own processing in Google Analytics, 2018.

This article only describes basic Google Analytics tools to help us better understand our
customers. Based on the information you read, you can better optimize your website
to increase conversion. Every successful website uses tools to analyze customer behavior
on the web. It's one of the most common ways we can learn more about them. Having the
right content on the right pages will ensure the success of the site. Without the necessary
information to customers, they do not look what they expect at the right moment.
Information, despite being very important, is not a guarantee of success, it only reveals
the places we should take care of. How do we handle that information, it's just about us.
Google Analytics provides a great deal of information and is the irreplaceable companion
in the right hands when doing business online.

4

Findings and Discussion

We have presented an overview of the analysis of a real dataset from the e-shop. There were
found some results such as Purchasing decision process, website page views, conversions
and purchases, visitor statistics and finally demographic statistic. We can discuss this topic
more with analyzing data from another e-shop in the future research or we can analyze the
dataset from the same e-shop in the future and compare it with the previous historical
dataset.

5

Conclusions

Google Analytics is a very useful tool for discovering customer behavior in e-commerce
systems. We can use Flow Visualization, Goal Flow and Traffic Sources for analyzing how
visitors arrive at the website, how visitors interacted with the website and finally how visitors
completed conversions on the website.
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Abstract. The growing boom in digitization and the development of new technologies
around the world are contributing negatively to the creation of a large amount of carbon
footprint, and thus to the deterioration of the quality of the environment. It is very
important to deal with the production, consumption and disposal of information
technology in order to minimize the creation of a carbon footprint. Therefore,
it is necessary to achieve that the company produces as little carbon dioxide as possible
in the near future. This situation can only be achieved through a positive synergy effect
in the change of human needs and values, the transformation of the economy,
technology, consumption and production, especially in energy and transport,
and savings. The article will deal with the effects of information technology
on the carbon footprint, which could contribute to reducing carbon dioxide production
in society.
Keywords: Carbon footprint, Information technology, Carbon dioxide, Emission,
Environment

1

Introduction

Carbon dioxide, also called a greenhouse gas, is part of the Earth's atmosphere. It is one
of the other gases, they make up 1% in the atmosphere, carbon dioxide alone is 0.035%
in the atmosphere. [5].
Almost every activity, from food to transport, releases greenhouse gases directly
or indirectly. Greenhouse gases are not only produced by carbon dioxide (CO2), but also
by methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O).
Several processes arise:
•
•
•
•

by burning fossil fuels and biomass,
anaerobic decomposition of organic substances,
waste storage,
industrial production.

These activities cause the Earth's greenhouse effect. The accumulation of carbon dioxide
is currently the highest in the previous 650000 years, which is why this issue is becoming
a priority for the human population in the field of climate protection. Therefore, in recent
years, companies have increasingly taken measures to reduce their carbon footprint
to minimize the impact on the environment.
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The article generally describes the issue of carbon footprint and emissions. Emissions are
divided into direct and indirect, their difference will also be clarified. The next chapter,
which forms a substantial part of the paper, deals with the effects of information technology
on the carbon footprint. The conclusion follows where the article is summarized.

2

Carbon footprint

The rapid spread of greenhouse gas concentrations in the Earth's atmosphere are a major
cause of climate change. The most important greenhouse gas is carbon dioxide (CO2)
and its production is called the carbon footprint.
The carbon footprint is a measure of the impact of human activity on the environment and
especially on climate change. The carbon footprint is (similarly to the ecological footprint)
an indirect indicator of energy, product and service consumption. It measures the amount of
greenhouse gases that correspond to a particular activity or product. The carbon footprint can
be determined at various levels - national, municipal, individual, or company and product.
Simply put, a carbon footprint is the amount of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
released during the life cycle of a product or service, household operation, transport, etc. [1].
Basic carbon footprint division:
• Primary (direct) footprint - The amount of greenhouse gas emissions released
immediately from the activity, such as electricity generation, heating, fuel combustion
or landfilling. This carbon footprint is easier to determine and can be better controlled
or reduced.
• Secondary (indirect) footprint - The amount of greenhouse gas emissions released during
the entire life cycle of products, from their production to eventual disposal. Examples
are emissions associated with the construction of a house and the production of building
materials or the production of a car. Product Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) data
are necessary to determine the indirect trace. It is very difficult to determine them
at the macro level, such as the city, the use is rather at the level of companies or
households. [1]
The protocol called GHG protocol (Green House Gas protocol) introduced a very practical
division of emissions into three classes. This division has become a widely used standard.
• Scope 1 (direct emissions) - activities that fall under the control of the company and are
controlled by it, in which emissions are released directly into the air. These are direct
emissions. They include, for example, emissions from boilers or generators burning fossil
fuels in the company, emissions from mobile sources (e.g. cars) owned by the company or
emissions from industrial processes, emissions from waste treatment or wastewater
treatment in facilities operated by the company.
• Scope 2 (indirect energy emissions) - emissions associated with the consumption
of purchased energy (electricity, heat, steam or cooling), which do not arise directly in the
company, but are the result of the company's activities. These are indirect emissions from
sources that the company does not directly control, yet it has a major impact on their size.
If the company itself produces electricity / heat and sells it to other customers or if it sells
the purchased electricity / heat to other customers (e.g. tenants) and the amount of this
electricity is measured, it is deducted from the total Scope 2 emissions.
• Scope 3 (other indirect emissions) - emissions that result from the company's activities
and that arise from sources outside the control or ownership of the company, but are not
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classified as Scope 2 (eg business trips by air, landfilling of waste, purchase and transport
of material by a third side, etc.). It follows from the definition that this is the broadest
and logically least precisely defined category. While Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions
are well comparable between companies, Scope 3 emissions are comparable only
to a limited extent. Therefore, Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions reporting is mandatory
in the GHG Protocol and the CDP database, while Scope 3 is only recommended.
In recent years, however, Scope 3 has become increasingly important, with companies
reporting at least the most important items in Scope 3 by default. They can demonstrate
innovative emission reduction management. [9].

Fig. 1: Illustration of greenhouse gas production, Source: savemoneycutcarbon.com, 2020.

3

Information technology – the influence of the carbon footprint

Carbon emissions associated with the production, use and disposal of information
and communication technology (ICT) equipment are a topic of growing societal interest.
The carbon footprint in ICT includes mobile networks, data centers, corporate networks,
but also all user devices such as telephones, computers, IoT technologies and other tools.
(zive.aktuality.sk, 2020)
According to a new study conducted by researchers from the University of Lancaster
and the consulting company Small World Consulting Ltd., computer technology generates
much more greenhouse gas emissions than previously calculated. The area of interest
of the consulting company is sustainability. Previous calculations showed values
of greenhouse gas emissions of information technologies in the range of 1.8-2.8%. However,
researchers claim that the values of this sector do not correspond to the real impact
on the climate. The mentioned document states that the real share of information
technologies in global greenhouse gas emissions is in the range of 2.1-3.9%. Older
calculations did not take into account the entire life cycle and supply chain of computer
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manufacturers and infrastructure, such as energy spent on the production of products
and equipment, disposal of equipment, etc. The study also points to a further significant
increase in greenhouse gas emissions. New trends in the ICT sector, such as big data,
the Internet of Things, cryptocurrencies or artificial intelligence, pose a risk of rising
emissions. [2].
Computing technologies are extremely effective in saving labor and increasing
the performance of a variety of human activities. Is it indisputable that ICTs increase
efficiency in many other sectors, but will lead to savings in net emissions? According to new
research, from a historical point of view, it is exactly the opposite. At a time when
information technology was becoming more efficient, its carbon footprint was growing
relentlessly. So is it possible for the computing sector to become cleaner of greenhouse gas
emissions? According to research, this is feasible, but an almost complete transformation
of the sector will be needed. [2].
According to them, information, communication and computer technologies will grow
so much in the coming years that it will be necessary to consider more what use is key. Only
in this way will it be possible to prevent a disproportionate demand for data. At the same
time, it is necessary to clearly plan the savings that could be used in both computer
technology and related fields - even now, because planning in them is very long-term. [2].

4

Conclusions

The issue of environmental pollution has become increasingly popular in recent years. Due
to the creation of a large amount of the greenhouse effect and the associated global warming
of the Earth, great emphasis is placed on climate protection. This side effect is created
by human activity, it represents. industrial production, combustion of fossil fuels, agriculture,
waste storage. At the same time, e.g. waste sorting significantly helps to reduce the impact
of human activity on the environment. [4].
The year 2015 was a breakthrough for this area. The UN summit on climate protection
took place in Paris, at which the countries of the world undertook to reduce their carbon
footprint. The carbon footprint is an indicator of the impact of human activity, presenting
the total amount of greenhouse gases generated. At the mentioned summit, the limit
of maximum warming was discussed and set - when the average temperature increases,
it will not exceed more than 2 ° C compared to the state in comparison with the industrial
period.
This article provides information on the issue of man-made air pollution
and the associated threat of global warming. The main essence of the article was devoted
to the methodology of the carbon footprint, specifically the effects of information technology
on the carbon footprint. The paper reported on how information and communication
technologies burden the environment with emissions associated with the production,
use and disposal of equipment in this area.
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Abstract. We consider econometrics as a scientific discipline that applies the tools
of statistics and mathematics in the field of economics and uses computer science.
The main reasons for the emergence of econometrics were the great economic crisis,
criticism of economic research, the use of mathematics and statistics in economics.
Thanks to the use of informatics, we can present the achieved results as well
as information about econometric models. The achieved results in the form of tables
and graphs are displayed with specialized software programs. Some of the most-widely
used software packages include Microsoft Excel, Stata, R, SAS, and SPSS. These
software programs will be compared in terms of the price of software packages, their
features, and the classification of the area of application that describes a particular
program. Based on the results, we determine which software is most suitable for certain
areas of research.
Keywords: Econometric modeling, Econometric software, Analysis, Prices

1

Introduction

Econometrics is an intersection of three 3 disciplines, namely economics, mathematics,
and informatics. To display the results of economics and mathematics, we use informatics
through software products that can deal with the analysis of financial data and subsequent
econometric modeling. For this article, 5 software from various companies were selected,
namely Microsoft Excel, Stata, R, SAS, and SPSS.
The essence of this analysis will be to describe the functions of the software, whether
it is a paid or freely available program and for which scientific field it is best used.
The source of data for financial econometrics is professional financial agencies (Bloomberg,
Center for Research in Security Prices), multinational financial institutions (IMF
International Monetary Fund, World Bank WB), statistical offices, central banks, financial
databases, but also insurance companies and pension funds [3].

2

Software for econometric modeling- features, prices, and
classification

This chapter deals with the analysis of econometric modeling programs with a focus
on the description, prices, and classification of the program. Microsoft Excel, Stata, R, SAS,
and SPSS were selected for this article.
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2.1

Microsoft EXEL

Microsoft Excel is the most widespread and the most used spreadsheet in its class.
It is used to create tables and graphs, analyze data, and create lists (databases). In the picture
we see the Excel environment, where the most important part is the top panel, which consists
of various menu sections (File, insert, home, page layout, formulas, data, review,
and developer). Excel is mainly used in econometrics for linear regression.

Fig. 1: Microsoft excel window, Source: [6].

Excel must be installed on a device, but it can also be used online using Microsoft 365,
divided for home (personal, family) and for business. Microsoft 365 Personal costs 99.99 $ /
year (1TB storage) and Microsoft 365 Personal makes $ 69.99 / year, which also has
premium security features in the mobile app. Microsoft 365 Business has 4 paid variants,
namely Basic ($ 5.00 user / month), Standard (12.50 $ user / month), Premium (20.00 $ user
/ month) and Apps for business (8.25 $ user / month). The Standard version has extra
features: Desktop versions of Office apps with premium features, easily host webinars,
attendee registration and reporting tools, manage customer appointments. In the Premium
version, we also find advanced security, access, and data control and cyberthreat protection.
Microsoft allows students to use office software for free during their studies [6].
2.2

Stata

Stata is a complete, integrated software package that provides all your data science needsdata manipulation, visualization, statistics, and automated reporting. The main part of the
program is the top panel (file, edit, data, graphics, statistics, user, and window). The state has
the following functions: Master your data, broad suite of statistical features, publicationquality, graphics, automated reporting, truly reproducible research, has with Python
integration and real documentation. Used for linear models, forecasting, structural equation
modeling. Stata is intended for all scientific disciplines.
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Stata has 4 versions of the program (business, government, nonprofit, educational, or
student use). Stata Business and Stata Government/nonprofit single-user costs from 765 $
USD per year to 995 $ USD per year. Educational users have two pricing options for singleuser licenses- Stata Prof+ Plan pricing for participating universities and discounted
educational pricing. The license for the Stata Student single-user ranges from $ 94 USD per
year to $ 375 USD per year [8].

Fig. 2: Stata window, Source: [8].

2.3

R

R project is a software environment where statistical computing and graphics are done.
To make R easier to use, you can download RStudio. R is an open source and free
econometrics tool and statistical analysis software. It is ductile software, and you can
do a wide range of work through this software. R is a mobilized software that provides the
facilities of data manipulation, mathematical calculation, and graphical display. The program
menu consists of several parts (file, edit, code, view, plots, session, project, builds and tools).
R provides a wide variety of statistical (linear and nonlinear modelling, classical statistical
tests, time-series analysis, classification, and clustering) and graphical techniques,
and is highly extensible. The S language is often the vehicle of choice for research
in statistical methodology, and R provides an Open-Source route to participation in that
activity [7].
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Fig. 3: R window, Source: [7].

2.4

SAS

SAS transforms a world of data into a world of intelligence. The program menu consists
of several parts (file, edit, view, tasks, program, and tools). SAS was used originally
for statistics application in agriculture projects. But now it’s used in various industries from
media to retail, education, and finance. In simple words, SAS Programming allows you
to process a large chunk of raw data to manageable small sets of data, leading to results
which help in decision making.

Fig. 4: SAS window, Source: [9].

SAS is free to download and provides free webinars, tutorials, and E-learning.
The company has an offer for students and teachers such as SAS®OnDemand for Academics
(student, learner, and educator) and SAS® Viya® for Learners (educator) [9].
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2.5

SPSS

IBM SPSS Statistics software is a vast library of machine learning algorithms. It reduces
pressure and risk factors. This data analysis software is user-friendly and has a modern
interface with high statistics analytical capability. IBM SPSS Statistics software will also
be helpful for all types of users. The menu consists of parts (file, edit, view, data, transform,
insert, format, analysis, direct marketing, graphs, utilities, and window).

Fig. 5: SPSS window, Source: [5].

IBM has 2 program offers: free trial and subscription. All trial registrants are restricted
to one free trial per computer per year. Take advantage of flexible payment plans, monthly
or annually. Extend the Base Edition with 3 optional add-ons. Not intended for individual
student/faculty use. Starting at 95.53 € per authorized user per month. Universities with
an economic focus have a free license for their students [5].

3

Conclusions

This article presents a selection of software that is used for econometric modeling. 5 software
programs from different companies (Microsoft Excel, Stata, R, SAS, and SPSS) were
selected. The environment and price offer of the programs were described.
Paid programs include Microsoft Excel, Stata, and SPSS. R and SAS programs are free
downloadable software. All paid software offers free licenses for students and teachers.
I recommend the Stata software, a program that can be used for all disciplines.
The software for the best and most efficient use for econometric modeling is SPSS from
IBM. The program selection can be selected using the evaluation set method. [1].
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Abstract. Today, simulation tools are becoming a widely used
part of management information support. Their use can give
businesses and companies a competitive advantage. The paper
suggests criteria for evaluation and their choosing and compares
them for creating dynamic models using two selected methods
of multi-criteria decision making. SW tools are compared
in the evaluation using seven criteria, which were selected
for modelling and simulation in different areas and are important
for SME company employees. The aim of this paper
is to compare the specific software available that supports
the creation of simulation models using selected methods
of multi-criteria evaluation. The Saaty method was used
to determine the weight of the criteria and the AHP method
and the TOPSIS method were used to evaluate the variants.
The results of the application of both methods in the comparison
of variants showed that the most suitable software tool
for creating applications that facilitate decision-making
is Vensim, the second and third positions were occupied
by MATLAB and Witness. Rank 2 and 3rd positions differed
in the application of the given methods.
Keywords: AHP, criteria, Saaty method, TOPSIS

1.

Introduction to the simulation

The growing popularity of simulation models leads to increased demand for simulation tools.
Therefore, the choice of the appropriate software tool plays a key role for SME companies.
The selection of an inadequate software package can result in significant financial losses and
in the disruption of simulation projects. [Hlupic, 1997] In recent years, the selection of the
most suitable simulation software to correctly face industrial problems has become vital for
companies. Especially SMEs may not have the appropriate tools. (Fumalgali, et al., 2019)
At present, simulation software is being developed and continually innovated within
software engineering, which increases the accuracy and reliability of numerical calculations.
Bader et al. (2011) said the development of simulation software focused on efficiency and
scalability issues with ever-evolving hardware. This paper suggests the criteria for choosing
the appropriate software by using the AHP method which includes the 2 hierarchical
structures and compares them with the TOPSIS method.
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2.

Methods for the evaluation

The Saaty method, which is part of the AHP method and can also be part of the TOPSIS
method, was chosen to calculate the weights of the criteria.
Analytical Hierarchical Process is based on the evaluation of each group of criteria and
subcriteria. By using this method, the global significance for the criteria and local
significance for the sub-criteria is calculated. The evaluation of the criteria and sub-criteria
represents the following matrix:
1
1
1
1

where S = {sij}, where i, j = 1, 2, …, n.

(1)

,

(2)

The sum of local significances is equal to 1 (100%). The sum of global significances must
also be equal to 1 (100%). When calculating significances, the Saaty matrix of mutual
comparison of all criteria to each other is used (Saaty, 1980). The resulting significance
is equal to the geometric mean of the product of the individual paired comparisons. Saaty
uses the 9-escalate scale of the criteria evaluation (Saaty, 1980) (see Table 1).
Value
1
3
5
7
9

Criteria Evaluation
equal importance among elements i and j
moderate importance of i element before j element
strong importance of i element before j element
very strong importance of i element before j element
the extreme importance element i before j
Table 1 Saaty´scriteria evaluation

The Saaty matrix has two main attributes, reciprocity and consistency. The condition
of reciprocity is considered as

sij =

(3)

Consistency is evaluated by the ratio of consistency (CR). The consistency value must be
CR < 0.1, where
(4)
where RI is the random index.
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When
−𝑛
CI =𝜆 𝑚𝑎𝑥
≈
𝑛 −1

where

𝑤𝑖
𝑤𝑗

,

(5)

is the own number and n is number of criteria.

We determine the weight of each criterion according to the geometric mean

(6)
The final option rating is then expressed in the following relationship.

(7)
Where Ui represents the general significance of variant I with respect to the objective
of the decision-making process, uij expressed the significance of the variants
for the individual criteria and wj expresses the significance j of that criterion (Bazsová,
2015).

3.

Results and discussion

The input data are shown in Table 2. They were collected from the websites Seven criteria
were set, which were subsequently assessed.
Variants
Criteria
Price
Ease of use
Customer
support

2 000 €
4,0 (z 5)

Powersim
Studio
3 000 €
4,3

4,2 (z 5)

3,3

MATLAB

Vensim

Witness

AnyLogic

FlexSim

50 €
3,7

2 085 €
3,9

13 950 €
3,9

16 500 €
4,1

3,6

4,4

4,2

4,6

Tutorials
3
1 (min)
3
5 (max)
4
4
3D
yes
yes
yes
no
no
yes
projection
Dynamics
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
modelling
Areas of use
big
small
middle
middle
middle
middle
Table 2 Basic information about the software products. (Own processing)
For the preparation of the evaluation by using the AHP method, it is necessary to create
the tree of criteria. It has chosen 3 global criteria: price and use of SW, function, and user
complexity. After that has chosen the second level, partial criteria, price, using
of the software, dynamics modelling, 3D projection, ease of use, tutorials, customer support.
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Figure 1 Tree of the criteria according for AHP evaluation.
The mutual comparison of the importance of the seven proposed criteria can be compared
using a scale, which in this case was 9 degrees. Table 3 shows the mutual evaluation of the
importance of the proposed criteria using the Saaty matrix. The results in Table 2 show that
the most important for the user is the price (0.417), second is the dynamics modelling
(0.200), and the least important is the customer support (0.021).
Criteria

Pric
e

Price

1

Usin
g of
the
SW
5.00

Dynamic
s
modellin
g
4.00

3D
projectio
n

Eas
e of
use

Tutorial
s

Custome
r support

Geomea
n

Weigh
t

7.00

5.00

7.00

9.00

4.608

0.417

Field of
applicatio
n
Dynamics
modelling
3D
projection
Easy of
use
tutorials

0.20

1

0.33

5.00

0.50

5.00

9.00

1.334

0.121

0.25

3.00

1

7.00

2.00

5.00

5.00

2.216

0.200

0.14

0.20

0.14

1

0.20

0.33

3.00

0.361

0.033

0.20

5.00

0.33

5.00

1

5.00

7.00

1.788

0.162

0.14

0.20

0.20

3.00

0.20

1

3.00

0.519

0.047

Customer
support

0.11

0.11

0.20

0.33

0.14

0.33

1

0.234

0.021

Table 3 Saaty´ matrix. (Own calculation)
The results using the Saatys matrix for preparing criteria applying the TOPSIS method
showed that the most important is the price of the criteria (0.833)
Criteria

Geomean

Weight

Price and field of application

2.466212

0.6370

Function

0.40548

0.1047

User Complexity

1

0.2583
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Price

2.236067977

0.8333

Field of application

0.447213595

0.1667

Dynamics modelling

0.447213595

0.1667

3D projection

2.236067977

0.8333

Ease of Use

2.466212

0.6370

Tutorials

1

0.2583

Table 4 Results of the Saaty matrix for evaluation by the TOPSIS method. (Own
processing)
The results of the global weights by applying the AHP method are shown in Figure 2.
The global weight 0.637 achieved price and use of the software, in the second place, is User
complexity (0.258) and Function has the least global weight 0.105.

Figure 2

Results of the local and global weights by using the AHP method. (Own
processing)

The evaluation of the simulation software according to the seven criteria assessed shows
Table 5. Results in the first row are negative because they should be converted because of the
direction of the whole criteria.
Normalization by weights
V1

V2

V3

V4

-0.0222

-0.0333

-0.0006

-0.0231

-0.1547

-0.1829

0.0377

0.0075

0.0188

0.0188

0.0188

0.0188
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0.0182

0.0364

0.0364

0.0364

0.0364

0.0364

0.0065

0.0033

0.0033

0.0065

0.0065

0.0065

0.0271

0.0291

0.0250

0.0264

0.0264

0.0277

0.0070

0.0023

0.0070

0.0117

0.0094

0.0094

0.0037

0.0029

0.0031
0.0038
0.0037
Table 5 Results of the TOPSIS method

0.0040

The results in Table 6 show the searched minimum as the base variant and the searched
maximum as the ideal variant for a given criterion.

Table 6

Base variant

Ideal variant

0.1829

-0.0006

0.0075

0.0377

0.0182

0.0364

0.0033

0.0065

0.0250

0.0291

0.0023

0.0117

0.0029
0.0040
Base and ideal variant according to the TOPSIS method (own processing)
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Table 7 shows the evaluation of the distance according to each criterion. Distances are
very low.
V1

V2

0.02584
0.000909
0
1.06E-05
4.12E-06
2.2E-05
6.16E-07

V3

0.022399
0
0.000332
0
1.65E-05
0
0

Table 7

V4

0.033258
0.000128
0.000332
0
0
2.2E-05
6.84E-08

V5

0.025538
0.000128
0.000332
1.06E-05
1.83E-06
8.79E-05
9.2E-07

V6

0.000799
0.000128
0.000332
1.06E-05
1.83E-06
4.95E-05
6.16E-07

0
0.000128
0.000332
1.06E-05
7.32E-06
4.95E-05
1.29E-06

Distance from basal and ideal variants by using TOPSIS method. (Own
processing)

Table 8 shows the distance from the base and ideal variants with the inclusion of the
weights of the criteria. As you can see in Table 8, the base variants have been evaluated
mainly according to criteria 3.

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

0.02 0.022 0.033 0.025 0.000
0.000 0.001
0.000 0.023 0.033
584 399
258
538
799
0
467
07
0
509
746
258
0.00
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0909
0
128
128
128
128
0
909
355
355
355
355
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.000
0
332
332
332
332
332
332
0
0
0
0
0
1.06
1.06E 1.06E 1.06E
1.06E 1.06E
E-05
0
0
-05
-05
-05
0
-05
-05
0
0
0
4.12 1.65E
1.83E 1.83E 7.32E
4.12E
1.65E 7.32E 7.32E 1.83E
E-06 -05
0
-06
-06
-06
-06
0
-05
-06
-06
-06
2.2E
2.2E- 8.79E 4.95E 4.95E
2.2E- 8.79E 2.2E5.5E- 5.5E-05
0
05
-05
-05
-05
05
-05
05
0
06
06
6.16
6.84E 9.2E- 6.16E 1.29E
1.22E 1.29E 7.6E- 3.04E 1.22E
E-07
0
-08
07
-07
-06
-07
-06
07
-08
-07
0
Table 8
Distance from base and ideal variants by using TOPSIS method. (Own
processing)
Table 9 shows the values and order of the variants using the base and ideal level. The first
order achieved variant V3 (Vensim SW).
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Base
variants
Ideal
variants

v-

0.164

0.151

0.184

0.162

0.036

0.023

v+

0.029

0.046

0.020

0.030

0.155

0.183

zi

0.851

0.768

0.901

0.846

0.190

0.111

2

4

1

3

5

6

Order
Table 9

Base and ideal variants assessment. (Own processing)

Table 10 shows the calculation of the global weights and the assessment according to the
criteria. The highest value has been achieved at criteria C1 as expected.
V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

Global
Weights

C1

0.02

0.02

0.93

0.02

0.00

0.00

53.08%

C2

0.31

0.06

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.16

10.62%

C3

0.09

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

0.18

1.75%

C4

0.20

0.10

0.10

0.20

0.20

0.20

8.73%

C5

0.17

0.18

0.15

0.16

0.16

0.17

16.45%

C6

0.15

0.05

0.15

0.25

0.20

0.20

6.67%

C7

0.17
0.14
0.15
0.18
0.17
0.19
2.71%
Table 10
Variants Assessment by using AHP method. (Own processing)

Table 11 shows the weighted evaluation of the variants. Variant 3 (Vensim SW) shows
the highest value of the evaluation according to the seven criteria (0.536), the second
position occupied variant V1 (Matlab SW, 0.107) and third position achieved variant V4
(Witness SW, 0.098)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
Total
Order

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

0.012
0.033
0.002
0.017
0.028
0.010

0.008
0.007
0.003
0.009
0.030
0.003

0.495
0.017
0.003
0.009
0.025
0.010

0.012
0.017
0.003
0.017
0.027
0.017

0.002
0.017
0.003
0.017
0.027
0.013

0.002
0.017
0.003
0.017
0.028
0.013

0.005
0.107

0.004
0.063

0.004
0.563

0.005
0.098

0.005
0.084

0.005
0.085

2
Table 11

6
1
3
5
4
Evaluation and order of the variants by using AHP method. (Own
processing)
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Except for the first criteria (price), all the rest criteria were maximized. We have to make
normalization and convert the first criterion on the maximizing.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Order according to the AHP
Order according to the TOPSIS
Vensim
Vensim
Matlab
Witness
Witness
Matlab
FlexSim
Powersim Studio
AnyloGic
AnyloGic
Powersim
Studio
FlexSim
Table 12
Order of simulation software when applying TOPSIS and AHP method.
(Own processing)

As we can see in Table 12, the first position has not changed in both evaluations.
The order of the second and third positions has changed using various evaluations. Powersim
studio achieved the fourth position, while by AHP evaluation it was the last.
When applying the AHP method, it enables us to create the criteria and sub-criteria which
were described by using Decision 3. The TOPSIS method does not recognize the structure
of the criteria, it places the criteria on one basic level and compares them with each other.
It is hardly to say what is better, if the comparison with the structure, resp. three or the
comparison on one basic level. The results of both methods have evaluated Vensim SW
as the best appropriate software for the work with dynamic models. As an alternative was
offered the Witness or Matlab (2nd and 3rd place).

4.

Conclusion

Decision making is possible to implement practically in all areas of life. This evaluation and
subsequent comparison were used by choosing the simulation software. The simulation
software was based on the seven criteria evaluated. Six representative simulation software
were selected. Two methods, TOPSIS and AHP, were used for the evaluation of the variants.
The AHP method enables us to create the criteria and subcriteria which was described
by using Decision 3. The TOPSIS method does not recognize the structure of the criteria;
it places the criteria on one basic level and compares them with each other. It is hardly to say
what is better if the comparison with the structure, resp. three or a comparison on one basic
level. The results of both methods have evaluated Vensim SW as the best appropriate
software for the work with dynamic models. As an alternative, the Witness or Matlab
(2nd and 3rd place).
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Abstract. Using cloud storage is a very interesting opportunity for companies
that want to simplify their computer infrastructure. The essence of cloud
computing is that the applications that company employees need for their work
are located on the Internet. The aim of the paper is to analyze, evaluate,
and select a suitable cloud storage for the company X, from the range
of storage offered by providers on the market in the Czech Republic. Cloud
storage is selected using multi-criteria evaluation, specifically the AHP
method. The results showed that the most suitable form of cloud storage
is Mega. The evaluation was based on 3 groups of criteria, economic,
technical, and data protection.
Keywords: Analytical hierarchical process (AHP), cloud, criteria, evaluation, variants

1.

Introduction

The cloud is also becoming more and more popular with companies that work with
applications and functions on their end stations on a daily basis. Cloud leads to cost savings
associated with the operation of IT and computer network in the company, but also network
administrators. The most common form of cloud computing is a remote data center that
provides the application and continuously updates and controls it. The company hosting the
applications does not have to worry about updating applications, purchasing and managing
them, as well as archiving, resp. Data Backup. The advantage of cloud computing is that it is
not necessary to have installation disks in the company and install the necessary application
for each computer station, but it is possible to rent this service from a company that runs this
application on its server, performs its regular update and maintenance, and bears costs
associated with the maintenance and insurance of this server. According to Lacko (2012),
cloud computing means the use of computing technologies outside the home or corporate
network.
Cloud systems are tools and software for cloud computing that are deployed
on the Internet or in a cloud computer network. Users can use them at any time. Looking
at history, Eric Schmidt, the CEO of Google, first used the term in 2006. Since then,
the SaaS infrastructure (Software as a Service applications and from Google applications or
S3 / EC2 services offered by Amazon) has been commonly offered. Pochyla, 2011)
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According to Vaquero et al. (2008), the main principle of the cloud is user friendliness, the
concept of massive data scalability is important, and the cloud has been defined as
virtualized hardware and software plus previous monitoring and delivery technologies.
Due to the benefits of this environment, the cloud is globally considered a standard
environment for individuals and the corporate sector. Cloud reduces capital expenditures and
helps companies achieve their strategic goals. Cloud provides secure, accessible, and
manageable services not only for large and medium-sized companies but also for small
businesses and individuals. The basic structure is shown in Figure 1. However, the cloud can
also be a security threat to businesses and individuals. It may slow down computational
operations. Allocating resources in the cloud is difficult because resources provide numerous
measures of service quality. With a growing organization (company), the transition to the
cloud becomes more complicated.

Figure 1 Fundament of the cloud, source: VAQUERO, et al., 2008
When evaluating and selecting cloud providers, customers mainly measure its availability,
the diversity of services provided, the performance of the cloud, and, of course, the price for
mediation. According to Vele, Velte, and Elsenpeter (2011), one of the technical
requirements for the cloud is comparing especially the connection speed to the server, delay
length, deployment latency, data storage deletion time, data storage read time.
We can classify two groups of criteria, economic and technical criteria. We can include
other sub-criteria in these two groups, which are shown in Table 1.

Table 1

Basic group of criteria for evaluating cloud selection, own processing
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Quantitative criteria
Qualitative criteria

2.

Monthly fee
Monthly for 1 GB
Free space
File versioning
File encryption
Maximum file size
Upload
Download

Analytical hierarchical proces (AHP)

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a method of multi-criteria evaluation. It is based
on a definition of each group of criteria and sub-criteria and an assessment of their
importance - global significance for the criteria and local significance for the sub-criteria.
The hierarchical structure represents the system and its elements, which are grouped and
each element influences other elements (Ramík and Perzina, 2008). According to Shejbal
(2006) the top of the hierarchy contains one element, which is the objective of the evaluation.
The AHP method is first based on the evaluation of the criteria to which the weight is
assigned. The higher the weight of a given criterion, the higher the importance of this
criterion. The weights of the criteria can be evaluated according to several methods. For our
research, we chose the Saaty method, which is based on the selection of a scoring scale.
Based on the evaluation of the criteria, the evaluation of variants follows. For this research, 6
variants were selected, which represent the possibility of storing data in a cloud environment,
which is called Box, Dropbox, Google Drive, Mega, Microsoft One Drive, Yandex Disk.
Table 2 describes the basic characteristics of individual cloud storages, according to which
the evaluation criteria of the mentioned variants were established. As can be seen from this
table, eight criteria have been defined: free space, file versioning, file encryption, monthly
payment per 1 GByte, maximum file size, upload and download (see Table 2)
Table 2

Characteristics of basic input data, source: Kilián, 2020; Novák, 2021

Properties

Box

Dropbox

Google
Drive

Mega

Microsoft
OneDrive

Yandex
Disk

Free space

10 GB

2 GB

15 GB

15 GB

5 GB

10 GB

File
versioning

only with
subscription

until 30
days

30 days or
100
changes

yes

yes

ne

File
encryption

yes

yes

yes

yes

ne

ne

2.3 CZK

0.16 CZK

0.6-0.3
CZK

0.64-0.1
CZK

1-0.05
CZK

0.270.07
CZK

Monthly
for 1 GB
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Max file
size

5 GB

unlimited

5 TB

unlimited

15 GB

10 GB

Upload

8.2 Mb/s

7.6 Mb/s

6.05 Mb/s

7.8 Mb/s

12.5 Mb/s

5.67
Mb/s

Download

31.2 Mb/s

30 Mb/s

68.4 Mb/s

27.3
Mb/s

50 Mb/s

4.55
Mb/s

266 CZK

60-3000
CZK
according
to the
storage

133 CZK
266 CZK
533 CZK
799 CZK

Monthly
fee

starter: 120
CZK
full version:
360 CZK

50 CZK
189 CZK
269 CZK

10.86
CZK
36 CZK
109
CZK

The characteristics important for further evaluation, in particular the direction of the
criterion and the type of data, whether quantitative or qualitative is listed in Table 3 (see
Table 3).
Table 3

Characteristics of input data, own processing

Name of
the
Orientation
A1
A2 A3 A4
A5
A6
criteria
Free
space
max
10
2
15 15
5
10
File
With
30
30
versioning
max
subscription days days yes yes
no
File
encription
max
yes
yes yes yes
no
no
Monthly
for 1 GB
min
2.3 0.16 0.45 0.37 0.525 0.17
Maximum
file size
max
0.005 100
5 100 0.015 0.01
Upload
max
8.2
7.6 6.05 7.8 12.5 5.67
Download
max
31.2
30 68.4 27.3
50 4.55
Monthly
fee
min
120 266
60 133
50 10.86

Units

Type of
data

GB

quantitative
qualitative
qualitataive

CZK quantitative
TB quantitative
Mb/s quantitative
Mb/s quantitative
CZK quantitative

At first, two groups of criteria were considered, but based on expert assessment, these two
groups of criteria were subsequently reworked and three groups were created: economic
criteria, data transfer criteria, and data protection and storage. (Table 4).
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Table 4 Criteria tree according to the AHP method, own processing
Criteria

Sub-criteria
C11
C12
C21
C22
C31
C32
C33
C34

C1 Economical criteria
C2

Data transfer

C3

Data protection and
storage

Monthly for 1 GB
Minimal monthly fee
Upload
Download
Free space
File encription
File versioning
Maximum file size

Table 4 classifies criteria into main criteria and sub-criteria. It is clear from Table 5 that
the third group of criteria - data protection and storage - is of the most importance.
Table 5 Evaluation of criteria using the Saaty method, own processing
Local
weights

Geomean
Economical criteria

0.928

0.199

Data transfer

0.311

0.067

Data protection and storage

3.420

0.734

Table 6 evaluates the individual variants using the given criteria and determines the global
weights. File encryption reached the highest global weight (44.31%), followed by file
versioning (18.8%) followed by a minimum monthly subscription (15.94%).
Subsequently, the order of the clouds considered was evaluated in Table 6 is follows.
Mega Cloud was ranked first, followed by Dropbox, and Yandex Disc came in third. Google
Drive achieved the fourth position and Box the fifth position. Microsoft OneDrive finished
in sixth place.
Table 6 Evaluation of variants using the AHP method, own processing

Sub-Cr

Global
Weights

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

SubC11

2.88%

0.005

0.001

0.008

0.008

0.003

0.005

SubC12

18.80%

0.035

0.023

0.023

0.047

0.047

0.012

SubC21

44.31%

0.089

0.089

0.089

0.089

0.044

0.044

SubC22

3.99%

0.001

0.013

0.005

0.006

0.004

0.012

SubC31

7.42%

0.000

0.036

0.002

0.036

0.000

0.000
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SubC32

1.66%

0.003

0.003

0.002

0.003

0.004

0.002

SubC33

5.01%

0.007

0.007

0.016

0.006

0.012

0.001

SubC34

15.94%

0.009

0.004

0.018

0.008

0.021

0.099

0.149

0.176

0.162

0.202

0.135

0.175

Sum:

The final three evaluation by using AHP method is displayed at the Figure 2.

Figure 2 Decision three results by using AHP method, own processing

3.

Conclusion

This survey proved the possibility of implementation of decision-making theory into decision
making in the field of cloud computing. The results showed the evaluation among the six
alternatives. The optimal resolution was influenced by three groups of main criteria and eight
particular criteria. The best result was achieved at alternative No. 4 – Mega. The usefulness
0.202 was achieved.
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Abstract. Using Self Service Business Intelligence (SSBI)
applications is often chosen in business practice for fast, selfservice, low-cost, variable, easy-to-replace, add-on, and reliable
data solutions. When combined with online data queried from
the SQL database server, SSBI reports are an effective tool
for increasing efficiency of production management. This work
describes examples of good practice where the processed reports
increased the efficiency of work in planning and managing
custom production. In particular, the use of Power Query
functionalities in combination with data modeling in Power
Pivot is described, the results of which are clear visualizations
for daily work.
Keywords: Efficiency, Production Management, Self Service
Business Intelligence, Data Modelling

1 Introduction
In any activity, the economic objective is to use all resources efficiently. Production
management is primarily concerned with production management, which is concerned daily
with the preparation of plans according to the requirements of the enterprise, the use of
capacity in production, meeting deadlines according to plan, cooperation, quality control, etc.
The structure, content and functions of production management are not universally given and
are always conditioned by the typology of the enterprise. This statement is particularly true
in the case of structured custom production of a wide portfolio of technologically demanding
products consisting of many manufactured components and the necessary cooperation.
Records on planned and realized production are collected in enterprise information
systems in different structures according to the functionality provided by the information
system. These are the transactional databases of the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) modules. The basic integration between these
information systems in the transmission of data on the started and ended work operation is
the minimum prerequisite for their uniform functioning. Thus, some data is transferred
between them, but this is insufficient to provide comprehensive information for production
management.
Howson (2014) summarized that Business Intelligence (BI) is a broad and popular topic
that refers to the knowledge, processes, technologies, applications, and practices that
facilitate business decision making. To design and implement a complex sophisticated
management information system using BI tools is quite challenging in terms of time, people,
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knowledge, and money. Such an implementation is carried out by a professional information
systems vendor, which requires intensive involvement of the most experienced people in the
company. Unless all production processes in the company are perfectly and comprehensively
mapped, this costly implementation is also quite risky.
In a broader sense, efficiency means the elimination of waste of scarce resources
(including their non-use, if available) and their use in production in a way that is closest to
the company's objective, which is usually considered to be profit generation (Keřkovský and
Valsa, 2012). To manage the often time-varying production process, tools need to be used
appropriately in a way that is understood and respected across production management and
production workers. Self Service Business Intelligence (SSBI) tools are ideal for this purpose
and their proper deployment in production management saves the company money, increases
the efficiency of production management, and improves collaboration with production
workers.
Microsoft Office is commonly used in enterprises, and SSBI tools such as Power Query
and Power Pivot are available by default in Excel 2019.Power Pivot is an Excel add-in that is
used to perform powerful data analysis and create sophisticated data models (MICROSOFT,
2021). Thus, you just need to use these tools. It is fast, inexpensive, and easy to understand
for both administrators and users.
SSBI is therefore a " golden mean " between having only separate information systems
without enough up-to-date information or implementing a costly management information
system with BI tools. This paper describes the main elements of SSBI implementation in
production management using a Czech production company as an example. Thus, the now
standard computing technology is described, but what is unique is the procedure to obtain
information at a good price and use it to manage production more efficiently.

2 Data flow in the production process and supporting architecture
for data model processing in SSBI
Even businesses that have long produced globally competitive goods and services have great
potential to make better use of data. The production process is a key part of the enterprise
value chain (Tomek and Vávrová, 2014). Therefore, working with data and turning it into
information for production management and profit generation is very important.
Before using the tools from the so-called "Power Soup" by Collie and Singh, (2015)
in Figure 1, it is first necessary to map the data flow in transactional information systems
to obtain the necessary tabular resources for data modelling.
There are available four information systems and these are ERP, MES (Production
planning and Collection data in production) and attendance system. These database
information systems are installed on a dedicated SQL server which manages the databases
and shares the applications on the network for the clients. Only the necessary data transfer
integration between ERP and MES is currently performed within the database integration
in the SQL server. Such as the production order codebook and the related products and their
production operations, including the workplace codebook, or the transfer of data on started
and completed work operations.
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Figure 1

Power Soup“, Source: Collie and Singh, 2015.

The information systems only provide the user with partial data for one single order and
then the user (production managers, foremen, planners, controllers, etc.) must "click and
click" to get information for the next order. With a daily volume of several hundred
production operations, it was almost impossible to manage everything clearly and predict
possible problems and delays.
Before creating the data model, the links between the individual information systems were
first mapped. For a simplified view, the basic data flow between them is plotted in Figure 2.
It then shows how the data is processed into the data model and used in production control
using Power Query and Power Pivot tools and SQL queries. These different main data
processing parts are numbered in the diagram in steps 1 to 8.

Figure 2

Data flow diagram and transformation, Source: own

1. Work queue by orders
In the ERP system, order requests and their operations are continuously opened based on
orders from customers or internal orders according to inventory maintenance. The queue of
these orders is transferred via a data pump to production planning, where the production
planner creates weekly schedules for all workstations.
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2. Information about opening an order operation
Automatic transfer of data of open orders and their operations to the Collection data in
production system.
3. Information about the start and end of a work operation
Automatic transfer of data on the start and (complete) completion of the order operation
back to the ERP. The completed operation is then in the ERP.
4. Export of production plan
The Production planning system can only export the resulting tables with individual
workplace plans to the source excel spreadsheet for now. Each workplace has its own table
in a separate sheet. As shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3

Sheets in excel source from Production planning, Source: own

5. Loading to the editor
The individual tables in the sheets are loaded into the Power Query editor into a separate
additional excel file.
6. Unified table
The Power Query editor unifies 21 tables into one common table. The result is shown in
M language in Figure 4.
7. SQL queries
Standard SQL queries are used to display online data quickly and reliably from
information systems, such as: code lists from ERP, complete material, and time (including
partial shutdowns and production overhead) transactions from Collection data in production,
or a table of worker times from the Attendance system. The tables are then part of the data
model.
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Figure 4

M-language syntax for unified tables, Source: own

Data model in Power Pivot
The collected tables are processed in the Power Pivot data model using relations into
a multidimensional model containing 11 dimensions and 3 fact tables. It can be concluded
that the Power Pivot interface is user-intuitive, and many useful visualizations can
be obtained from it. The multidimensional model in Power Pivot is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5

Multidimensional model in Power Pivot, Source: own
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8. Visualization
The goal of all data processing using SSBI tools is a high-quality online visualization of
all the operations performed on orders. Finished reports are used to provide information at
various levels of production management such as Shop Floor Management at various levels,
various Feedback for workers, Quality control, Production planning, Statistics to analyze the
accuracy of technological procedures and their standardized time consumption. Applications
are taken part of production controlling. Examples for Shop Floor Management and
Feedback for workers are included in chapter 3.

3

Challenges for Innovation

MS Excel is used to visualize the data from the multidimensional model, which with the help
of pivot tables, cross-sections, common functions, and simple DAX language calculations
provides sufficient apparatus for quality reporting. Power BI or Tableau tools could also be
used for high quality and probably nicer visualization, but MS Excel is still the most
accessible for the user and without major investments.
For example, the shop foreman works daily with an application that provides him with all
the information about the work in progress in production online. He walks the shop floor
every morning with a tablet and communicates with the foremen and operators in production,
who can see their work clearly. Figures 6 and 7 show selected visualizations.

Figure 6

Realization of the production plan for Shop Floor Management, Source: own

Since the firm under study in this paper is a Czech firm, the attributes in the reported pivot
tables and cross-sections are in Czech language.
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It is desirable that these online reports are continuously available to all operators
in production on monitors located in the production or in the corridors. This is also
the philosophy of Shop Floor Management.

Figure 7

4

Work done by standard in minutes, Source: own

Conclusion

In conclusion, it is possible to create quality reporting for production management even
without the cost and time-consuming developed management software. This is what SSBI
tools provide.
Objectively, however, it is necessary to admit the shortcomings of SSBI, such as the
limited capacity of MS Excel, which works significantly slower from 25MB. SSBI tools can
never completely replace Business Intelligence, but it is a good compromise to get a selfservice overview of data flows in the enterprise.
Recent years in the field of information technology have shown that, alongside largescale, highly complex and powerful computing systems, there is also a tendency to seek and
use relatively simpler, easily accessible, and manageable means for the work of individual
users (Pour et al, 2018). The whole data processing process in SSBI can also serve as an
excellent basis for a future management information system created by a professional
contractor.
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Abstract. Implementing agile and lean practices into
the operation and maintenance of an IS requires an experienced
expert. Partial support of the teams without such an expert can
be provided by a formal tool proposing which techniques to start
with. If the rules and ways of working are automated,
it is difficult or impossible to avoid them. Therefore, even
implementing an automated tool will help substitute the expert
in selecting suitable procedures (agile practices) based
on the symptoms of the current way of working. Based
on the symptoms listed for each defined principle, the tool will
suggest which practices are suitable for implementation. This
paper deals with the design and implementation of an expert
system to support selecting appropriate practices for agile
information systems operation and maintenance services.
A sequential model is discussed to support the decision-making
process of selecting appropriate practices for a given IT service.
Keywords: agile operation, agile maintenance, agile practices,
expert system

1

Introduction

Effective work of the operation and maintenance requires certain principles and rules. The
given principle is affected by the environment, systems, mood, but primarily our behaviour
and taste. Concerning different conditions, environments, technologies or characteristics of
the workers, it is impossible to define precisely how to fulfil any principle. The publication
[1] describes the principles and practices used in the implementation of agile IS operation
and maintenance and presents structures (principles and practices) to make the whole process
efficient without unnecessary bureaucracy as well as to support the goals both of the
project/IT service and the organisation. In this paper, we will present an automated tool to
better navigate the practices and make implementing the principles into a real IT
environment easier.
The presented approach to implementing agile and lean practices in publication [1]
requires an experienced mentor. As a partial help to teams without this mentor, it can provide
a formal tool to support the decision on which practices to start with. If we automate rules
and ways of working, it is difficult or impossible to avoid them. Therefore, even
implementing an automated tool will help replace the expert in selecting the appropriate agile
practice(s) based on the symptoms of the current way of working. Based on the symptoms
listed for each defined principle, the tool will suggest which practices are suitable for
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implementation. The tool, therefore, supports the decision-making process on the relevance
of practices, but the implementation itself is the task of the team. This step, therefore, only
reduces the risk of selecting an inappropriate practice, but not the risk of inappropriate
implementation or understanding the principle behind the practice. The tool cannot help with
misunderstanding, thus support from an experienced team member or mentor is essential.

2

Formal expert system

To properly design a decision tool, we need to define the decision process, input and output
data, database and rules. Simulating decision processes is characterised by the following
peculiarities, discussed in reference [2]:
Decision making does not rely only on analytical information but primarily on knowledge
represented by a cognitive process and an abstraction process (which is the prerogative of
brain activity).
Decisions can be made by several different approaches depending on how many
individuals will consider them.
It is very difficult to accurately formulate an algorithm for a decision-making process.
Much information used in decision making is of external origin with respect to the already
established and known database of the decision problem.
A decision process in a broad sense can be defined as an organic unity of three phases:
•
•
•

Informational (knowledge acquisition).
Planning (consideration of alternatives).
Selection (choosing an alternative).

While the actual decision making refers only to the last phase, the first two phases
(gathering information and considering alternatives) are preparatory phases.
The most natural and operative expression of expert knowledge for humans is a natural
language, in oral or written form. An example of an expression of expert knowledge in the
area of methodologies for the development, operation and maintenance of IS and IT services
may be the defined agile principles of operation and maintenance described in [1]. According
to [3], it has been verified by practice that perhaps the most effective form of expressing
human knowledge (e.g. behaviour of an object) is a rule of the IF-THEN type. It turns out
that a set of such rules can describe the behaviour of an arbitrarily complex system. The
basic property of verbal concepts is their conceptual indeterminacy - vagueness. If we
require an expert system to operate similarly well with knowledge, and if this knowledge is
formulated in terms of rules (linguistic descriptions), we necessarily face the problem of
finding a suitable tool for the computational formalisation of their conceptual indeterminacy,
i.e. vagueness. In practice, the most widespread way of modelling vague concepts as a
formalisation of the vagueness of natural language words has become the so-called fuzzy
sets. An example of vague concepts can be the symptoms of the absence of a defined
principle in [1] described as follows:
"high level of bureaucracy”,
"low communication between the team members”,
"long period of approving anything”,
"lack of time to learn and implement new things”.
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The authors have demonstrated the usefulness of this approach for decision support in
various applications, e.g. [4, 5, 6] and many others.

3

Decision-making method

The decision to select an appropriate practice for a given IT service is based on the
symptoms included in the definition of agile and lean principles of operations and
maintenance in [1]. In [2], a sequential model was proposed to support the decision process
of selecting appropriate practices for a given IT service. Although the decision process
contains a number of uncertainties, its structure can be defined reasonably well. In particular,
the elements of this decision process can be broadly classified into the following groups:
S – set of situations,
D – set of all possible solutions,
G – set of all objectives (admissible) for further operation of the system,
F – set of all levels of the given object existence,
K – set of all evaluations of the given solution,
T – time interval.
In our case of selecting appropriate agile and lean practices based on existing symptoms
of the current way of working, this means the following:
S – set of all symptoms of the given principle observed in the current way of work,
D – set of all practices,
G – set containing only relevant practices of the given principle,
F – set of all levels of the existence of all practices in set D,
K – set of all evaluations of the relevant use of the given practice from set G for a given
situation S,
T – time interval.
The actual decision process is represented by different mappings between these sets.
In particular, these representations are:
The process of aggregating information about a given situation and evaluating it, i.e.
selecting only the information that is relevant to the final decision:

M1 : S  T  F → S  T  F
The process of creating a set of admissible solutions, which consists of two subprocesses M 2 = M 22  M 21 , where
M21 – formulation of control objectives based on a description of the given situation
M22 – formulation of admissible solutions

M 21 − S  T  F → G  S  T  F
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M 22 − G  S  T  F → D  S  T  F
The process of modelling the effects of admissible solutions

M 3 : D  S  T  F → D  S  T  (S  T ) *F
(here, in fact, each admissible solution is assigned a set of situations and their time
courses, which arise on the basis of the given decision).
The process of adopting the
processes M 4 = M 42  M 41 , where

solution,

which

consists

of

two

sub-

M41 – evaluation of the behaviour of admissible solutions effects

M 41 : D  S  T  ( S  T ) * F → D  K  T  F
M42 – selection of the best variants

M 42 : D  K  T  → D  T
The whole decision-making process is formed by a gradual composition of these partial
processes M

= M 4  M 3  M 2  M1 , as depicted in the following scheme:

I= inputs into
adaptation

V = outputs
from
adaptation

Adapted system

M1

M2

Human agent

M3

M4

Let us note that the actual implementation of the individual processes M1 - M4 can be
ensured by the so-called fuzzy algorithms using the results of fuzzy set theory. The
individual processes M1 - M4 differ from each other by the nature of input and output
variables and other relations that are realised within these processes. Each process can be
characterised by the following six:

(Ti , Tv , X ch , Tp , Tk , Tkk )
where:
Ti – input type
Tv – output type
Xch – output character
Tp – indefiniteness type
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Tk – type of selection criterion
Tkk – type of individual criterion elements

4

Expert system implementation

For example, Linguistic Fuzzy Logic Controller (LFLC) 2000 can be used to implement an
expert system [7, 8]. LFLC is specialised software that is based on fuzzy set theory and fuzzy
logic and allows inferences to be made based on an imprecise description of a situation using
linguistically formulated IF-THEN rules. The main task of this tool is to design and test a
knowledge base composed of a set of IF-THEN rules. In our case, we use the tool to create a
so-called aggregated knowledge base, which consists of several (at least two) knowledge
bases. The final output is then an aggregation of the outputs of these knowledge bases.
An aggregated knowledge base is a set of knowledge bases that have IF-THEN rules
created in such a way that the same type and number of input values of the input set can
be applied to each of these knowledge bases. The output of the knowledge base
is an automatically generated decision, i.e. a linguistic expression modelled by a fuzzy set
or a defuzzified numerical value.
To evaluate the decision, any properly constructed knowledge base system needs
the following components:
A set of input values - based on these values, the rules of the corresponding knowledge
base are applied. It is possible to insert multiple sets of input values. For each of these sets,
a list of fuzzy knowledge base evaluations is created in the output file.
Multiple knowledge bases (at least 2) - each of these knowledge bases contains IF-THEN
rules that are related to each other. If required, it is advisable to have an IF-THEN rule for
each set of input values. If no IF-THEN rule exists for a given set of input values
in a knowledge base, then the output file will be populated with a value of NOT KNOWN
for that knowledge base and the corresponding set of input values, indicating that no rule has
been applied. Output value file - this file contains for each set of input values a ranked list
of outputs after the application of knowledge base rules. Based on the outputs of the applied
knowledge base rules, each of these knowledge bases takes a value from the set of M <0; 1>.
We will illustrate the application of this mechanism and the use of the tool by selecting
relevant practices supporting the implementation of the second principle from the publication
[1].
Principle (2): Cooperation and communication, system perspective
Objective: meeting user needs and informing IT service users; meeting the organisation's
business objectives through effective IT service support; visibility of current service status;
systematic overall improvement; helping the business to create value; motivated team and
fun at work.
Pattern: share enterprise goals across the workforce; map those goals to IT (per
project/service); define metrics that benefit the enterprise (not the process itself); optimise
for the whole, not local organisational units; rotate people in development and operations and
maintenance teams; regularly demonstrate new, modified functionality; seek to understand
and respect people, their differences, and personal goals.
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Anti-pattern: despise end users, they don't know how to program and don't understand
us gurus; withhold information and don't explain management decisions, people don't need to
know and don't care; design processes and measures to best suit only your organisational unit
and your budget and measure against them; create separate teams for developing IT services
and for their operation and maintenance; define the same development goals for all
employees according to the above template.
Symptoms of the P2 principle (quoted by the symptom code):
(P2_1) functional way of working (rule-oriented) with document communication;
(P2_2) the team does not know the corporate goals and sub-optimises to achieve the goals
of their unit;
(P2_3) ignorance of the end-user;
(P2_4) ignorance of the current (real) status of the delivery (project, service);
(P2_5) separate operations and maintenance teams;
(P2_6) "90% done" syndrome, where the last 10% takes as long as the first 90%;
(P2_7) IT perceived as a cost;
(P2_8) unclear (unmeasured or unquantifiable) contribution of IT to the business;
Most of the symptoms we have listed are soft indicators that are assessed and perceived
subjectively. A worker who is confronted with all the problems of the current way
of working will have a different view, while a manager who stands outside their impact,
or who has introduced the way of working, will have a different view. As an input
to decision-making, we do not provide a complete list of symptoms. We have excluded those
that serve as auxiliary indicators and are perceived more as mentors or to raise questions
in the minds of employees and managers.
Appropriate practices to implement this principle:
(1) Visualization
(2) Company scenarios
(3) Pair work
(4) Rotation
(5) Retrospective
(6) Fighting ambiguity
In identifying agile principles for the operation and maintenance of IT services,
knowledge bases represent the principles. The input of the knowledge base is symptoms that
highlight the absence of a given principle, and the output is a ranked list of appropriate
practices that will help to implement the principle in practice. Since each agile principle has
different lists of symptoms and practices, it is useful to create an appropriate knowledge base
for each principle.
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Each symptom has a defined value domain in which it can take on value according to the
subjective assessment of the employees. In our case, we choose a context for all symptoms,
a set of values <0; 10>, where 0 means that the symptom is not present at all and 10 means
that it is completely present. However, this is not an enumerative definition, but we are again
working with degrees of membership in a given fuzzy set. Thus, for the symptom "end-user
ignorance", the symptom rating will mean the following:
Value 0: I have never seen the customer or the end-user. I don't know for whom the
application is developed/operated and what functionality he/she uses exactly for what in
his/her daily work.
Value 2.8 (small): we have seen the customer in person once at the beginning of the
project and receive brief feedback from them once a year after the software is delivered.
Value 10: we know the customer or end-users personally, receive regular feedback from
them, and observe them at work on a regular basis so that we have a better understanding
of the problem domain and can improve the functionality provided in the form of IT services.
Since the ratings given are subjective (someone will say 1.2, someone else 7.8) and exist
in the form of linguistic expressions (yes, we saw the customer at the beginning, but we have
no idea exactly, its inclusion is small), we work in the knowledge base with fuzzy concepts
such as small, medium, large. The employee does not know if the customer is included in the
communication at level 5 or 7 but will say little, enough, medium.
Working with linguistic expressions using fuzzy means allows us to work formally with
fuzzy information. Thus, we do not work with an enumeration of values 1-10, but with
linguistic expressions small, medium, big, very big, etc., which are closer to human
expression. We create a knowledge base by defining for different combinations of symptoms
and their possible values an output value indicating the appropriateness of the practice
in a given case.
As an example of knowledge base creation, consider the practice of Visualization.
Visualisation is a very powerful technique that can often very easily and inexpensively show
problems that the worker, team or manager was not aware of. Agile approaches use
visualisation as a very powerful yet simple tool. An example is the Burn down chart,
so popular in Scrum. Another effective visualisation tool is, for example, a dashboard
capturing the flow of development in Kanban, or Value Stream Analysis, or Capacity Alerts
(signal wheel), or Customer Blog, where, if a major incident occurs, we document what
happened, why it could not have been prevented, and most importantly, what we are doing
about it now.
The knowledge base for the practice of Visualisation is formed by the following rules
made up of fuzzy values of symptoms (P2_1 to P2_8) affecting the practice. Here are
examples of the rule notation:
IF P2_1 = small AND P2_2 = small AND P2_3 = small AND P2_4 = small AND P2_5 =
small AND P2_6 = small AND P2_7 = small AND P2_8 = small THEN Visualization =
small
IF P2_1 = medium AND P2_2 = medium AND P2_3 = medium AND P2_4 = medium
AND P2_5 = medium AND P2_6 = medium AND P2_7 = medium AND P2_8 =
medium THEN Visualization = medium
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IF P2_1 = big AND P2_2 = big AND P2_3 = big AND P2_4 = big AND P2_5 = big
AND P2_6 = big AND P2_7 = big AND P2_8 = big THEN Visualization = big
IF P2_1 = big AND P2_2 = big small AND P2_3 = small AND P2_4 = small AND P2_5
= small AND P2_6 = small AND P2_7 = small AND P2_8 = small THEN Visualization
= big
The actual decision process is represented by different representations between
the following sets:
S – set of all symptoms of the given principle observed in the current way of work,
D – set of all practices,
G – set containing only relevant practices of the given principle,
F – set of all levels of the existence of all practices in set D,
K – set of all evaluations of the relevant use of the given practice from set G for a given
situation S,
T – time interval.
It concerns the following mappings:
First, we need to identify the knowledge bases for the research area, i.e. our described
principles 1-4 and their symptoms:

M1 : S  T  F → S  T  F
The process of creating the set of admissible solutions (selection of relevant practices):

M 22 − G  S  T  F → D  S  T  F
The process of modelling the effects of acceptable solutions, i.e. evaluating the
appropriateness of using relevant practices. Thus, in this process, we create a list of input
language variables and the range or set of values they can take:

M 3 : D  S  T  F → D  S  T  (S  T ) *F
where (S  T ) * defines the set of all chains over (S  T ) ,
(in fact, each permissible solution - practice - is assigned a set of symptoms and their
time courses that arise on the basis of that decision).
The process of approving
processes M 4 = M 42  M 41 , where

the

solution,

which

consists

of

two

sub-

M41 – evaluation of the behaviour of admissible solutions effects (selection based on M3)

M 41 : D  S  T  ( S  T ) * F → D  K  T  F
M42 – selection of the best variants (final selection from set M41)

M 42 : D  K  T  → D  T
The output of the decision-making process using the linguistic terms small, medium,
large, etc., are rated practices in the interval <0; 1> indicating the degree of appropriateness
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of using the practice in a given context (symptom occurrence). P2_1 to P2_8 are symptoms
that take on specific values, describing a specific situation in a project or IT service.
To describe a specific situation, we use the context <0; 10> that we defined above.
Based on these concrete input values (the description of the concrete situation), rules
from the knowledge base are applied, and a decision is made using an inference mechanism,
which is interpreted in the following figure using degrees of membership rather than
linguistic expressions. This is due to the existence of only a prototype of our tool.
The output, i.e. practices, are scored (0 not applicable, 1 most applicable) for all possible
combinations of symptom values: practices with a value closest to one are maximally
applicable, we are to implement these.

5

Conclusion

The presented software expert system and the sequential decision-making model is a suitable
automated tool to reduce the risk of selecting an inappropriate practice of agile control in IS
operation and maintenance. The verification was done as a controlled interview with experts
on agile methodologies. They expressed their satisfaction with the proposal of the expert
system.
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Abstract. This paper addresses data processing in streaming
platforms, where the goal is to develop a general framework for
a data-driven streaming service architecture, with a particular
focus on the processing of client data from the use of these
services. The reader of the thesis is introduced to the issue
of streaming services and the extraction of input data from their
use, which is then analyzed in terms of possible processing into
data analytics. Finally, a general proposal for a client data
processing architecture model is presented, which can serve
as inspiration for data stewards in streaming platform services.
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1

Introduction

Streaming and streaming services represent a significant phenomenon of our time, whose
popularity in society is experiencing a significant development, almost a boom. According
to Bacon (2020), during the pandemic of 2020, the use of streaming services increased
by 37%. In view of this growth, the operators of streaming services are growing their user
(customer) base at the same time as the operators' desire to get to know their users
(customers) is growing (AQUINO, GLAGOWSKI,2020).
Very important point for streaming services will be to evaluate and try to get to know their
customers. Based on the knowledge of the customer of a given service, suitable content
is offered for viewing and, in particular, the life cycle of the user (customer) is analyzed.
Each customer carries data information that may be crucial for the streaming company. Each
data information can influence not only the direction of the business but also its dimension.
If properly grasped, this data can help the streaming service operator increase user retention,
increase profits, and improve communication between the user and the operator. Data
information is a valuable commodity for any company, as well as for a streaming service
operator, that should have attention. Focusing on the processing of this data and its further
use is the reason for choosing this topic.
The goal of this paper is to develop a general model for a data-centric streaming service
architecture. The proposed data architecture model, should assist data stewards in solving
data problems in an organization. The given solution will be based on the analysis of input
data in streaming service. In the proposal, I want to focus on ways of automated data
collection from streaming service usage, transformation of this data for customer lifecycle
processing and subsequent reporting. Automating the collection, processing and evaluation
of data will bring greater efficiency and customer satisfaction for streaming services.
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2

State of the art

In an extensive search of the literature on streaming services, data-centric solution
architectures and architectures in general, there was no solution that addressed or targeted
the issue of data-centric streaming service solutions. Based on the search, it can be concluded
that to date, the scientific literature has not described how to properly access data within
streaming services or how to properly design the architecture of data-centric streaming
service solutions. In following sub capitols is described current state of the art regarding
streaming services and their surroundings.

2.1

Description of streaming service

A streaming service is a technology that enables the continuous transmission of audiovisual
content (material) between a source and an end user. The content is transmitted between
the source and the destination by means of a data stream, which can be technologically
transmitted over both cable and wireless networks. A streaming service provider is one that
delivers content via an internet connection to a subscriber's computer, television or mobile
device. Notable examples include Netflix, Amazon Prime, Disney+, Hulu, Spotify and Apple
Music (Pcmag, 2020).

2.2

Streaming Options

Streaming is the flow of data from a streaming service provider to end users. A streaming
service may include the transmission of audio-only content or the transmission
of audiovisual content. The types of streaming can be categorized based on the different
categories within the dimensions (by content, by time, and by bitrate variability (Popelka,
2013)) or by the form of streaming (i.e., live streaming or streaming of stored content).

2.3

Architecture requirements for streaming stored content services

According to Akamai (2021), the architecture within streaming services should include
the following parts: client part, backend part and Content Delivery Network (CDN).
The backend part should include databases, various services, storage, data processing, data
presentation, etc. The backend part should basically handle everything except streaming
video. Content delivery Network is a highly distributed platform of servers that should help
minimize the delay in loading the content of a web page (Akamai, 2021). In case the CDN is
not used in a company, the servers within the content must respond to each individual
request from the end user. This can lead to significant traffic and more chances of content
loading failure (Akamai, 2021).

Streaming service architectures
Amount of the data from streaming services is very large. We can find one-time data (e.g.,
data about the user of the service) but also data that is continuously growing (e.g., data from
the use of the service). The largest amount of data is generated when a user uses the selected
platform, where the data is continuously growing over time. This data can be classified, due
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to its volume, as big data. According to Omni Sci (2021), a big data architecture can consist
of four parts of logical layers that perform four main processes
1) Data Sources - within the big data source layer, the processing of data into sources
is dependent on the type of big data architecture
2) Management and Storage layer - receiving data from the source layer, converting
the data into an acceptable format for BI analytical tools
3) Analytical layer - analytical tools are used to extract data from the storage layer
4) BI layout - the consumption layer receives the results of the data from the analysis
layer and passes it on to the output
According to Hussain Sajjad (2021), the following four types of architectures are
classified as general big data architectures: Data Streaming architecture, Lambda
architecture, Kappa architecture and Unifield architecture.

2.4

Available data analysis and architecture solution

If a provider has a wide range of service offerings, its data information about the user and
their usage can be extensive. The user can use the streaming service in different aspects e.g.
topic, time, location. These aspects may form combinations in our data that characterize
a given service user. These combinations about the usage of the service carry very valuable
information for the provider. Based on this information, the provider can improve its services
and retain users for a long time.
Analysis of input data in a stored content streaming service
The input data can be divided into one-time data and continuously increasing data. Oneoff user data is created when a user registers for the service. Growing data about a user
is generated by the use of a streaming service. The difference between one-time data
and ever-increasing data is the position in the data acquisition process.
The process of retrieving user data begins with the user registering for the service. As part
of the registration process, the user provides personal information such as: First name, last
name, address, email, phone, gender, username, password and, in the case of a paid service,
bank details. After entering this data, the user can start using the streaming service. As part
of using the streaming service, the user also provides additional data about themselves,
which increases in volume over time. At this point in the process, ever-increasing data about
the use of the streaming service is generated. In the context of using the service, the data
information itself is not changed but retained. This means that the data is incremented over
time. We can look at the use of a streaming service from three perspectives. The first view
is within the user login, the second view is within the user's actual use of the streaming
service, and the third view is within the user's data connection. These three views are
interconnected and provide the streaming service provider with information about
the behavior of a particular user.

3 Streaming Services Architecture Design
Within the framework of the requirements chapters described above and the basic analysis
of the architectures for the three basic pillars of a streaming service, we can propose a model
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for the architectural design of streaming services. In describing the data type, I concluded
that the streaming service architecture will generally fall into the big data architecture.
Firstly, we need to design the architecture of the client part with the connection
to the streaming data sources and finally the architecture of the CDN part. All three parts are
interconnected and interdependent. In the opposite direction, the client data processing
architecture needs to be designed. This data is the most important commodity for streaming
platforms and the processing of which is the main focus of this paper.
Client part
In the context of client-side architecture design, the most common type of architecture
is micro services. Therefore, I will focus more on this type of architecture within the design.
In the design of micro service architecture, the following two layers are important: UI (User
interface) and API (Application Programming Interface) layer.
UI (User interface) layer
The application that users run on their mobile or desktop devices includes AI, Security
Activation Playback and Platform (for example, NRDP). UI or user interface according
to Interaction-desing (2021) "User interface (UI) design is the process designers use to build
interfaces in software or computerized devices, focusing on looks or style. Designers aim to
create interfaces which users find easy to use and pleasurable. UI design refers to graphical
user interfaces and other forms-e.g., voice-controlled interfaces."
Security activation playback and platforms (e.g. NRDR - Netflix Ready Device Platform)
are components that monitor and adjust playback quality.

Figure 1 User Interface
API (Application Programming Interface) layer
The Api layer contains several other Api or micro services that provide a particular
service and interact with each other. Three micro services are proposed in figure no 2.
The first micro service (Customer Business Logic) records events about the customer (IP
address, most played genres, etc.). The second micro-service (Billing Business Logic)
records the events within the service payment (monthly, yearly, quarterly, discounts granted,
etc.). This billing micro service does not need to store data, so it does not need to be
connected directly to the database layer. Instead, it interacts and processes data directly from
the customer and event micro services.
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The third micro service (Event Business Logic) records information about the usage
of the streaming service (start times, shutdown times, service interruptions, etc.).
This split client-side architecture brings great advantages in terms of reducing the cost
of administration. For example, it is easier to improve or manage the micro service you need
rather than the entire application. The advantage of this architecture over the monolith is that
the micro service can use a different technical stack as needed, i.e. in case of a language
change, it is enough to rewrite one micro service.

Figure 2 API.
Content Delivery network
The basic architectural design of a CDN should include the following basic elements:
Content Provider, Authorization, Reporting, Source, Content, Deliver, Request. Content
Provider is the entity that delivers the content. Using Authorization, the Content Provider
grants the CDN Provider permission to deliver content. Through Reporting, the Content
Provider requests performance analysis from the CDN Provider to evaluate the quality
of service of the CDN Provider and to access other relevant data. Subsequently, via Source,
the content provider sends a copy of the content. Content here is digital information created
or licensed for redistribution. The user uses Request to request the content provider
to display or locally store the selected content. The CDN then delivers the content
to the user. Most CDN architectures are designed around this process. The process
is illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 Simple model of content Delivery Network.
The content is delivered to the end user using Delivery nodes. Delivery nodes are,
according to Nokia (2021), servers that contain caches running one or more content delivery
applications. They are usually located as close as possible to the end user. Content can be
manually pushed to these nodes (called Push CDN), or delivery nodes can request content
from the original nodes based on cache expiration rules (called Pull CDN). The advantage
of a Push CDN here is that the end-user receives the content immediately after user
acculturation. The advantage of Pull CDN is that it automatically requests content from the
content provider. Storage nodes are used to store a copy for further distribution to the user.
Subsequent entire distribution of content across the network or on the owner's infrastructure
is served by Origin Nodes. For the case of hosting components for CDN management,
routing, and monitoring, Control Nodes are used. This process can be seen in Figure 4.
Client data processing architecture
The above data streams were related to the content consumed by clients. However, all
of their activity is also recorded, which is a data flow in the opposite direction to the above.
This data can then be used to improve the services delivered to clients. However, in order
for this to happen the data must first be stored. Registration data that changes minimally
is stored in a transactional database. Data from the user's use of the service is stored in a nonrelational database, i.e. a NOSQL database. The non-relational database can efficiently hold
and process these time varying data. It is also necessary to store logs from the applications
for possible debugging.
The data needs to be further processed and as a first step, aggregation and further
transformation is required, for which ETL (Extract Transfrom Load) jobs are used to store
the data ready for analysis, reporting or data mining in suitable databases. The entire
architecture of such a solution is shown in the figure below.
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Figure 4 Management of CDN
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Figure 5 Client data processing architecture design.

4

Conclusion

To develop the model, I followed several steps, the first of which is an introduction
to streaming services. Here I focused on the possibilities of streaming content
and the classification of streaming. The next step is the analysis of the input data acquisition
process within the streaming service. I focus on a detailed view of the data inputs that are
generated from user registration to platform usage. The output of the analysis in this step
is the evaluation of relevant user data for subsequent data dimensioning and aggregation.
After the analysis of the data inputs, I focus on the design of the architectural data model
of the streaming service, where I subsequently address the client data processing part.
It is the final design of the client data processing architecture that fulfils the goal of this
thesis, where data stewards in streaming platform services can take inspiration from this
model.
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Abstract. The development of a reliable prediction model could offer insights
in electricity demand prediction and ultimately could provide the opportunity of gaining
significant profits. In this work, we propose an RBF NN forecasting model electricity
demand prediction. The proposed model exploits the ability of learning the internal
representation of time-series data. We conducted a series of experiments and evaluated
the proposed model against state-of-the-art machine learning models such as ARIMA
and SVM models- The preliminary experimental analysis illustrated that the utilization
of RBF NN trained by GA could provide a significant boost in increasing the
forecasting performance.
Keywords: Time series models, SVR, learning algorithms, Neural networks.

1.

Introduction

Along with the fast development of electricity power market, electricity power industries
are getting into free competitive area [1]. Therefore, short-term load demand prediction
is becoming important in such power systems. However, electricity load forecasting
is challenging. There are many influencing issues such as climate factors and social activities
which cause the data to be highly nonlinear [2], [3], [4].
Electricity demand prediction is very important for the reliable and efficient operation
of power systems. We consider predicting the electricity demand half hour ahead from
previous half-hourly demands. This type of prediction is used for two main purposes:
(1) to make decisions about dispatching generators and setting the minimum reserve during
the daily operation of power systems and (2) to provide information to electricity market
participants for their bidding in competitive energy markets. In both cases the goal
is to ensure reliable electricity supply while minimizing the cost. Research on electricity
demand forecasting and studies on its influence factors were performed for decades
Numerous approaches have been proposed in classic time-series techniques such
as multilinear regression and the well-known Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) have been applied in [5].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe the variants statistical
ARIMA seasonal model and SVR model. In Section 3 we present the data, conduct some
preliminary analysis of the time series and demonstrate the forecasting abilities
of classic/seasonal ARMA and SVR models. Section 4 describes design and application
of RBF NN trained with BP and GA algorithms. Section 5 presents results and empirical
comparison. Section 6 briefly concludes.
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2.

Seasonal ARIMA and SVR time series models

An extension of the ARMA process is a pure seasonal model abbreviated as
ARMA(P, Q)s process in the form

1.

yt -1 yt −s -2 yt −2s - ... -P yt −Ps -t = 1t −s +  2t −2s + ... + Qt −Qs

(1)

where { i } are the seasonal autoregressive parameters, {  j } are the seasonal moving
average parameters and the subscripts s denote nonzero parameters that are integer multiple
of s. An extension of the ARMA process is a pure seasonal model abbreviated as ARMA(P,
Q)s process in the form

yt -1 yt −s -2 yt −2s - ... -P yt −Ps -t

(2)

Pure seasonal models defined by (1) are often not realistic since they are completely
decoupled from each other. That is, (2) represents s identical but separate models and we
need to take into account the interactions or correlations between the time series values
within each period. This can be done by combining the seasonal and regular effects into
a single model. We will use a multiplicative seasonal autoregressive integrated moving
average process of period s (SARIMA(p, d, q)(P, D, Q), with regular and seasonal AR orders
p and P, regular and seasonal MA orders q and Q, and regular and seasonal differences
d and D. In typical application, D = 1, the model is defined in Section 3
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a machine learning algorithm proposed by [6]
based on statistical learning theory. Structural risk minimization is the basic concept of this
method. A version of SVM for regression was proposed in [7]. Support vector regression
(SVR) has been widely applied in time series prediction as well as power load demand
forecasting and fault prediction [2].
The initial hypothesis for choosing the shape of the SV regression model is the
hypothesis that wages show inertia, which can be expressed in a simple causal model in the
form of

yt =  yt −1 + t , where  t is the white noise random component. By taking this

hypothesis into account in the SVR Model, its initial shape may take the following form

or
 f (y, w, b) = K (y i , y j )w + b

n

f
(
y
,

,
b
)
=
(i − i* ) K (yi , y j ) + b.


i =1

where

(3)

K (yi , y j ) are relevant kernel function, yi , y j , are training data, b is a real constant

(bias). The real constants are obtained from the solution of the following quadratic
programming (QP) problem [3].
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n

 (
i =1

*
i

− i ) = 0

(5)

0  i*  C, i = 1, n

(6)

0  i  C ,

(7)

i = 1, n

where L is the Lagrangian with Lagrange multipliers

i ,i* .

In the SV regression, to estimate its parameters the user must further choose some
attributes that affect their estimates. These are the following attributes: measure of error
approximation (Loss Function ɛ), the regularization and weights vector norm C, kernel
function K and its degree.

3.

An Application: Seasonal ARIMA and SVR Mod

To illustrate the statistical methodology, consider half-hourly electricity demand data for the
state of New South Wales in Australia for June, July and August 2010. Electricity demand
data recorded at half-hourly intervals shows two main cycles: daily and weekly, see Fig. 1(a).
The daily pattern shows that the demand is lowest at 4:30am and then reaches its first
maximum at 9:30am and its second maximum at 6:30pm, in agreement with the human
routine. The weekly pattern shows that he same days of the week (e.g. Mondays) have
similar demand profiles. The weekly and daily cycles are 336 and 48 half-hour periods,
respectively
We extracted autocorrelation features that were shown to capture the daily and weekly
cycles. We applied multiplicative seasonal ARIMA model which can be expressed as
ARIMA(p,d,q)(P,D,Q)s. After model identification, selection by using the Akaike criterion,
the best fit model was specified as multiplicative seasonal SARIMA(6,1,1)(1,1,1)48 process
expressed in the following form

??? Yt j = Yt i−1  Rij(t, t - 1)

(8)

where B is the backward-shift operator defined as

B = 1 −  and yt = yt − yt −1 ,

d = (1 − B)d , sD = (1 − Bs )D , where  are so called difference operators. For details
see [8].
The parameters {λ} and {γ} of the model (11) were estimated by ML procedure.
Calculation of the MAPE value for validation data set was performed by e-views
(http://www.eviews.com) software.
The SVR application was conducted using the variables and data sets as the statistical
model above. In this study, according to the previous result, polynomial kernel was used with
the measure of error approximation, ε = 0.001, and the regularization parameter C = 1, which
influences a trade-of between an approximation error and weights vector norm.
The prediction of half-hourly electricity demand data for the state of New South Wales
in Australia has been done using WEKA software [9].
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4.

Neural Network Approach

Neural networks can be understood as a system which produces output based on inputs
the user has defined. It is important to say that user has no knowledge about internal working
of the NN system. Neural networks work on the Black Box principle. According to some
publications such as [10], NN are the prediction models which have the biggest potential
in predicting time series and high-frequency financial time series data. The basic concept
of RBF (Radial Basic Function) NN is quite simple. In RBF NN (see Figure 1) the potential
of the inner neuron is counted as follows: RBF NN defines potential of jth hidden neuron
as a difference of Euclidian distance given by vectors

u j =|| x − w j ||2

, for j = 1, 2, …,

(9)
where s is the number of the RBF neurons. Note that for the RBF NN, the hidden layer
j

weights w represent the centers c j of activation function in the hidden layer. To finds
the weights or centers of activation functions we used the adaptive (learning) version
of the K-means clustering algorithm [11]. The network is supplied with both a set of input
data to be learned and the desired output response for each data sample. If the networks
output does not match the required target response, the weights v are adjusted in an adaptive
manner so that the error is minimized.
The weights

v j ,t

can be adapted by genetic algorithms (GA) as well (Zamba, 2012).

[12]. Genetic algorithms (see Figure 2) are implemented as a computer simulation in which
a population of abstract representations (called chromosomes) of candidate solutions (called
individuals) to an optimization problem evolves toward better solutions.
.

Fig. 1: RBF NN architecture. Source: Own.

The evolution usually starts from a population of randomly generated individuals
and happens in generations. In each generation the fitness of every individual
in the population is evaluated, multiple individuals are stochastically selected from
the current population (based on the fitness), and modify it (recombined and mutated)
to form a new population. The new population is then used in the next iteration
of the algorithm. Commonly, the algorithm terminates when either a maximum a number
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of generations has been produced or a satisfactory fitness level has been reached
for the population.

Fig. 2: Flowchart of the GA. Source: Own.]

In the first two blocks of GA we define the initial population of neural network
weights, optimization criteria, and fitness functions. Fitness function is set as minimization
of the RMSE. Genetic algorithms traditionally work with genes either 0 or 1. The initial
population of weights v was generated randomly from the interval (a, b)  (-0.7, 0.7)
and transformed into the integer digit denoted as l by the following formula

l = [(v − a) / (v − b)](2k − 1)

(10)
where is the value of weights (v) randomly chosen from the interval (a, b), k is the length
of binary string in this case of size 16.
According to Darwin’s evolution theory the best chromosomes from the population are
selected to be parents to crossover. There are many methods how to select the best
chromosomes, see e.g. [13, 14]. In this paper the roulette wheel selection was used.
Mathematical foundation for the roulette wheel selection can be found in [15].
After the selection of two chromosomes follow two basic operators of genetic algorithm:
crossover and mutation. In this work the single-point crossover has been applied.
In the chromosome was randomly selected point which divide chromosome into two parts.
Then those two parts of chromosomes were exchanged. After a crossover is performed,
mutation take. This is to prevent falling all solutions in population into a local optimum
of solved problem. Mutation changes randomly the new offspring. For binary encoding we
can switch a few randomly chosen bits from 1 to 0 or from 0 to 1. Crossover and Mutation
can then be as shown in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) respectively. More information about
crossover and mutation operators can be find, e.g., in [16].

5.

Results and empirical comparison

The parameter settings we used and the details of network topology and learning parameters
to estimate the weights for RBF NN classic (BP learning algorithm used) and RBF NN with
GA learning algorithm are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameter values used in the RBF NN tailed by GA approach. Source: Own.

Model:
Training/Testing Data
Initial value of vJ
Learning coefficient
Number of RBF neurons
Number of epochs

RBF NN
classic
2928/1488
0.01
0.01
92
673

RBF NN
with GA learning
2928/1488
(-0.7 ; 0.7)
0.01
65
1528

There is no systematic method to determine these parameters in Table I. The optimum
number of hidden layer nodes was found to be 92 and in hybrid model to be 65 as shown
in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) respectively. Training rate was 0.01. The MAE and MAPE
functions for testing data set were calculated by the equations (8) and (9) respectively.
Fig. 6(a) illustrates the convergence of MAE (error) function versus the number of training
epochs for classic RBF NN, and Fig. 6(b) illustrates the convergence of MAE function
versus the number of training epochs for RBF NN with GA learning algorithm GA
respectively.
Both RBF NN approaches were trained using the variables and data sets as the statistical
ARIMA(6,1,1)(1,1,1) 48 above.
Table 2 shows the accuracy results of the ARIMA, RBF NN and SVR methods expressed
in term of MAE and MAPE. MAE is a standard metric used by the research community and
MAPE is the metric preferred by the industry forecasters. SVR is the most accurate method.
(MAPE = 0.54), followed by ARIMA (MAPE = 1.32), RBF NN trained by GA (MAPE =
3.19%) and Classic RBF NN trained by BP (MAPE = 3.5%). All proposed forecast models
based on advanced statistical and soft computing methods have MAPE measures much less
than 5%, i.e. they indicate that all forecast models are very good.
Table 2. The performance comparisons for RBF NN, ARIMA(6,1,1)(1,1,48) 48 and SVR approach.
Source: Own.

Approach
Classic RBF NN (BP learning)
RBF NN (GA learning)
ARIMA(6,1,1)(1,1,1)48
SVR

MAE
323.294
301.088
115.27
50.28

MAPE [%]
3.50
3.19
1.32
0.54

The use of SVR and ARIMA models is a powerful approach to the solution of many
forecasting problems. But, they are not without several limitations. In both AIRMA and SVR
models, there is not conventional way to modify or update the estimates of the model
parameters as each new observation becomes available. In contrast to NN, another drawback
of ARIMA models is, that there is the learning speed very slow. The estimate of the
parameters can be not parallelized.

6.

Conclusions

In this paper, we considered predicting the electricity demand for half-hourly data.
We adapted and evaluated machine learning methods successfully used prediction and
compared their performance with the state-of-the-art statistical methods used for electricity
demand prediction. We showed that SVR and ARIMA models outperformed the neural
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network models. Although we cannot generally to say that statistical models generally
outperform NN models, we can say that NN models have equivalent prediction performance
comparing to statistical models. We could also see, the NN have such attributes
as computational efficiency, simplicity, and easy adjusting to changes in the process being
forecast. The importance of having good intelligent forecasting tools for time series is ever
more important with increasing number of data when more effort must be devoted
to development of efficient data handling.
Future work will include exploring other ways of combining the prediction methods. Our
main research objective is also to apply the developed meta-heuristic on various datasets
or different time horizons. Selected metaheuristics will be tested with different parameter
combinations, and the combination of parameters which can yield approximate feasible
solution in an acceptable computation time.
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Abstract. Based on the analysis of the object of research, the problem was set;
the target function is defined; restrictions on certain indicators have been introduced,
the relationship of indicators with the factors that affect them has been established.
The multi-criteria model of quality assessment is reduced to the problem
of optimization with the objective function, which is a complex indicator of product
quality, and vaguely described the required product characteristics.
Keywords: linear programming, fuzzy sets, objective function, constraints,
membership function, defasification

1

Introduction

Agricultural products are characterized by a set of different quality indicators.
Systematization of quality indicators makes it possible to approach the main stages
of qualimetrics measurements:
I stage - measurement of various unit characteristics (quality indicators) of vegetables technological measurements. Stage II - evaluation of product quality in general, based on
the measurement results of individual characteristics - processing of measurement results.
Characterizing the I stage (measurement of unit characteristics of products) it should
be noted that part of the characteristics can be measured by technical means, and part can
be identified, analyzed, evaluated by involving experts. Often expressing a subjective
opinion, experts provide information that we use by converting it into indicators suitable
for mathematical processing.
The concept of quality food products can be determined not by specific numerical
indicators of certain of its characteristics, but by the belonging of the values of product
characteristics to a certain interval. For example, for late cabbage there are the following
quality requirements: dry matter content must be at least 9-10%, carbohydrate content - not
less than 5-6%, vitamin C content - not less than 40-50 mg per 100 g of dry matter, nitrate
content - not more than 400 mg / kg.
At the II stage - the stage of processing the results of measurements to optimize the
overall product quality indicator, we propose to use a mathematical apparatus of fuzzy sets
(because product characteristics must be in a certain interval), with which we build
mathematical models of integrated quality assessment of agricultural products.
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Development of a mathematical model of vegetable production quality under fuzzy
constraints
Mathematical models in qualimetry must have an optimization character, ie it is necessary
to achieve extreme values of the objective function (the goal facing the researcher) with
limitations in the set of acceptable solutions.
The first stage of developing a mathematical model is the study of the object of study,
the selection of its individual components, their analysis.
The second stage of development of the mathematical model - on the basis
of the conducted analysis of object of researches we carry out statement of a problem;
determine the objective function; we impose restrictions on certain indicators, establish
the relationship of indicators with the factors that affect them. Next, we determine
the algorithm for calculating the parameters of the model.
The third stage of mathematical modeling is model analysis, solution analysis, system
analysis.
Model analysis: the model must meet the following requirements: adequacy,
completeness, adaptability to attract new elements, simplicity and clarity. Solution analysis:
Based on the assumptions and rules developed, decisions are made about the conclusions
about product quality.
System analysis: based on the principle of feedback, the model is simplified, the model
is considered in conjunction with other tasks.
The purpose of qualimetric research can be not only to assess the current level of product
quality, but also to provide recommendations for ensuring progressive quality standards
to meet the needs of the population and the requirements of the processing industry for raw
materials.
Therefore, we will identify the factors that can be influenced to improve the quality
of vegetable products. Next, we will describe these factors and make a mathematical model
for assessing the quality of crop products, which would establish the relationship between
product quality and the indicators that shape this quality. Thus, we implement the idea of
mathematical modeling of a complex quality indicator. We will reduce the multi-criteria
model of quality assessment to the optimization problem with the objective function, which
is a complex indicator of product quality, and vaguely described required product
characteristics, ie we will form a fuzzy optimization problem (problem with vaguely defined
constraints). Bellman-Zade. This area of research is promising; so I develop it in the aspect
of feedback, i.e. on the basis of a multi-criteria model of product quality I will develop
recommendations to ensure its quality standards.

2

Mathematical models for assessing the quality of agricultural
products

Model I - a mathematical model for assessing the quality of vegetable products. The purpose
- to determine the products with the highest content in vegetables of fiber, carbohydrates,
proteins - depending on the amount of mineral fertilizers, ie to find the maximum value
of the function that determines the complex quality (usefulness) of vegetables in fiber,
carbohydrates, proteins depending on the amount of mineral fertilizers.
Model II - a mathematical model to achieve the maximum weight of agricultural products,
i.e. to find the maximum value of the mass function depending on the mineral fertilizers.
Model III - a mathematical model to ensure the cultivation of agricultural products with
the specified parameters of the specific gravity of nutrients (carbohydrates, proteins).
The goal is to achieve the set parameters of the specific weight of nutrients with the least
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amount of mineral fertilizers, i,e, to find the minimum value of the function of the amount
of fertilizers.
Model IV - a mathematical model of vegetable safety, ie a function for assessing
the safety of products for the presence of heavy metals.
The solution quality criterion for deterministic problems depends on the set
of deterministic parameters c and controlled variables x, and in general the inverse problem
is formed as follows:
Q(c, x)→max, x ϵ X
(1)
Finding the maximum value of the criterion does not narrow the conditions
of the problem, because if the problem is formed in the form Q’(c,x)→min, x ϵ X, it is easy
to convert it to the equivalent problem (1) by substituting Q(c,x)=- Q’(c,x).
The solution of the inverse problem (1) is the value of the vector of controlled variables,
which ensures the achievement of the highest value of the criterion of quality (efficiency)
among all possible values of the vector of controlled variables
, x ϵ X.
The general problem of nonlinear programming is formed as follows: we need to find
an n-dimensional vector x=(x1,…,xn), which minimizes (maximizes) the function
f0(x)

(2)

provided that f(i)(x) – are nonlinear functions:
f(i)(x) ≤ 0,

(3)

xϵX

(4)

Constraints (3), generally speaking (this can be seen from (1), can be written in the form (4),
but the notation (2) - (4) is more appropriate, because in (4) we are able to include
restrictions of a special kind, for example, the requirement of inseparability of variables,
which does not make sense to write in the form (3).
Function (2) is called the objective function, the goal function (criterion of quality,
efficiency), and the functions f(i),
– are called the constraint functions of the
nonlinear programming problem. A controlled n-dimensional vector (plan) x that satisfies
constraints (3) and (4) is called an admissible vector (plan). The set of all admissible vectors
x is called the admissible set (domain) and is denoted by the letter D. The admissible vector
minimizing the objective function f(0)(x), is called the optimal solution of the nonlinear
programming problem. It is denoted, as for (1), by argmin
, x ϵ D. The
corresponding x* for the new value of the objective function is called the optimal value.
If in (2) - (3) the functions f(i)(x),
are linear in х:
(5)
,

(6)

(7)
,
then the problem (2) - (4), reduced to the problem (5) - (7), is called the problem of linear
programming.
Classical (clear) set theory uses Archimedes' law of exclusion of the third, according
to which an element either belongs to the set or does not belong to it. If it belongs, then
the considered element is assigned the number 1, if not - then 0. That is, we introduce
a certain function of belonging to the set X:
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(8)
where X is a certain base scale (set).
However, this approach is not suitable for the study of problems that operate on the
qualitative characteristics of objects. In this case, it is expedient to determine the fuzzy set
through the basic (universal set) scale X and the membership function
, which takes
values in the interval [0, 1]. Thus, the fuzzy set – is a set of pairs of the form:
(9)
If the base scale is discrete and finite, ie
follows:
If the base scale is discrete and finite, ie
follows:
,

, then the fuzzy set can be written as
, then the fuzzy set can be written as
(10)

where xi – і- th value of the base scale.
The membership function
etermines the degree of confidence of the researcher that
a particular value of the base scale corresponds to a fuzzy set. In contrast to the discrete case,
continuous membership functions can be: triangular: membership functions
are defined by the kernel qc; trapezoidal: membership functions
are
determined by the kernel

;

– optimistic parameter estimation - parameter core;

- pessimistic assessment of the parameter - the carrier of the parameter; bell-shaped:
membership functions

are expressed by the dependence:
(11)

If the universal set X is a set of real numbers R, then the fuzzy set
number.
If the universal set X is a set of real numbers R, then the fuzzy set
number.

3

is called a fuzzy
is called a fuzzy

Implementing the proposed model

Product quality is determined by a set of its characteristics that can be measured. The task
of assessing the quality of agricultural products can be presented in the form of a fuzzy linear
model:
(12)
The characteristics x=(x_1 ;…; x_n ) are chosen from the constraints

(13)
Vectors
, di >0

, С=(с1; ….;сп); аі = (аі1; ….; аіп) and the numbers bi
are valid.

, di >0

, С=(с1; ….;сп); аі = (аі1; ….; аіп) and the numbers bi
are valid.

Vectors

(14)
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The structural matrix compiled on the basis of experimental data characterizing the
linear optimization problem has the form:
(15)
It is necessary to ensure the cultivation of spring barley grain of the Vakula brewing
variety, which meets the following quality indicators: the starch content in the grain
must be greater than 60-70%; the protein content in the grain should be greater than 8%
but less than 9-12% (trapezoidal membership function). Let's define kernels and carriers
of parameters.
[9; 12] – optimistic evaluation of the parameter - the core of the protein parameter;
[63; 79] - optimistic estimation of the parameter - the core of the starch parameter;
[8; 13] - pessimistic assessment of the parameter - the carrier of the protein parameter;
[51; 84] - pessimistic assessment of the parameter - the carrier of the starch parameter.
Based on these quality requirements, we write the following flexible restrictions:
(16)

(17)

X ≥ 0;
According to the Bellman-Zade approach, the solution is the intersection of goals and
constraints.
To defasify the problem, the following problems must be solved:
(18)
under conditions
(19)
(20)

(21)
under conditions
(22)
(23)
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Thus,

we

x≥0;
obtain

the

value
. We write down the functions of belonging

and

Using the obtained values, we reduce the fuzzy optimization problem to a deterministic
form
(24)
under conditions

(25)
(26)

x≥0;
Solving the problem of linear programming and deterministic form under these
conditions, we obtain the following solution х1=1, х2=1, х3=1,6. According to this
solution, we will provide recommendations for the cultivation of crop agricultural
products, in particular the grain of spring barley variety Vakula for use in brewing.
Barley grain is high quality and suitable for brewing with the use of fertilizers N30 P30
K45, N45 P45 K60 та N60 P60 K95. However, the task of obtaining quality grain with
a minimum amount of fertilizer is achieved by using fertilizers N30 P30 K50.

4

Conclusion

To optimize the overall product quality indicator, it is proposed to use a mathematical
apparatus of fuzzy logic. The following mathematical models for complex assessment
of agricultural product quality under fuzzy constraints are constructed: model
for determining vegetables with the highest content of fiber, carbohydrates and proteins,
depending on the amount of mineral fertilizers (maximum value of the function that
determines the complex quality indicator); model for achieving the maximum weight
of agricultural products (maximum value of the mass function depending on mineral
fertilizers); model for ensuring the cultivation of agricultural products with the specified
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parameters of the specific weight of nutrients (carbohydrates, proteins); model for assessing
the safety of products for the presence of heavy metals.
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Abstract. Paper summarize history and progress of chatbot technology, discusses
characteristics and possibilities of chatbots, its development over past decade
and the pace at which it changes right now.
It tries to map the current chatbot market, analyze trends and newest features
of chatbots and try to answer, why businesses should consider chatbots. At the end
of the article it presents the most popular chatbot development platforms of today.
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1

Introduction

What was once a dream is now obsolete and what never was a dream is now a new
standard. This change can easily be seen on how jobs that once were considered essential and
impossible to be done by anyone than humans are now done by machines. Most people think,
only human can recognize emotions in other human’s speech or actions. Yet nowadays
AI can scan phone calls you made with your operator and tell you a lot more about the
calling person, than any human ever could. Most people think, psychologists are always
going to be the only ones being able to help troubled minds, yet there already is an app for
your phone, that takes care of your mental wellbeing as well as a regular psychologist would
and is always at your arm’s reach.
History of chatbots
A chatbot is a program with a certain degree of artificial intelligence that interacts with
a human by emulating a conversation with a real person. This perception can be so authentic
that consumers unknowingly accept these devices as if they were human beings in the laws
of social norms, relationships, and responsibilities.
In the growth of chatbots, programmers rely specifically on two aspects: emotions
and agency. With the massive expansion of the Internet and particularly of social networking
sites, a boom in the use of chatbots, whether with simple or more advanced artificial
intelligence, has begun. These services are used in online shops to connect with a person,
such as customer support, promotion and advertisement, entertainment, data collection
and they are also used as tools for hybrid threats used to influence public opinion. (Neff et al,
2016)
List of selected chatbots
ELIZA
The history of chatbots started in 1950 when Alan Turing began pondering them. He
dreamed of robots that were indistinguishable from humans in text communication (Turing’s
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test). In 1966, the world's first chatbot ELIZA was created. It mimicked a psychoanalyst and
held a conversation with a patient for a while. It has just scripted answers. (Neff et al, 2016).
Parry
Parry, which was introduced in 1972 at Stanford's Psychiatry Department by Kenneth
Mark Colby, a psychiatrist and computer scientist, is another wellknown chatbot. An
opposite technique from Eliza was used by this application to draw focus from itself. It did
not operate like a psychiatrist but as a schizophrenic patient who was paranoid.
Jabberwacky 1988
One of the earliest attempts at creating artificial intelligence through human interaction
mainly in a form of entertainment. It had the goal of moving from textbased system to one
wholly voice operated.
Dr. Sbaitso 1992
Artificial intelligence speech synthesis program created for MSDOSbased PCs, aimed at
displaying digital speech. Dr. Sbaitso is far from lifelike. Although it has assumed the role of
a psychologist when interacting with users.
A.L.I.C.E. 1995
Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity. A.L.I.C.E. was a natural language
processing bot. It could reply apply heuristic pattern matching rules to human input in the
other words have a conversation. (Neff et al, 2016)
Smartechild 2001
Smart bot widely distributed across SMS networks. With highlights, for example, snappy
information access and fun customized discussion. It was viewed as an antecedent to Apple's
Siri and Samsung's S Voice.
Google now 2012
It was created by Google for the mobile app Google Search. It uses a user interface in a
natural language, which allows individuals to answer questions, make decisions and act by
delegating requests to a range of Google resources. (Sandeep et al, 2018)
Eugene Goostman 2014
Is a chatbot that some consider to have passed the Turing test of a computer's ability to
interact indistinguishably from a human being. Built in St Petersburg in 2001 by a group of
three programmers, Russianborn Vladimir Veselov, Ukrainianborn Eugene Demchenko and
Russianborn Sergey Ulasen, Goostman is depicted as a 13yearold Ukrainian child. (Mann,
2017)
ALEXA 2015
Inhabiting the Amazon Echo device, Alexa is an open API voice service capable of voice
interaction, using natural language processing algorithms to receive, understand and respond
to voice commands.
Cortana 2015
In same year as ALEXA was created Cortana. It is a Microsoftdesigned intelligent
personal assistant that is included by default on all Windows 10 platforms. Using the Bing
search engine, Cortana detects natural voice commands and addresses questions.
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Bots for Facebook Messenger 2015
To understand questions, provide responses, and execute tasks, bots are programmed.
From a client's point of view, they are a cordial and open efficient device. Your customer can
just type a message, like they would to a friend, instead of opening an app, making a phone
call, running a search, or loading a webpage.
Google Assistant 2016
It is an artificial intelligence virtual assistant created by Google that is mainly available on
smartphones and smart home platforms. The Google Assistant will participate in twoway
discussions, unlike the company's previous virtual assistant, Google Now.
Google revealed earlier in 2020 that it will introduce a new feature for Google's CES
assistant. A functionality called "Scheduled Actions" enables the assistant to use smart
devices. With Google Assistant, consumers will be able to use a smart coffee machine,
vacuum cleaner, etc. Amazon Alexa has been selling this feature for a long time because it is
a huge feature because it helps assistants to communicate with the real world. (Sandeep et al,
2018)
Emirates Airlines chatbot 2018
For their travel recommendation app, Emirates Airlines has developed a chatbot. Since
they merged conversational AI technology with onsite display advertising, their chatbot
approach is more creative than its peers.
The bot asks questions about what kind of trip you are searching for. In its question, the
chatbot uses user intent as well as the context of the page where it appears. Then by offering
them travel packages and providing relevant details about the venue, she personalizes the
vacation planning process.
The chatbot was created just for 30 days and the results of their 30day trial were positive.
They are seeing an 87 percent rise in customer interest that saw the chatbot ad compared to
those that saw a regular show ad. [5]
Mobile Monkey
MobileMonkey is a Facebook Messenger bot builder which helps marketers create
highconverting chatbots. MobileMonkey specializes in integrating your chatbot with your
broader marketing stack, including your ad campaigns, unlike many other chatbot
constructors in this post.
Paid versions start from 390 Kc/month and this gets you advanced automation,
integrations, SMS and more. (MobileMonkey, 2016)
About chatbots
Are chatbots that smart indeed? How are they responding to the questions we are asking?
No, they're not themselves intelligent, they're built by humans to do so. To submit a
predefined response and access the database, chatterbots recognize keywords from the user's
input. For example, the receiver sends a text containing the word 'car.' "It is most likely that
the chatbot will ask something like: "Which model is your car? Or is it possible for me to
know anything about your car? ".
A chatbot is a program that executes an automatic operation, such as completing a
workflow or addressing FAQs. Chatbots are online and typically evolve over time by using
artificial intelligence and machine learning on chat platforms or on social media.
Chatbots are embedded into chat platforms that each have their own features, such as
Slack, Facebook Messenger or SMS. Each platform's features decide the ways in which the
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chatbot will communicate with people, communities, or teams, but the bot determines the
chatbot's actions. (Kim, 2018)
For example, SMS and email bots can only view text and attach multimedia widgets. On
the other hand, Facebook Messenger, Kik or Telegram Bot will communicate with users
using several different graphical widgets. Users of these platforms can also have access to
web views, which effectively enables infinite flexibility in terms of the user interface that can
be provided to users.
Chatbots are a fantastic way for companies to meet consumers if they already have
messaging apps. Chatbots allow companies to deliver services in a highly customized
manner, where communications, operations and human support can be integrated in one
experience. (Kim, 2018)
Why businesses should consider chatbots?
Chatbots are gaining popularity as they bring new ways of how businesses run marketing.
They have become the latest addition to every marketer’s bag of strategies, as being an early
adopter can give you a major advantage from customer support to lead generation. (Kim,
2018)
Chatbots represent a very huge opportunity for business to communicate and engage their
customers through messaging apps. Here are some reasons why to get one:
1. The global Chatbot market is expected to grow exponentially between 2016–2023. Credence Research
2. 85% of customer interactions will be managed without a human by 2020. - Gartner
3. 32% of executives say voice recognition is the most widely used AI technology
in their business. — Narrative Science
4. 6 billion connected devices will proactively ask for support by 2018 - Gartner
5. 44% of executives believe artificial intelligence’s most important benefit
is “automated communications that provide data that can be used to make decisions.”
- Narrative Science
6. By the end of 2018, “customer digital assistants” will recognize customers by face
and voice across channels and partners. - Gartner
7. 40% of mobile interactions will be managed by smart agents by 2020. - Gartner
8. 10k+ developers are building chatbots in Facebook Messenger. - Facebook (Kim,
2018)
Types of chatbots
There are many types of chatbots available on the market, but generally they can be
divided into following categories:
Textbased chatbot
In a textbased chatbot, a bot answers the user’s questions via text interface.
Voicebased chatbot
In a voice or speechbased chatbot, a bot answers the user’s questions via a human voice
interface. (GreatLearning, 2020)
There are mainly two approaches used to design the chatbots, described as follows:
Traditional chatbot
Traditional chatbots are driven by system and automation, mainly through scripts with
minimal functionality and the ability to maintain only system context. (GreatLearning, 2020)
Current chatbot
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Current chatbots are driven by backandforth communication between the system
and humans. They have the ability to maintain both system and task contexts.
Future chatbot
Future chatbots can communicate at multiple levels with automation at the system level.
They have the ability to maintain the system, task, and people contexts. There is a possibility
of introduction of master bots and eventually a bot OS. (GreatLearning, 2020)
Most Popular Chatbot Development Frameworks
Microsoft Bot Framework
Designed to interact, talk, listen, and communicate with customers, Microsoft Bot
Framework builds phenomenal frameworks. This A.I. chatbot platform comes with the
ability to integrate with the most popular application offered by Microsoft suite like Cortana,
Office 365, and so on.
Businesses can use Microsoft Bot framework and train chatbots using the existing
conversation and Azure cognitive service. Chatbots can understand people’s communication
through text, SMS, video, and speech. It deploys active learning and includes preexisting,
prebuild models that allow chatbots to interact with users on chat programs they’re already
using, such as Skype, Slack, Facebook Messenger, Cortana, Microsoft Teams, Kik, and
more. The opensource SDK allows businesses to test chatbot products even before
it is deployed into a channel. Powered by A.I. and machine learning, Microsoft Bot based
chatbots can also reply to the most complicated questions asked by the visitors. (Kim, 2018)
Wit.ai
Wit.ai is a free and opensource Natural Language Processing API that businesses use to
create textbased and voicebased bots. These chatbots can be integrated on all kinds
of the messaging platform. The framework supports almost any languages spoken all over
the world.
Dialog Flow
Businesses can use Dialog Flow to digitize business processes to save time and money
that goes into hiring expert community managers.
This framework uses Speechtotext and natural language conversations to facilitate
automated humancomputer interaction. Dialog Flow framework leverages Google cloud
architecture and AIpowered sophisticated system to convert speech into text. Google also
used big data to understand what users are saying and respond accordingly. The framework
comes with an Inline code editor that makes it easy for everyone to integrate multifunctional
intelligent chatbots into their systems. Users can interact with brands through the website,
on Google Assistant, Alex, Facebook Messenger, and other platforms, when the chatbot is
built using Dialog Flow. (PromaticsTechnologies, 2020)
I.B.M. Watson
The framework is extensively used to develop chatbots for healthcare units which can
actively take patient data and identifies potential diseases using the power of natural
language processing. Chatbots build on I.B.M. Watson framework can even help doctors
prescribe proper treatments and medicines. It is primarily designed to work as a question
answering system with dynamic dialogue flow.
Pandorabots
Businesses use Pandorabots to build intelligent chatbots for businesses and third party
applications. Pandorabot chatbot builder has been used to develop chatbots for voice
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interfaces, eCommerce, customer service, marketing and more, in the past. While the basic
version is offered free of cost, the company provides multidimensional pricing plans for
businesses with advanced requirements. (PromaticsTechnologies, 2020)
Botpress
It promises a developerfriendly environment through an intuitive dashboard and its
flexible technology. Botpress framework runs on a threestage installation process. First,
the developers start building the bot, then they deploy it to their preferred platform
and thirdly, they handoff access so that it can be efficiently managed. Businesses can build
chatbots locally and use their favourite cloud hosting.
Botkit
Botkit has a free version and paid versions starts from $5/month, the cost varies
depending on how many bots and active users a business interacts with.
(PromaticsTechnologies, 2020)
RASA Stack
Being an independent service, all the data fed to the framework or received by it, don’t
need to run through a third party API. Chatbots built with RASA Stack can perform
contextual dialogues, recognize user intent, and even exact entities.
The framework is production ready. A paid and functionally advanced version of RASA
Stack is also available in the name of RASA Platform.
ChatterBot
ChatterBot framework allows chatbots to slowly pickup learning after its deployment,
which contributes to the accuracy and speed of the responses over time. Each interaction
with an end customer allows Chatbots to gain knowledge and improve its performance
of producing replies, thanks to machine learning algorithms. (PromaticsTechnologies, 2020)

2

Conclusion

The future of chatbots will bring an increase in the ecommerce area. Many companies
already have chatbots around the clock to answer customer questions and provide support.
Customers will no longer need to send an email to a company mailbox and then wait for that
employee's response to question during business hours. Immediate responses, provided by
chatbots, to questions or concerns can help perpetuate buyer momentum, which translates to
more sales without more employees. [(Discover.bot, 2016)
•
•
•

24/7 availability: Chatbots provide 24/7 responses to customer service questions,
shopping assistance, and curated product options.
An understanding of the problem: Chatbots are becoming more adaptable to the
variety of consumer frustrations and they can learn from past interactions.
The chatbots are able to learn from behavior of costumers: The more that chatbots
interact with users, the more opportunity there is for chatbots to learn more.

Chatbots can enhance existing technology
The second thing is, that chatbots can be programmed to enhance existing technology.
For better understanding, informational chatbots can provide live updates on sports and
weather, and other task chatbots can even make purchases for you. Integrating bots into
already popular applications can alleviate user burden by handling the heavy lifting
of user(Neff et al, 2016) performed tasks.
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And firms already have chatbots to complement their websites and chat with
clients/customers. For example, in a city full of trendy options, imagine trying to find
the perfect restaurant. You could spend a significant amount of time slogging through
endless menus and reviews. A chatbot could find the information for you, make
recommendations and preferences, and even execute the order. Chatbots that help
the customer find and purchase a product or service are of great benefit to businesses.
[(Discover.bot, 2016)
Chatbots can enhance existing technology
Chatbots are getting smarter
IT experts are currently working on how to improve Artificial Intelligence and to increase
bots’ learning capabilities while relying less on data. And they’re making progress.
For example, chatbot functionality has transformed in a way that makes it more convenient
for us to voice our requests instead of typing them. Since millennials today prefer handsfree
conversations, the use a voice assistant, like Cortana or Siri, is expected to increase
to 8 billion within the next few years.
These breakthroughs hold limitless possibilities for taking bot technology, AI, and virtual
conversational abilities to the next level. [(Discover.bot, 2016)
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Abstract. Economic software is an important and effective tool for process
management in a company. The use of economic software in the company will ensure
faster and more efficient human resources management, production and warehouse
management or even asset management. With the help of economic software, the user
obtains comprehensive information, which serves as a basis for further business
planning, reporting, controlling or audit. Economic software with an accounting
extension is used by most companies in the Czech Republic, whether they are small
businesses or large companies. Due to the large range and diversity of economic
software available on the Czech market, this article is intended to help users navigate
this area faster. Part of the article is an analysis of selected economic software that are
commonly used in business practice. The aim of this article is to evaluate selected
economic software. This article will provide the user with comprehensive information
about selected economic software, and on this basis can decide on the applicability
of the software in his company
Keywords: Economic software, EMR, company, information system

1

Introduction

With the ever-growing trend of integrating information technology into business practice,
the company's management is facing decisions on the implementation of information
systems. The Czech market offers a wide range of economic information systems and it is
difficult for users to easily navigate the offer. In addition, the amount of information that the
company's management must process every year is growing, so we are encountering
the implementation of economic software more and more often and are becoming a common
tool not only in large and medium-sized companies but also in small companies.
Quality IS is currently a necessary condition for the success of companies in all areas
of business. The main reason for the need to own a quality IS is that the information system
is one of the main factors in the effectiveness of management and competitiveness
of the company (Šmíd, 2009). Today's information systems support all important business
functions, such as finance, human resources, planning, sales, purchasing, logistics and
e-business (Basl, 2008). Due to the fact that there is a large number of information systems
with economic software on the Czech market, it is necessary to bring this software closer
so that the user can choose according to their requirements. The main goal of this article
is to summarize basic information about available economic software in our market with
a focus on ERP systems.
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2

Information system

Information system is the interconnection of information and processes that work with this
information. We can perceive information as data stored in a database used for decisionmaking and management in a larger system. By process we mean functions that process
information and transform it into output data. In general, it can be said that IS serves
as a source of information that helps managers to be able to manage, plan, coordinate work
and control all processes in the company (Mejzlík, 2006).

3

Information system

We divide economic information systems according to their functions and content. We have
systems related to the area, for example for monitoring assets or production, and then we
have systems such as the ERM system, which is a comprehensive economic information
system. The following Table 1 shows a diagram of available economic information systems

Tablee 1 Division of economics information systems
ERP SYSTEMS
In short, for ERP systems, it is from the English "Eterprise Resource Planning".
It is a comprehensive information system of the company, which includes categories, namely
production management and planning, customer relationship management or personnel
management. It is a combination of CRM and HRM.
CRM SYSTEMS
The abbreviation is based on the English "Customer Relationship Management". These
are customer relationship management systems. It is used to manage salespeople, sales
networks, manage business contacts and manage sales campaigns. The system is used
to analyze customer data, to evaluate and describe customer behavior, customer retention,
customer distribution, evaluation of the effectiveness of marketing strategies and the search
for new sales opportunities (Beitlová, 2011).
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PERSONNEL AND WAGE SYSTEMS
The abbreviation of the system is from the English term "Human Resource Management".
These are systems for processing payroll and personnel agenda of companies and for human
resources management. The main benefits of these software are payroll processing,
attendance control, vacation planning records, employee appraisals, and compensation.
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING SYSTEMS
These are systems for optimizing production processes, production planning
and evaluation of machine utilization and downtime. The system also provides information
on the fulfillment of production plans, planning of production capacity of machines,
availability of materials in the warehouse and registration of orders from the demand phase
to the final invoicing.
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS
It is a system of tools for managing and controlling the company's finances. The system
primarily monitors the company's performance and cost-effectiveness. The system also
creates analyzes of business processes, which are the output for business planning,
budgeting, benchmarking, controlling and reporting. V Management information systems are
often referred to as Business Intelligence Systems. Management information systems obtain
data from the ERP and CRM system.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
These are systems that record the life cycle of a project. They effectively control
and monitor all types of corporate projects.
DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
These are complex systems that can accommodate complex company documentation.
It is a tool for unifying company documentation. The content of the system includes samples
of company documents, valid directives and regulations, news from the company
environment.
ASSETS SYSTEMS
These are systems for electronic registration of company property. The systems help
facilitate asset inventory and asset audit. The systems can manage assets throughout their
life, from the initial proposal for acquisition, through the approval of the purchase,
to the commissioning or eventual decommissioning of the asset and its disposal. At the same
time, the system provides information and notification to the relevant employees about
the allocation of assets to care and the maintenance of clear lists with a record
of the necessary data on assets.
ATTENDANCE SYSTEMS
These are systems that deal with wages, personnel agenda, records of employees' working
hours, as well as their remuneration. The systems are based on valid legislation, thanks
to which the company prevents violations of payroll and personnel regulations.

3.1

Reasons for introducing ERP systems

The reason for the introduction of complex economic systems in companies is
• control over the accounting agenda,
• fast tracing and issuing of invoices, contracts and accounting documents,
• the possibility of immediate delegation of tasks to employees through the system,
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•

3.2

creation of summary reports, reports and summaries for the company's financial
management,
easy and clear registration of assets
thorough management of salaries and personnel agenda,
monitoring the performance of the company (Čech, Bureš, 2009).

Reasons for introducing ERP systems

There are a number of complex economic software on the Czech market, so-called CRP
systems, with various features. When choosing a suitable economic information system,
it is necessary to focus and define the necessary parameters, which include:
• size of enterprise,
• financial possibilities of the company,
• legislation,
• individual software requirements,
• many elements of the information system,
• options for expanding functions in the future,
• user interface,
• system and software management,
• approaches to the system,
• the amount of data required for processing,
• client support,
• degree of adaptability,
• data protection (Sodomka, Klčová, 2010).
For the analysis of current economic ERP systems on the Czech market, three economic
software for large, medium and small companies were always selected. The following table 2
contains information on the functions of the individual economic software.
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Table 2 Analysis of choice economics information systems
Analysis of economic software selection is an individual matter. Each user has different
parameters. The performed analysis was evaluated on the basis of the basic functions
of selected economic software. Three economic software were selected for each company
size. Three economic software suitable for large companies, three for medium-sized
companies and three for small ones.
In terms of monitored parameters, Helios Nephrite was the most user-friendly for large
companies. Based on the analyzed parameters, the economic software Kelexpress is the most
suitable for medium-sized companies. For small businesses, the economical Helios Easy
software came out the most suitable from the selected parameters.

4

Conclusion

The technological boom requires the use of economic information systems in business
practice. Business management is faced with the important decision of which economic
software to purchase. There are dozens of companies on the Czech market that offer
attractive economic software. Some software products have been on the market for many
years and have thousands of satisfied customers, others are on the market for a short time
and are just gaining their customers. The aim of the article was to select nine economic
software and compare their functional possibilities for each category of business size.
The Helios product is the most suitable product for large and small companies, on the other
hand, the Kelexpress economic information system has emerged as the most suitable
for medium-sized companies.
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Abstract. Maintaining a competitive advantage makes it necessary to search for new
solutions that enable making the right management decisions. The use of controlling
for the continuous improvement of the management of individual processes
in the enterprise can be supported by specialized software that enables the tracking
of current cost parameters in individual processes in relation to the available resources. In
this article, the author presents an example of the practical application of a readable
computer information system in the form of dashboards related to resource-process
consumption accounting (RPCA) for business management. The use managerial
dashboards related to RPCA enables, among others: support for management in strategic
planning, systematic monitoring
of goals and deviations, measures and budgets in organizational units, setting standards.
At RPCA, detailed records and cost allocation are kept, broken down into individual
organizational resources, processes, products, services and customers. Specialized
software processes data from the financial and accounting system in relation to individual
cost centers. The data is presented on the manager's computer screen and allows
to determine the current and periodic cost of production according to the selected filter
in relation to key parameter indicators.
Keywords: management, controlling, cost accounting

1

Introduction

Cost analysis is one of the most important measures characterizing the economy
of an enterprise, as the cost price reflects the quality of all processes in its activity (Kaplan
and Cooper, 2000, Lukić, Radowić and Lalić, 2011). The task of cost analysis is to provide
detailed information on the development of costs in various classification cross-sections

1.1

Cost accounting

Cost accounting is an essential element of the accounting system. The oldest concept of cost
accounting was equated with the widely understood calculation, which, in addition
to accounting and financial reporting, formed the accounting system (Stefan and Cardos, 2010,
Mehta 2019). In this sense, the scope of the cost accounting was limited to enabling
the determination of the financial result after posting (Nowak, 2018). According to Sojak
(2015). One should strive to shape the appropriate structure and size of costs, taking into
account the level of functionality and quality of the product desired by buyers. Kenneth,
Bowles, and Durlauf (2000) believe that cost accounting is probably one of the most important
functions in the field of accounting, as the key to supporting strategic business decisions and
improving profitability. Cost accounting is separate from general financial accounting, which
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is governed by Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) and is critical
to the formation of financial statements. Often the simplest and most important purpose of cost
accounting is to establish selling prices and to control costs (Shukla, Gupta and Grewal 2018,
Bhimani Datar, et all. (2019). Cost accounting can contribute to the preparation of the required
financial statements. Detailed information on cost accounting is presented extensively in the
literature. Among others, the works of Keys and van der Merwe (2002), Kilger, Pampel
and Vikas (2004), Sharman and Vikas (2004) were analyzed. Managing costs and process
efficiency with IT support provides managers with financial and operational information
supporting cost management and resource utilization. Entrepreneurs and business managers
rely on practical information before making allocation decisions. Cost accounting supports
decision making as it can be adapted to the specific needs of each individual company (Keys
2001).

1.2

Resource process consumption accounting

Resource Consumption Accounting was first introduced as a concept of cost accounting
around 2000 (Keys and van der Merwe 2001). In 2009, the International Federation
of Accountants (IFAC) included Resource Consumption Accounting in its International Good
Practice Guidelines publication (IGPG 2009). In Polish literaturę for ex. Zieliński (2017),
assuming that the value of an enterprise is an important measure of the success of management
processes, believes that it is reasonable to combine elements of the American ABC and the
German Grenzplankostenrechnung under one management cost account. (GPK). Earlier in the
US, attempts to link GPK and ABC were presented by Keys and van der Merwe (2001) and
Bleeker (2002), under the name resource consumption accounting (RCA). These issues were
also taken up by Clinton and van der Merwe (2006), and Perkins and Stovall (2011).
Numerous definitions describe the process quite generally, hence, for the purposes of resourceprocess costing, a definition has been adopted that better emphasizes the essence of this cost
accounting, formulated by Sharp and McDermott (2009): ‘A business process is a set of
interdependent actions, initiated in response to an event, to achieve a specific result for the
customer of the process’. This view was developed by Fliegner (2014), who believes that
providing information on the costs of activities allows the calculation of unit costs of activities
that can be used as measures of the company's operating efficiency. On the other hand, the
separation of fixed and variable costs in activities makes it possible to analyze the cost
flexibility of activities and supports outsourcing decisions. RPCA is a cost accounting
comprehensively covering the entire activity of the enterprise, which on the one hand focuses
on the valuation of the costs of manufacturing products, costs of providing services, and on the
other hand supports the calculation of customer service costs and profitability. This means that
next to the type system and the process system of costs, a third system must appear - the
resource system of costs. RPCA was developed by, among others by ABC Akademia and
implemented in the Doctor Coster® software (Grajewski 2016, Zieliński 2018). This
information concerns both the costs and profitability of services, products, as well as
customers, regions and customer segments. Financial and operational information is also
provided on the basic, support and management processes, which is the basis for making
decisions about their improvement and optimization. In addition, information on costs,
variability and resource use is created, which allows for easier planning and precise control of
their costs, as well as effective management of the level and use of resources.
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1.3

The use of IT in management

Process management in an enterprise is closely related to the maturity of the quality
management system in an organization. This problem is highlighted by Hys and Hawrysz
(2016). In the discussion on the elements that make up the inherent features of a mature
management system, he points to the cost management aspect described in Polish and foreign
literature. This issue was developed in the work by Kozel, Hys et all. (2017) analyzing the use
of pro-quality solutions in making management decisions in an organization. In this regard,
they pay attention to the use of IT solutions in management. The development of information
technology and the increasing availability of operational data in enterprises are key success
factors for the dissemination of advanced cost accounting, which a dozen or so years ago could
be considered too difficult or even impossible to implement. The evaluation of processes is
determined by material criteria (refer to the method of process implementation, i.e. process
duration, timeliness of the process, process quality, customer satisfaction, including the
internal customer, process flexibility, social approval for the method of process
implementation, the importance of the process for and for the organization) and financial
(mainly related to revenues and costs generated by processes and related efficiency measures).
The visualization of individual data using mobile devices is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Access to data on screens of mobile devices. Source: https://demo.baseline.pl/
Such visualization of processes and costs, containing current data processed into
information understandable for managers, immediately informs about threats such as
exceeding established indicators, changing trends, abuses, etc. BI systems allow for easy
connection of data from many sources, e.g. ERP systems, CRM systems, sheets Excel or the
Internet.

2

Materials and methodology

According to Wnuk-Pel (2010), the case study method has the greatest potential in adapting
theoretical models of management accounting to practice. Resource, process-based costing has
already been successfully implemented in dozens of Polish companies in industries such as
manufacturing, retail, energy, financial services and infrastructure. Sample management
support software is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1 Sample management support software. Source: own study based on information
from producers.
Application

Characteristic

Baseline ™

It enables convenient budget planning, both broken down into costs and
revenues. Budgeting is carried out in three dimensions: by units
(departments), types of costs / revenues and by months.
(https://www.baseline.pl/ )

IBM Cognos Integrated
solution
for
intelligent
data
analysis
Business
and planning for midsize enterprises. It provides key reporting functions,
Intelligence analysis,
dashboards,
scorecards,
planning,
budgeting
and forecasting mechanisms. (https://controlling.info.pl/cognos)
TETA
It enables the collection, collection and processing of data from various
Business
sources and systems. Information is made available in real time and via
Intelligence a mobile device or web browser, you can use it from anywhere
(https://controlling.info.pl/teta)
Infor d /
The main modules support planning, budgeting and prediction, strategy
EPM
management. Consolidation - both managerial and statutory. Additionally,
a compliance monitoring module is available (https://www.cogit.pl/systemyit/)
Oracle
An application for planning, budgeting and forecasting based on interactive
Hyperion
access to all functionalities via a browser or MS Office applications
Planning
(https://www.oracle.com/pl/performance-management )
Eureca
It enables the presentation of data using advanced visualizations (one page
Desktops
reporting) and detailed analyzes (data discovery) in the form of extensive
dashboards (https://eureca.com.pl/eureca/eureca-pulpity )
Doctor
Software that uses resource-process costing. Costs assigned to resources
Coster ®
divided into variables (costs incurred proportionally to produce products and
their sale) and fixed costs (structure costs) presented on dashboards
(https://abcakademia.com.pl/doctor-coster/)
Oracle
an analytical and reporting platform providing a whole set of functionalities:
Business
including interactive information dashboards, ad-hoc inquiries, business and
Intelligence financial reporting (https://www.oracle.com/pl/business-analytics/businessintelligence)
As a case study of the use of IT technology in cost accounting to business management will
be discussed further use of the software Doctor Coster ®. In this system, the costs are recorded
on a multiple accounts assigned to resources. Appearance sample dashboards are shown in
Figure 2.
This software allows the presentation of data for managers on specialized cockpits.
Cooperation with managers to customize reporting system and replacing parts of reports
prepared outside the system (Fliegner 2014). The author of this paper analyzed the cases
of 3 RPCA in Polish enterprises. In the case of high water company set more than 2500 of
cost centers resourses. In another embodiment, in 1700 cost centers resources for the
production of packaging. In the case one of the a milk processing plant was more than 1,500
centers resource costs. The costs assigned to them have been divided into variables (costs
incurred in proportion to produce products and sell them). These include raw materials and
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packaging materials, energy, maintenance services, transport, labor costs and other production
workers. It presents the costs of individual processes, including both the costs of direct
resources and the proportional costs of resources shared with other processes. These costs
depend which are associated with the operation of the company as a whole: depreciation, taxes
and fees, insurance, non-salary employees, sales and marketing costs. on the size and structure
of production. The organization and implementation of the department responsible for
controlling the application. An example of cost settlement for basic products in a
manufacturing enterprise is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2 Examples of management dashboards in Doctor Coster ® Dashboard powered
by Qlik Source: own study based on https://abcakademia.com.pl/doctor-coster

Figure 3

An example of cost settlement for basic products in a manufacturing enterprise,
Source: Own study

Especially important is the possibility of cost data reference to physical size, which are
managed by managers. The clear presentation of the collected and processed data allows them
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to manage utility use. Managers use dashboards to customize managerial strategic objectives
in relation to the tactical plans, reporting the management and analysis of deviations. as well
as the daily monitoring of key performance indicators (Zielinski 2017). An example of cost
settlement for one of the branches of a water utility company is shown in Figure 4.
The software includes detailed data covering all designated and accounted for cost centers.
This makes it possible to obtain data with high accuracy and allows you to analyze
and make better management decisions.

Figure 4

3

An example of cost settlement for one of the branches of a water utility company.
Source: own study based on data from GPW SA Katowice

Conclusions

There are still many areas in the company where optimization activities can be carried out.
For this purpose, the use of IT software and managerial dashboards for company management
based on current data. It is planned to supply the model with further data allowing to measure
resource consumption (working time, kWh, km, m2) or introduce cost calculation of unused
resources. The presented solution can be successively supplemented with new cost centers.
As a result, decisions will be made based on more and more accurate data. The author
points to the The author points to the observed benefits of combining RPCA with
the possibility of presenting data on managerial dashboards. These include:
• support for the management in strategic planning, systematic monitoring of goals
and deviations, measures and budgets in organizational units, and setting standards.
• increasing the efficiency of operational, service and sales processes and striving
to achieve operational excellence
• improving the use of resources and eliminating and avoiding the
• costs of unused resources,
• the ability to determine the current and periodic cost of production according
to the selected filter in relation to key parameter indicators (KPI)
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•

increasing the effectiveness of posting and increasing the accuracy of decisions on all
levels of water company management. Implementation of advanced supported
controlling concepts by IT is associated with barriers and limitations. production.
The author of this study proposes to consider the possibility of delegating powers to lowerlevel managers. For this purpose, new managerial dashboards containing specialized data
and information supporting management at individual decision-making levels should
be developed. This may constitute the direction of further research and implementation.
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Abstract. The research objective is to propose, verify, and implement a methodical cycle
for small-scale IT projects. The research is carried out in an IT company within a project
whose output is an e-shop implementation. The reason for this project is to increase
small-scale contracts as well as the profit with respect to long-term stagnation and
a decrease in profits from projects during the pandemic. The created methodical
framework applies the rules of the SCRUM agile methodology. The research results
propose a methodical cycle for small-scale IT projects, stabilising costs and increasing
profits from such small-scale projects if implemented across the whole company.
Keywords: methodical cycle, agile methodology, SCRUM, small-scale IT projects

1

Introduction

Traditional, verified methodologies of software development have proven to be rigid and
clumsy. As a reaction, agile methodologies have been developed to control software
development. They strive to respond to new market conditions, trends, and requirements. Agile
methodologies have gradually proven to be a flexible, efficient and functional project
management approach not only in the field of software engineering. (Cohen, 2010), (Dennis,
2012)
The objective of this research was to create and validate a methodical cycle for selecting
and implementing a project management methodology that will help the company overcome
its current problems caused by lower order volumes during the pandemic and improve overall
project implementation.
In order to fulfil the primary objective, the following steps have been carried out:
• Analysis of significant findings in the area of project success and current trends
in project methodologies.
• Establishing the rules, processes and principles supporting the implementation
of the chosen methodology.
• Implementation of the methodology cycle in a corporate environment on two real pilot
projects.
• Analysis of the implementation results.
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2

Critical factors of SW project success

The research involved 21 SW projects managers, all with more than 10 years of experience.
It resulted in a list of critical factors, which include:
• Implementing the agreed extent.
• Respecting the budget.
• Respecting the plan.
• Client satisfaction.
• Achieving strategic advantages.
• User satisfaction.
• Adequate cost-benefit ratio.
• Compliance with quality requirements.
• Efficient implementation.
• Reasonable resource planning.
• Eliminating capacity overload.
• Extensive preparation.
• Perceived usability. (McLeod, 2021), (Iriarte, Bayona, 2020)
To make the picture complete, the world-renowned PRINCE2 certification training manual
lists some of the following causes of a project failure (Turley, 2010):
1. Inadequate specification at the beginning of the project, which may cause
the development of the wrong product.
2. Lack of communication between the project team, project manager, and client.
3. Inaccurate and wrong time and budget estimates that may cause the project to run out
of resources before completion.
4. Failure to include project risks that may cause the project to be unable to respond
quickly and appropriately when a problem arises.
5. Inadequate monitoring causing inaccurate information on the current status
of the project.
6. Inadequate quality measurement may cause the final product to be inconsistent with
the client's desired quality and may ultimately be virtually unusable.
A current report from 2020 elaborated by an internationally-respected Project Management
Institute includes answers of 3,234 professional project managers from all over the world,
primarily from the area of information technology. The report states that 71 %
of the participating software-oriented organisations use agile methodologies, and 11.4 %
of investments are wasted due to low project performance. Organisations will then re-evaluate
their vision and purpose as well as implement new ways of thinking and project management
(PMI, 2020)
The 11 Annual Stage of Agile Report from 2020 elaborated by Versionone Inc., which
annually investigates 50 000 teams and 1000 companies, states that:
•
•
•

94 % of the respondents claimed that their organisation practised agile methodologies.
98 % of the respondents who use agile methodologies stated that their implementation
resulted in successful projects.
80 % of the companies still learn to use and correctly set the processes of agile
methodologies.
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3

Project observation

The implementation and validation of the proposed methodical cycle were carried out on a real
project conducted according to the SCRUM methodology. To find out the impact
of the proposed methodical cycle with the support of SCRUM, a comparison of a similar
project with the traditional methodology was carried out.
The post-implementation project on which the proposed methodical cycle was applied was
of the eshop type. This shop project was a typical example of e-commerce implementation
with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planned budget: 95 000 CZK
Planned cost: 34 000 CZK
Planned profit: 61 000 CZK
Planned total implementation time: 135 hours
Planned implementation period: two months
Project methodology: waterfall model
Project Team: Project manager, web front-end developer, web back-end developer,
graphic designer, system administrator and tester
During the execution of this project, the following were identified:
The project was not divided into sequential phases from the beginning.
Inappropriate planning that was not in line with the methodology used.
Project management was not documented, and the phases were not formally approved.
Requirements were not precise at the start of the project, and the product specification
changed during development.
The project was reverting to previous phases.
Time estimates were not entered in the project tool for individual tasks or units,
and thus developers were not aware of the time.
The developers created their own tasks in the project tool according to their judgement.
There was no testing phase in the project.
The client was not fully informed about the type of project management methodology,
its basic principles and the rules to be followed by all parties.
The client did not agree to pay for additional work because the instructions on entering
the specification had not been made clear to the client before the project started.

Project outcome
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

budget: CZK 95 000 (plan: CZK 95 000)
cost: CZK 51 000 (plan: CZK 34 000)
profit: CZK 44 000 (plan: CZK 61 000)
implementation time: 204 hours (plan: 135 hours)
implementation period: three months (plan: two months)
project methodology used: incorrectly used waterfall model
project team: project manager, web front-end developer, web back-end developer,
graphic designer, and system administrator
client’s evaluation of the project implementation: negative
client's evaluation of the final product: positive

The economic results of the project are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1 Economic results of the project

Plan

Reality

Ratio

Budget

95 000 CZK

95 000 CZK

100,00 %

Costs
Profit
Implementation time
(hours)
Implementation
period (weeks)

34 000 CZK
61 000 CZK
135

51 000 CZK
44 000 CZK
204

150,00 %
72,13 %
151,11 %

8

14

175,00 %

4

Proposal of the methodic cycle

Considering the above-stated reasons and problems of the current project management, there
has been the need to come up with a unified and staff supported methodology to eliminate
or at least decrease the level of current deficiencies. The project management methodology's
criteria and objectives were determined in cooperation with project managers and company
executives.
A correct definition of objectives and criteria to implement the project management
methodology required the SMART analytical technique.
Criteria
•
•
•

To cut costs of project implementation. Keeping to the budget. Tolerance of 120%
to the plan.
To cut the time of project implementation. Keeping to the time estimated to implement
the project. Tolerance of 120% to the plan.
To cut the period of project implementation. To complete the project within the planned
deadline. Tolerance of 120% to the plan.

Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.1

Inexpensive and fast implementation of the methodology into practice and complex
training of the staff.
Transparent and effective project environment for both the staff and customer.
Project management complying with the used methodology.
Unified and standardised project management methodology for all projects.
Implementation of unified rules, principles, processes and tools of project management.
Creation of formalised, approval, and control rules.
Unification of project tools.

Proposal of rules and principles

Initialisation process
•
•
•

Contract of work has a clearly defined price, extent, and deadline.
Contract of work includes a list of functional and non-functional requirements.
Project has a WBS diagram for a detailed specification of the implementation process.
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•
•

Client must formally present their requirements.
Client has filled in the questionnaire and signed the Contract of work.

Planning process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project has a directory on Google Drive.
Project has an issued and paid advance invoice totalling 50 %.
Project has a signature and the objective in EasyRedmine.
Project has tasks and categories in the product backlog.
Each task category has its estimate.
Project is divided by the project manager in cooperation with the project team into
sprints ranging from 2 weeks as a minimum up to one month as a maximum.
Project has a schedule approved by the client.
The highest priority is to satisfy the client by fast and regular delivery of functional
software.

Implementation process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is acceptable to change and add new requirements by the client, even in the latest
development phases.
It is acceptable for the customer to change and add new requirements later
in the development phase.
New requirements are added to the product backlog.
Only one sprint is implemented at a time.
The project manager assigns tasks to project team members.
The project team is self-organising and chooses tasks based on its own decision with
respect to their priority.
The project team always looks for the simplest and most appropriate solution.
Each task must have a set priority.
At the end of each sprint, the project team deploys the functional unit of the software
to the stage environment.
No changes to the tasks and sprints during the sprint that could affect its goal.

Monitoring and control process
•
•
•
•
•

Any item beyond the specification affecting the time, cost or extent is included
in an amendment to the contract.
The project team holds a 15-minute meeting each day.
At the end of each sprint, the client reviews the functional unit and the team holds
a retrospective meeting in which they evaluate what was/was not completed and what
can be improved for the future.
At the end of each sprint, a report is sent to the client.
The project team uses a Burndown chart.

Closing process
•
•
•
•
•

At the end of each project, the project manager creates a report.
At the end of each project, the client is requested to provide evaluation of the project by
completing a questionnaire.
Each completed project must have a signed acceptance report.
The production version is implemented after payment.
If the client has project support, the project manager must specify the responsibility.
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5

Implementation of the methodology

To validate the proposed agile SCRUM methodology and its customised processes, rules
and principles, an e-shop for a client that sells a complete range of products for bathrooms
and wellness was selected as the first pilot project. The client required a specific solution that
was not supported by any of the current products on the market and, therefore, a customised
solution was the only choice.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planned budget: 139 000 CZK
Planned cost: 40 000 CZK
Planned profit: 99 000 CZK
Planned total implementation time: 198 hours
Planned lead time: 9 weeks
Project methodology: agile SCRUM methodology
Project team: Project manager, web front-end developer, web back-end developer,
graphic designer, system administrator and tester.

Project outcomes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Budget: 139 000 CZK (plan: 139 000 CZK)
Cost: 45 000 CZK (plan: 40 000 CZK)
Profit: 94 000 CZK (plan: 99 000 CZK)
Total implementation time: 225 hours (plan: 198 hours)
Total implementation period: 10 weeks (plan: 9 weeks)
Project methodology used: Correctly applied agile SCRUM methodology
Project team: Project manager, web front-end developer, web back-end developer,
graphic designer, tester, and system administrator
Client’s evaluation of the project implementation: positive
Client’s evaluation of the final product: positive

The results show an increase in costs compared to the plan from 40,000 CZK to 45,000
CZK, representing an increase of 12.5%. The profit compared with the plan of 99 000 CZK
reached 94 000 CZK, representing a decrease of 5.05 %.
Table 2 Economic result of the project with new methodical cycle

Plan

Reality

Ratio

Budget

139 000 CZK

139 000 CZK

100,00 %

Costs
Profit
Implementation time
(hours)
Implementation
period (weeks)

40 000 CZK
99 000 CZK
198

45 000 CZK
94 000 CZK
225

112,50 %
94,95 %
113,64 %

9

10

111,11 %
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6

Results

To evaluate the results of implementing the selected project management methodology
and the related processes, rules and principles, we have described the predefined evaluation
criteria and objectives.
Criterion 1: Reduction of project implementation costs. Compliance with the planned
cost of the project implementation. Tolerance of 120 %.
In the case of the pilot project, costs were kept within 112.50%.
Criterion 2: Reduction of the project implementation time. Compliance with the
planned project implementation time. Tolerance of 120 %.
In the pilot project, the resulting project implementation time was 113.64% of the plan.
Criterion 3: Reduction of the project implementation time. Delivery of the project
within the estimated time. Tolerance 120 %.
In the case of the pilot project, the implementation time was 111.11% of the plan.
Objective 1: Cost-effective and rapid implementation of the methodology in practice
and complete staff training
The implemented methodical cycle did not require any additional resources, tools,
certifications, or licenses. The training was efficiently distributed to the project managers
during the actual implementation of the project in terms of cost savings. The implementation
required three two-hour meetings of project managers to explain the processes, rules,
and principles.
Objective 2: Transparent and efficient project environment for employees and the
customer
A transparent environment for the client resulted in regular increments of functional
software that were implemented to the client's stage environment at the end of the sprint.
Objective 3: Project management in accordance with the proposed methodical cycle
In this project, 27 of the 31 defined rules and principles supporting the agile SCRUM
methodology were thoroughly followed. The result of applying the methodical cycle was
evaluated very positively by the company's executives. The non-compliance with some rules
was due to the imperfection of the designed processes, which did not take extreme cases into
account.
Objective 4: Uniform and standardised project management methodology for all
projects
The proposed project management methodical cycle for all projects was implemented
in the company's project management environment.
Objective 5: Establishment of unified project management rules, principles, processes,
tools, and techniques
Uniform rules, principles, processes, tools, and techniques were introduced
in the company's project management environment.
Objective 6: Creation of formalised, approval and control rules
Formalized, approval, and control rules were established at the level of each process phase
of projects in the company's project management environment.
Objective 7: Unification of project tools
After analysing the project management in the company, it was found that most employees
think that the company realistically needs one project management tool instead of the four
used. Together with the company directors and project managers, it was agreed to use only one
project tool, which ultimately covers all the relevant needs of the company.
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7

Discussion and conclusion

Our motivation for presenting this research was to improve almost a critical situation in project
management in a selected company during the pandemic as well as to increase the overall
project success rate. The proposed methodical cycle has been implemented within
the company and evaluated on three pilot projects (this paper only presented one due
to the extent of the project outputs). The results of the implementation have shown an overall
positive impact and improvement of project management.
Future research should combine the CRUM methodology with some project management
standards, such as PRINE2 or PMBOK. Such combination could complement the SCRUM
with, for example, Gantt chart, risk register, or other quality control tools.
The project contribution can be divided into two main parts. First of all, it increased the
value of the company which profited from the remedy of the critical situation. Another
contribution is the developed methodology that can help other companies solve their problems
of similar nature.
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Abstract. Thanks to existing innovation and technological developments, doing business
has become much larger and more efficient. Quite often the success of the planned
projects depends on the efficiency of their management, and information
and communication technologies greatly facilitate the process of managing organizations
and enterprises in optimal terms. Thanks to the relevant communicators, managers can
quickly give orders and monitor their execution (for example, modern platforms
and cloud computing allow you to place large volumes of information and make quick
access to the required data).
Regardless of whether social progress or commercial leadership will contribute
to revealing the essence of economic growth processes, which promises digitalization,
company and governments should act quickly, decisively and strategically significant
measurements. A critically important aspect is a properly developed strategy that clearly
defines the main competitive priorities of the enterprise based on the introduction
of information technologies. The most successful enterprises clearly understand their
purpose and place in a changing market environment, realizing how they create value
added. As a result, they remain faithful to its unique specifics that are able to introduce
innovative developments to build their own capacities, which, at the same time,
are repulsed and able to find directions of diversification of production (provision
of services) to flourish in a modern digital world.
Keywords: innovation, properly developed strategy, modern innovative, information
and knowledge, global information technology market

1

Introduction

At present, our society lives in the era of grandiose digital transformations characterized
by huge volumes of technical and technological changes, operating enormous volumes
of information, access to world innovation processes and significant development in methods
of use by enterprises of various information technologies. Communications and exchange
of information in the 21st century become very important elements of both personal
and professional life. Modern integration processes of business structures into the world
information space are one of the priority factors of their effective activity in the future and
maintaining competitiveness in market conditions. Available transformations need
to be carried out on the basis of the formation of an innovative and investment model
of the formation of an economy, which is positioned on scientifically grounded high-tech
production, sustainable development and the creation of branched infrastructure
for the formation of the intellectual information space. Information systems and technologies
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include all activities and decision-making developed in society with computers and related
applications. They provide widespread use of certain types of inhuman resources intended
for obtaining, processing, storing and transmitting information, as well as management
and organization of these resources in the system capable of performing a set of specific tasks
and technological solutions.
The objective of this research was to create and validate a methodical cycle for selecting
and implementing a project management methodology that will help the company overcome
its current problems caused by lower order volumes during the pandemic and improve overall
project implementation.
One of the most important elements of modern innovative transformations are information
systems and technologies that can produce large volumes of information and knowledge,
transfer them to significant distances, accumulate, store and form new intellectual products
both in national and international economic systems [1, p. 409]. The dynamic development
of the global information technology market carries out a significant impact
on the development of the world economy, the development and implementation of new
information technologies optimizes production processes, allows you to more efficient use
of resources, contributes to accelerating the exchange of information. In modern conditions,
effective management is a valuable resource of the organization, together with financial,
material, human and other resources. The rapid development of information computer
technologies, improvement of the technical platform and the emergence of fundamentally new
classes of software products brought today to change approaches to automation of production
management [2, p. 74].

2

Modern information and communication technologies

Modern companies and institutions use information and communication technologies
to optimize the effectiveness of its activities and increase its profits. Thanks to the Internet, any
enterprise is capable of covering customers from all over the country and even find new
customers from abroad. An important element is also a marketing that is increasingly
"progressing" with the Internet. Almost every large company has its own website, through
which it does not only inform potential customers on the direction of its business, as well
as new advertising campaigns or important events. In addition, there are increasingly
organizations using social networks to cover more potential customers. The famous Social
Networking site "Facebook" is very popular in this area: more and more companies create
accounts here to maintain their activities in the course and check the interest potential
clients [3].
Qualitative changes in the personnel management system are a prerequisite for the effective
functioning and development of any industrial enterprise. Increasing the volume of material
goods has a significant impact on the modification of the employee's consumption structure,
which in turn should have a positive effect on the formation of motives for labour, as well
as on the relevant principles of production and economic behaviour [4, p. 155]. Information
systems and technologies play an extremely important role in the business environment,
allowing not only to keep contact with employees, clients or suppliers, as well as contribute
to an effective advertising campaign.
However, Ukraine has a high potential for the development of innovation activities,
if the favourable conditions for such development will be formed, a policy of supporting
innovation. This policy should support conceptual bases, criteria and mechanisms of economic
policy, which in our environment, relying on financial, structural restrictions, has to be able
to provide an increase in investment and increase in innovations [6]. An innovative component
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in our country still remains outside the attention, because there are many urgent problems that
need to be faster, in particular budget distribution of funds, taxation reform and monetary
policy. Consequently, the slogan "transition to an innovative development model" today is still
formal, because it does not quite correspond to the reality of the economy in the country.
For innovation activity, the main normative legal framework, mechanisms for innovation
policy are formed. Despite this, the innovative component of economic development is poorly
used. In the future, due to the support of the state of innovation, the share of domestic products
will increase, which will have modern scientific provision.

3

Recommendations and implementation of strategies and solutions

The correct formed strategy should be bold in terms of planning profitability of the enterprise,
but, at the same time, based on a practical component, determining the possibility of realizing
and stimulating the implementation of sustainable and inclusive growth.
Secondly, it is important that governments in the centre have set user information systems
and technologies, providing the necessary Internet access [4]. It is necessary to understand
behaviour, needs and problems of users of information systems and technologies to create
better technological decisions, solve urgent problems and achieve significant socio-economic
changes. Permanent listening to mass reviews and user recommendations and implementation
of strategies and solutions based on a deep observation sense of needs of citizens
and consumers will contribute to the introduction of effective innovations and greater
economic success [5].
Thirdly, digital leadership requires rapid actions and prompt response to the challenges
of the changing market environment. Organizations and businesses that quickly create or
acquire the necessary opportunities to be "first and fast" will have the best competitive
advantages in the future to ensure effective economic activity in the market conditions that are
increasingly managed by information technologies. It should be noted that ensuring
the mobilization of rapid adoption of managerial decisions and actions may be particularly
complicated to most governments and state enterprises, but many established, historically
successful business structures also faced with such a problem.
Under the influence of globalization processes, a transformational transition
from the differentiation of the control system focused on the final product produced
by the enterprise to differentiation focused on servicing the customer's customers, which
determines the development of integration processes that are characterized by the departure
of the management system from the physical boundaries of the enterprise to a full cost chain.
Therefore, in the conditions of globalization under the influence of changes taking place in the
external environment, the management systems that meet today's realities should be developed
with the involvement of various stakeholders, adapting to the interests of suppliers, buyers,
shareholders and other partners. Modern management systems should be automated,
intellectualized and integrated, which allows you to cover the entire chain of value creation
at the enterprise from business processes, products, production to sales and service, as well
as ensure the efficiency of this process throughout the chain, demonstrating interested parties
that they are together creates a general value. Due to the high rates of development
of information technology and digital economics, the enterprise management system becomes
a real-time communications tool with constant interaction with stakeholders.
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4

Conclusion

1. Execution and observance of these measurements, determines strategic directions
to significant socio-economic growth. Governments of countries and enterprises leaders
have enormous economic opportunities, using full potential of digital technology.
Information and communication technologies undoubtedly have a huge impact
on the development of not only enterprises, but also the economy as a whole, as a result
of a significant expansion of the scope of activity engaged in the generation and drafting
of communication and information technologies.
2. There is an increase in investment in the sector of information and communication
technologies, which actually improves the level and quality of their products, a decrease
in pricing policy, and the popularization of the Internet and the development
of e-commerce is carried out. In this case, an effective management process, as a complex
integrated task, requires optimal interaction of various types of resources.
3. Taking into account the current trends of globalization in the development of the economy,
information resources play a key role in the activities of any business economy subject,
providing automation of business processes of the enterprise and more clear and flexible
management. Introduction of information technologies in the manufacturing process
is capable of ensuring its competitiveness, and therefore the ability to take the most
advantageous position in the marketing environment that is constantly changing
and formed under the influence of various external and internal factors.
4. Thus, due to the need for simultaneous processing of a large number of operational
and analytical data characterizing real financial and production and economic processes,
to accelerate the adoption of managerial decisions there is a need for the use of automated
information systems and technologies.
5. Their introduction leads to changes in the forms and methods of management
of the enterprise, providing a more voluminous and operational organizational structure
of management and acquiring more and more significance as the most important tool
of scientific and technical and socio-economic development of society.
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Abstract. The increasing threat of cybercrime goes hand in hand with the need
to investigate it properly. However, such investigation is very difficult and costly
to perform correctly. To mitigate the issue, forensic-ready software systems were
introduced to prepare the systems to ease the investigation by providing valid data and
performing forensically sound processes. Currently, forensic readiness is not widely
recognized as a possible requirement for software systems. Yet, many of its aspects fit
into a larger context of secure system design. This paper aims to establish such context
by exploring various aspects of forensic-ready software systems and their relations
to other fields. Namely, the area of public domain systems.
Keywords: Forensic Readiness, Forensic-Ready Software, Forensic-By-Design,
Software Requirements, Secure Software

1

Introduction

To get insight into IT security-related incidents, they need to be investigated. Such incidents
are typically understood as instances of cyber-dependent crime (e.g., hacking, DDoS) and
cyber-enabled crime (e.g., fraud, industrial espionage, personal information theft) (McGurie
and Dowling, 2013). However, the need for investigation can be generalized to other serious
IT incidents caused by operational failures and natural disasters (Erol-Kantarci, 2013).
The investigation itself is performed with the aim to establish answers for questions related
to the incident and its context. In a general sense, they are: What exactly happened? Who
is responsible? When, Where, and How exactly did it happen?
Digital forensics is a discipline that uses proven methods to derive digital evidence from
digital sources to reconstruct the events of the incident of matter (Palmer et al., 2001).
In other words, it facilitates the answers to the questions regarding the incident in a highly
trustworthy manner. Very often, the resulting digital evidence is presented in a court of law.
To enable that, the methods must ensure that the meaning of the data on which the digital
evidence is built is not changed in any way, and the results must be independently verifiable
(McKemmish, 2008). These properties are collectively addressed as the admissibility
of evidence (Casey, 2011). However, this requirement is, in addition to the increasing
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volume of the data (Garfinkel, 2010), one of the reasons that make digital forensic
investigation a highly costly and time-consuming endeavour, with uncertain success.
Digital forensic readiness was formulated to address the issues aiming to lower the cost
of investigation and increase the value of digital evidence (Tan, 2001) (i.e., increasing
the odds of success and evidence admissibility). The idea is to proactively prepare
for the possibility of an investigation by having the people and tools prepared, and ensuring
that the data exists when needed (Carrier and Spafford, 2004). Such planning
for an investigation involves the implementation of various measures and exercising
activities, which often does overlap with other related areas. It includes ensuring that proper
logging and auditing is enabled, the potential evidence data is securely stored, an incidentresponse strategy is formulated and aligned with forensic needs, and staff is appropriately
trained (Rowlingson, 2004).
In recent years, the concept of addressing forensic readiness during the development
of software systems culminated in the definition of forensic-ready software systems
(Pasquale et al., 2018), also called forensic-by-design (Ab Rahman et al., 2016). The idea
is to consider forensic readiness as a high-level, non-functional requirement on software like
privacy or security. As a result, software engineering methods are utilized to design
and develop them.
For proper development of forensic-ready software systems, their purpose must be clearly
aligned with the needs and policies within the organization deploying them. For example,
a proposed extension for security risk management has been used to define the specific
forensic-ready requirements aligned to cybersecurity (Daubner and Matulevičius, 2021).
Additionally, the forensic-ready properties must conform to the organization’s business
requirements, legal framework, and privacy constraints.
The aim of this paper is to outline and discuss the aspects of forensic-ready software
systems and their alignments to a larger scope. Specifically, an organization within public
administration is considered.

2

Aspects of Forensic-Ready Software Systems

Forensic-ready software systems cannot function as standalone regardless of the context.
Primarily, digital evidence itself must be put into proper context to be admissible.
Additionally, various aspects influence forensic readiness and, in extension, the cost
and probability of success of the investigation. This section maps the aspects influencing
the forensic-ready software systems with a particular focus on public administration
information systems. Figure 1 visualizes the aspects which are discussed in the following
subsections.
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Figure 1

2.1

Aspects of Forensic-Ready Software Systems

Reasons

First and foremost, the reasons why forensic-ready software systems should be considered
needs to be established. Naturally, Forensic Investigation is an obvious reason for the need
for forensic-ready software systems. The important part here is the assumption that
the incidents will happen and, consequently, they will be investigated. Furthermore,
cooperation with law enforcement during an investigation might be mandated by law1,
including the provision of relevant data. However, the quality of the data is critical,
as misleading data used as digital evidence could lead to miscarriage of justice (Henley,
2019). Very similar reasons apply for eDiscovery (Lawton, Stacey and Dodd, 2014), for
which forensic readiness can be seen as an enabler (Elyas et al., 2015).
The inevitability of the incidents touches other subjects, which creates reasons
for forensic-ready software systems. Essentially, the whole idea of forensic readiness could
be understood as an enhancement of Cybersecurity. Specifically, preparing for the situation
when the employed measures fail. Once they do, it is up to the Incident Response to restore
the function, investigate the incident, and patch it for the future. Forensic readiness must
be included in incident response planning so that restoration of the system would not hamper
the investigation and vice versa (Kent et al, 2006). In a broader scope, the Dependability
of the systems could make use of the forensic readiness as well because unintentional errors
might cause incidents which a serious impact (Erol-Kantarci, 2013).
Lastly, forensic readiness might be mandated by regulations. Thus, Regulatory
Compliance is an important reason as well. In fact, forensic readiness is already getting
traction and becoming a mandatory practice (Park et al., 2018). Consequently, mandating
forensic-ready software systems is just another logical step towards a more secure
environment. Systems that are part of critical infrastructure are a prime candidate in this
manner.
1

Collection of Laws of the Czech Republic, § 8 odst. 1 zákona 141/1961 Sb.
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2.2

Drivers

The second area includes aspects that drive the implementation of forensic-ready software
systems. Still, there is considerable overlap with related areas creating a broad context
of forensic readiness, essential for proper alignment within the organization and other
software systems.
To properly drive forensic readiness in general, the organization must have a clearly
defined Strategy that establishes the role and scope of forensic readiness (Elyas et al., 2015),
and in extension, forensic-ready software systems. One of the strategy’s main purposes is to
align forensic readiness with cybersecurity and business requirements. Subsequently, Goals
based on the strategy drive the effort towards specific areas, systems, and data. Additionally,
they establish a set of requirements and expectations.
A key forensic readiness driver is the risks, defining specific scenarios that forensic-ready
controls should mitigate. Importantly, the risks should be built on the existing analyses from
both cybersecurity and business area (Daubner and Matulevičius, 2021). Forensic readiness
utilizes the defined Security Risks to drive the effort in preparation that the established
security controls fail. Additionally, Business Risks describes scenarios where digital evidence
might help solve disputes and where cooperation with law enforce-ment should be expected
(Rowlingson, 2004).

2.3

Constraints

Several aspects are constraining the implementation of forensic readiness, limiting
the capabilities and scope. A natural limitation concerning digital forensics is the Legal
Framework mandating the content, form, and handling of digital evidence
and the requirements on the forensic process. While the precise manner is dependent
on the legal area, several common points exist (Kent et al., 2006). A related aspect
is Privacy, which is often mandated by a regulation (e.g., GDPR2) as potential digital
evidence consists of highly sensitive data. Additionally, the whole purpose of digital
forensics is tracing, which might be seen as a violation of privacy if misused. A typical
impact posed by privacy is formulating a reason for proactive potential evidence collection
and retention to prove that the collection is minimal and not excessive. Therefore, forensic
readiness needs to find a balance regarding privacy.
Among the organization-specific constraints is the alignment to Organizational
Infrastructure. It influences the support for forensic-ready processes, including potential
evidence handling, escalation, and responsible persons. Therefore, the operations of forensicready software systems must be considered with organizational infrastructure in mind before
their deployment.
Lastly, it is infeasible to fully implement forensic readiness in all conceivable areas,
as the Budget limits the effort. The forensic-ready controls must be carefully chosen based
on strategy, goals, and risks to maximize the gain. Therefore, the high-risk scenarios should
be prioritized.

2

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2016/679/oj
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2.4

Enablers

Several publications describe the process of implementation of forensic readiness within
the organization. Namely, Rowlingson’s (Rowlingson, 2004) Ten-step approach is highly
renowned. Implementation of forensic-ready software systems must indeed include
organizational controls. The prime aspect is the establishment of Policies giving a proper
mandate to teams tasked with forensic investigation, eDiscovery, and incident handling.
Furthermore, the correct operation of the systems is enabled by the Training
of the appropriate staff (Rowlingson, 2004).
Nevertheless, the main enabler for forensic-ready software systems is Forensic-Ready
Controls, an umbrella term for any technical control implemented within the target system
(Daubner and Matulevičius, 2021). This include controls like logging, auditing, integrity
controls and tamper-evident storage, to name a few. It is essentially a control, implementing
a forensic-ready requirement regarding the production of potential digital evidence or its
handling. This goes hand-in-hand with Documentation, which is a cross-cutting aspect.
It includes documentation of implemented controls, incident handling scenarios, and sources
of potential digital evidence (van Staden and Venter, 2012). But also explicitly formulated
reason and for collection of potential digital evidence meeting privacy regulations.

2.5

Sources

Contemporary software systems commonly contain multiple potential digital evidence
sources and thus somewhat contribute to forensic readiness. A prime example of such
a source is Logging and Monitoring (Marty, 2011). Both are considered good development
practices. However, both practices are em-ployed for different roles like debugging
and operations, which does not usual-ly consider the produced data’s integrity, authenticity,
or likability (Daubner et al., 2020). A slightly different situation is Auditing, which typically
considers security-related utilization (Amir-Mohammadian and Kari, 2020).
A rather specific potential evidence source is Document Management commonly
employed in the public administration domain. Proper document management records all
actions made with the document (Jones, 2012) and typically provides high assurance of its
authenticity and integrity. Consequent-ly, it is a viable source of potential digital evidence
concerning the managed documents. These properties go in line with EU eIDAS regulation 3.
Further-more, this need is also reflected in the National Architectural Plan of the Czech
eGovernment4. Nevertheless, forensic-ready document management should be considered
in relation to the other parts as part of a larger software ecosystem.

3

Conclusion
Forensic readiness with its implementation in forensic-ready software systems is essential
for critical and high-secure environments. It provides the means to prepare for a possible
investigation, which might be launched in response to a cybersecurity incident, suspicion
or in a case of a dispute. Furthermore, law enforcement might demand access to a system’s
3
4

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2014/910/oj
https://archi.gov.cz/en:nap_dokument:architektura_a_sdilene_sluzby_verejne_spravy_cr
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data based on the legislation. Forensic-ready software systems combine several aspects
of secure design good practice and organizational forensic readiness to ease the investigation
costs while increasing the evidentiary value of the data originating from the systems.
This paper outlined the aspects of forensic-ready software systems to introduce a wider
context influencing their implementation and operations. Concretely the specifics
of the public administration area were included.
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Abstract. The article analyzes problematic areas in information security in 440 small
and medium-sized enterprises, as identified by audits performed in the Czech Republic
and the Slovak Republic during 2015-2019. The aim of the article is to identify the
most problematic areas in information security management systems in SMEs and to
present the preparation of a database for an artificial intelligence model that will
provide support to auditors. The audit findings are analyzed according to the size
of audited enterprises. The taxonomy of enterprises respects the EU methodology:
small enterprises – with up to 50 employees, medium-sized enterprises with up to 250
employees. The performed audits are divided into four categories - initial, periodical,
certification and other. The audits respect the areas of the ISO/IEC 27001:2013
standard from a material point of view. The data were analyzed in MS Excel, using
contingency tables. This database will be used as a starting point for designing a system
which, based on the identified non-conformities in company security audits, will also
examine the areas identified by correlations. A model of these relationships, which
is currently under development, will become the basis of the system design.
The findings show that categories “A12” - Operations Security a “A18” – Compliance
are the biggest problem of today's small and medium-sized enterprises.
Keywords: ISMS, Security audit, audit procedures, SMEs, ISO/IEC 27001:2013

1

Introduction

Current situation in companies’ day-live is related to dealing with a lot of various
information security risks which can be directly related to information technologies (IT)
or which can have impact into IT and in general IT services only. Examples of risks which
can have impact into providing IT services can be for example earthquakes floods, fires or
any disaster which can destroy information processing facilities and critical documents.
Risks related directly to IT can be theft and loss of data based on terrorist attack. Such lost
can lead to impacts on profitability, businesses’ reputation, customer confidence and
companies’ growth. [17]\
The audit of information systems has become an integral part of business informatics
management. The current audit procedures are indispensable for assessing the initial state
of business informatics as a whole as well as its parts making any strategic plans
in the organization [1, 2]. It is used to put together the starting points of the information
strategy, to determine the global or partial security policy of the organization [3]. Audit
findings and conclusions are then provided in the form of lists of projects designed
to increase the security of the organization's information system [4].
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The current business information system must then meet many different characteristics
in order to be able to operate in compliance with the current Business Requirements [5].
A very important feature, without which it is not possible to operate a company information
system, is its security. A secure information system is primarily a system that meets
the confidentiality, integrity and availability requirements [6]. Additional features, such
as operations traceability, reliability, access control, etc., are required to ensure, check and
audit security [7]. Besides the characteristics of information systems, it will become
increasingly important for our world how the information system (program) was developed
and by whom, i.e. whether or not the provider or developer of the information system
is reliable and what security guarantees it can provide [8]. “New” technologies, such as cloud
computing and its different business models, provide a completely different view of the
security of information systems [9, 10]. Another area that is very topical nowadays
is the integration of the Internet of Things into company information systems – generally
speaking, the integration of elements of "Industry 4.0" [11]. While the world of technology
is markedly technocratic, legal relationships are lagging behind [12] the development
and implementation of technologies into economic processes and are significantly slowing
down innovations [13].
One of the information security areas related to all types of technologies (on-premise /
cloud) is audit of various database systems which keep various types of data about all
important situations (production, cash-flow, access to company systems etc.)
in the enterprises. This area is covered by plenty of various standards and processes.
The most important in the financial sector is Sarbanes-Oxley Act whose impart into
information security is described in [16]. Although the highest importance of information
security is mentioned in financial sector, we have to emphasize that the level of importance
of information security increased significantly almost in all data-related sectors, for example
automotive via connected cars, sport via intelligent watch etc. Importance is caused
by GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) and processing of personal data in all
of above-mentioned sectors.
Analysis of information security concerns identified as a major one around the world
showed us, that these concerns are:
• Cyber-attack; Data breach; Unplanned IT and telecom outages; Interruption to utility
supply; Adverse weather [18]
• Recognizing that you are a target to cyber-attack; Underfunded cyber security teams;
Missing security patches; Email security; Missing backup plans [19]
• Unprecedented Attacks; Cyber espionage; Data theft [20]
• DDos Attacks; Malware; Phishing scams; Internal misuse [21]
Although various authors are using different names, the description of concerns is similar,
and they have common roots. The most important is cyber-attack followed by data lost.
Our article mainly focuses on the security in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
in the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic. Our research questions in this article are
as follows:
RQ1: What are the main problematic areas in information security for SMEs?
RQ2: What is the relationship between different problematic areas of information
security in SMEs?
The data we obtained are not only used for research as such, but also for a model that we
are working on in cooperation with the developers of support software for company
information system security auditors. This model is based on artificial intelligence and could
be used by auditors in their daily work.
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2

Methodology

The data we evaluate in our research come from information system audits performed
in the Czech Republic and Slovak Republic during the years 2015-2019. A total of 440
audits were performed in small and medium-sized enterprises.

2.1

Audit method

The audits were carried out in compliance with the effective Czech standards, especially
in compliance with the ČSN EN ISO 19011 standard from a procedural point of view [14]
and the ISO/IEC 27001:2013 standard from a material point of view [6]. Fig. 1 provides
the basic structure of this standard.

Fig. 1: Information Security Areas According to ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [6]

The identified non-conformities were classified in compliance with the audit areas of this
international standard (the audit findings are presented in Table 1 and Table 2).
The numerically marked audit categories correspond to the sections of this standard
as following categories:
• “4” – Context of the Organization – Understanding of the organization, its needs
and expectation of interested parties and scope of the information management
system.
• “5” – Leadership – Leadership and commitment, security policy, organizational roles,
responsibilities and planning to achieve them.
• “6” – Planning – Action to address risks and opportunities, information security
objectives and planning to achieve them.
• “7” – Support – Resources, competencies, awareness, communication and documented
information.
• “8” – Operation – Operational planning and control, information security risk
assessment and treatment.
• “9” – Performance Evaluation – Monitoring, measurement, analysis and evaluation,
internal audit, management review.
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• “10” – Improvement – Nonconformity and corrective action, continual improvement
[6].
The next categories marked with an A before the number correspond to the sections
of the annex to this standard.
• “A05” – Information Security Policies – To provide management direction and support
for information security in accordance with business requirements and relevant laws
and regulations.
• “A06” – Organization of information security – To establish a management framework
to initiate the implementation and operation of information security within
the organization and to ensure the security of teleworking and use of mobile devices.
• “A07” – Human Resource Security – To assure that employees and contractors
understand their responsibilities and are suitable for the roles for which they are
considered.
• “A08” – Asset Management – Responsibility for Assets, Information Classification,
Media Handling.
• “A09” – Access Control – Business requirements on access control, User access
management, User responsibilities, System and application access control.
• “A10” – Cryptography – To ensure proper and effective use of cryptography to protect
the confidentiality, authenticity and/or integrity of information.
• “A11” – Physical and Environmental Security - Secure areas, Equipment.
• “A12” – Operations Security – Operational procedures, responsibility, Protection form
malware, Back up, Logging and monitoring, Control of operational software,
Technical vulnerability management, Information system audit and consideration.
• “A13” – Communication Security – Network security management and information
transfer.
• “A14” – System acquisition, development, and maintenance – Security requirements
of information systems, security in development and support process and data testing.
• “A15” – Supplier relationships – Information security in supplier relationship
and supplier service delivery management.
• “A16” – Information Security Incident Management – To ensure a consistent
and effective approach to the management for information security incidents,
including communication n security events and weaknesses.
• “A17” – Information security aspects of business continuity management –
Information security continuity shall be embedded in the organization´s business
continuity management system.
• “A18” – Compliance – Compliance with legal and contractual requirements,
Information security review [6].
In total, there are 21 categories (sections of the standard and its Annex A).
The following text and tables show the audit findings in the form of categories marked
either with a number (for the categories from the text of the standard) or with
A and a number (for the areas listed in Annex A of the standard).

2.2

Data collection and origin

The initial data for our research comes from an analysis of findings from 440 information
system security audits performed in the various economic sectors in the Czech Republic
and the Slovak Republic. Since these enterprises varied in size, we used the European
Union’s standard taxonomy to classify Data collection and origin SMEs - small enterprises
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with up to 50 employees, medium-sized enterprises with 50-250 employees and large
enterprises with more than 250 employees. Our article does not focus on the findings
concerning large enterprises. Based on this classification, the following number of audits was
performed - 232 audits in small enterprises and 208 audits in medium-sized enterprises.
We also analyzed the audit findings based on the seriousness of discovered nonconformities. There were again four categories. The first one is CAT1 - critical – there were
no positive findings, CAT2 - medium – there was a total of 16 non-conformities, OBS observation – there was a total of 219 non-conformities, OFI - opportunity – there was a total
of 205 findings. This criterion is only mentioned at the end of the article and is not used
for the analysis.
The standard statistical functions of MS Excel were used to evaluate the obtained data.

3

Results

Based on the above-mentioned criteria, we evaluated the findings by enterprise size. A very
interesting discovery is that there are only two findings in area “5” – Leadership –
Leadership and commitment, security policy, organizational roles, responsibilities and
planning to achieve them a pro oblast “A5” – Information Security Policies – To provide
management direction and support for information security in accordance with business
requirements and relevant laws and regulations – for the entire analyzed period of 20152019.

3.1

Evaluation of audit findings by size of audited enterprise

First, we analyzed the data from audits, i.e. non-conformities in audits broken down
by enterprise size, i.e. the difference between small enterprises and medium-sized
enterprises. The number of non-conformities discovered in audits based on the number
of enterprise employees is shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1. Audit findings in SMEs by number of employees - main section of the standard [authors]

1 Small
2 Medium
Total

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8
12
20

1
1
2

25
18
43

7
8
15

3
2
5

14
17
31

4
4
8

Table 2. Audit findings in SMEs by number of employees – Annex A

[authors]

A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A16 A17 A18
1 Small
2 Medium
Total

2
2

2 9
12 2
14 11

16
19
35

14
14
28

4
1
5

3
6
9

41
22
63

5
9
14

12
8
20

13
8
21

10
8
18

10
12
22

29
25
54

The data presented in Tab. 1 and Tab.2 clearly show that category “A12” – Operations
Security is the most problematic. There are mostly problems with ensuring the secure
operation of company information systems as well as with protecting these systems against
attacks from the outside and against the failure of employees inside the enterprise. This
mainly concerns the monitoring of the system operation, the collection of operation data and
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the subsequent or online evaluation of data in order to detect any potential and actual security
attacks.
Small and medium-sized enterprises also show problems in the following categories:
• Category “A18” – Compliance – Compliance with legal and contractual requirements,
Information security review – i.e. compliance between the internal and external
documentation of the system and in particular their mutual compliance with applicable
legislation.
• Category “6” – Planning – Action to address risks and opportunities, information
security objectives and planning to achieve them – i.e. periodical risk analyses
performed due to changing conditions on the market and in the enterprise
and the follow-up formulation of one or several security policies of the organization.
• Category “A08” – Asset Management – Responsibility for Assets, Information
Classification, Media Handling – i.e. asset management and the regularly performed
and updated classification of information. This category is interesting in terms of when
the audits were performed, as the implementation of personal data protection systems
in accordance with EU Directive 2016/679 was very topical at that time [15].
• Category “A09” – Access Control – Business requirements on access control, User
access management, User responsibilities, System and application access control – i. e.
the implementation of strategic plans expressed in the security policy into the specific
job descriptions of individual employees responsible for the management
or implementation of security in the organization.

3.2

Evaluation of the relationship between audit findings

When examining the audit findings in detail, we also formulated the second question
of whether the audit findings are somehow related, i.e. whether we can expect with some
reasonable probability, e.g. at a 5% confidence level, that if an auditor identifies a finding
in one area, it is very likely that there will be an audit finding in another area as well.
The result is shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Correlation between security audit findings in small and medium-sized enterprises

Finding 4

6

7

4

0,26

9

10

A06

A07

A08

A09

A11

A12

-0,32 0,54

0,32

-0,45 -0,36 0,11

0,09

-0,52 0,26

0,10

0,51

0,51

-0,97 0,77

1,00

N/A N/A 1,00
-0,61 -0,51 0,41

A14

A15

A16

A17

A18

-0,41 -0,06 0,11

0,80

0,03

0,39

-0,82 0,13

0,15

0,48

0,40

6

0,26

7
9

-0,32 0,10
0,54 0,51

10
A06

0,32 0,51 N/A
-0,45 -0,97 N/A

-0,61
-0,58 0,50 -0,70 -0,51 -0,52 0,27 -0,76 -0,97 0,38 1,00 0,20
-0,51 -0,58
-0,56 0,09 0,48 0,92 -0,73 0,85 -0,07 -0,71 -0,51 0,00

A07
A08

-0,36 0,77 1,00
0,11 -0,16 0,50

0,41
0,67

A09
A11

0,09 -0,32 -0,50 -0,37 -0,51 0,48
-0,52 -0,64 N/A -0,15 -0,52 0,92

A12

0,26

A13

-0,41 -0,82 N/A

-0,53 -0,76 0,85

A14

-0,06 0,13

1,00

0,53

A15
A16

0,11
0,80

0,52
0,15

0,50 -0,22 0,38
-0,50 0,17 1,00

A17
A18

0,03
0,39

0,48
0,40

1,00 -0,17 0,20 0,00 0,59 -0,48 0,29
-0,24 0,11 -0,05 -0,65 -0,27 -0,18 0,54

0,23

1,00

-0,16 -0,32 -0,64 0,23

A13

[authors]

0,50
0,67

-0,50 N/A -0,96 N/A 1,00
-0,37 -0,15 -0,12 -0,53 0,53

0,50 -0,56
-0,12 -0,97 N/A
-0,70 0,09 -0,12
-0,19 0,48

-0,96 -0,12 0,27

-0,97 -0,19
N/A 0,48 0,20

0,20

-0,14 -0,59 0,30
-0,36 -0,10 0,70
-0,10 0,76
-0,70 0,36

-0,73 -0,14 -0,36 -0,10 -0,70
-0,59 -0,10 0,76

-0,97 -0,07 0,30

0,70

0,36

-0,19 N/A

-0,71 -0,03 -0,45 0,13
-0,51 -0,60 -0,09 0,33

0,52

0,50 -0,50 1,00 -0,24
-0,22 0,17 -0,17 0,11

-0,03 -0,60 0,59 -0,27
-0,45 -0,09 -0,48 -0,18

-0,19 0,13 0,33 0,29 0,54
N/A -0,79 -0,36 -0,27 -0,66

-0,36 -0,59 0,51
-0,36

0,35

-0,59 0,35

-0,79 0,51
-0,36 0,51

-0,05
-0,65

0,51

-0,15 0,58

-0,07 -0,51 0,10

-0,17

0,07

-0,31

-0,07 0,07
-0,51 -0,68 0,19

-0,27 -0,15 0,10 0,25 0,33
-0,66 0,58 -0,17 -0,31 0,61

-0,68 0,25
0,19

0,33 0,61
-0,09 0,82

-0,09
0,82 0,26

0,26

Remarks for Tab. 3: N/A this value represents fact, that we did not get enough findings for calculation of the correlation coefficient for this
combination of findings. Warm colors (red, orange, yellow) represent positive correlation. The red color is the most positive, the orange is the
middle stage and yellow color represents the weakest positive correlation between findings. Cold colors (dark green, green and green light)
represent negative correlation. The dark green presents the strongest negative correlation, the green color is the middle stage on correlation and
the green light shows the weakest negative correlation.
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Based on this table and its expansion over time, we intend to come up with a model that will
include input data about previous audit findings that will make it possible to steer auditors
towards other potentially problematic areas in the audited enterprise.

4

Evaluation of the relationship between audit findings

Based on the analyzed 440 findings from information security audits performed in Czech
and Slovak enterprises during 2015-2019, we formulated the following answers to our
research questions:
RQ1: What are the main problematic areas in information security for SMEs?
For small enterprises, we found the following audit areas that are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. The most problematic category of security in SMEs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Small
“A12” – Operations Security
“A18” – Compliance
“6” – Planning
“A08” – Asset Management
“9” – Performance Evaluation

Source: authors

Medium
“A18” – Compliance
“A12” – Operations Security
“A08” – Asset Management
“6” – Planning
“9” – Performance Evaluation

A very positive finding from all security audits performed in small and medium-sized
enterprises is that no CAT1 non-conformities (critical non-conformities) and only 16 CAT 2
non-conformities were discovered. Therefore, we can conclude that even though security
management systems show some non-conformities, these non-conformities are not of any
major significance and do not impact the quality and reliability of the information security
management system in the organization. OBS - observation, OFI - opportunity findings are
mainly used for the continuous improvement and further development of the security
management system in organizations.
RQ2: What is the relationship between different problematic areas of information
security in SMEs?
The identified relationships between the individual finding areas are shown in Table 3.
We will continue to work with them in two directions:
• We will examine the trend of correlations between the individual areas over time
by analyzing more audit findings in the following years, and we will also try
to eliminate any suspected trend events from our findings. For instance, a trend event
is the application of EU Directive 2016/679 [15] and the obligation to ensure that all
internal regulations, including information systems processing personal data,
of the enterprise are in compliance with this EU directive. We will see whether or not
the findings concerning GDPR will decrease in the future.
• We will come up with an artificial-intelligence-based model for information security
auditors, which will be based on the discovered experience, and we will test this model
during actual audits performed in Czech and Slovak organizations.
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Abstract. In January 2021, the Czech Republic adopted new waste legislation
in the form of new laws and implementing regulations. This new legislation is based
on the current plans of the European Union, which responds to the deteriorating state
of the environment with the measures taken. The achievement of the set goals should
take place by 2035 in several phases. One of the goals of the new legislation is to make
the use of recyclable waste more efficient and to eliminate the amount of municipal
waste. This waste ends up in landfills.
Keywords: Information system, municipality, waste, management

1

Introduction

Waste is based on a waste hierarchy, according to which the priority is waste prevention and,
if waste cannot be prevented, then in the following order its preparation for re-use, recycling,
other uses, including energy recovery, and it is not possible or possible In the Czech
Republic, the first Waste Act was created in 1991. At present, waste management
is regulated by Act No. 541/2020 Coll., Waste, which is effective from 1 January 2021.
The Act sets out the rights and obligations of persons in the field of waste economy
and promotes the basic principles of the circular economy, environmental protection and
human health in waste management. The management of end-of-life products is regulated
by Act No. 542/2020 Coll., Effective from 1 January 2021. The management of packaging
waste is regulated by Act No. 477/2001 Coll., On packaging, as amended. Efficient waste
management is a fundamental environmental problem worldwide. Cities and organizations
not only try to motivate citizens, employees, etc. to sort waste, but also add opportunities for
sorting. The presented contribution responds to the already published article entitled
Introduction and innovation of a new sorting line for mixed municipal waste. This article
defined the project of implementation of new sorting lines in the conditions of the statutory
city of Havířov. The effectiveness of the project implementation is also given
by the possibility of using information systems, which are necessary today. This fact
is supported by the lingering global situation of the COVID 19 pandemic.

1.1

Analysis of the evaluation of the efficiency of not only corporate
investments

Decision making is one of the most important types of managerial decisions. Such a decision
involves accepting or rejecting an investment project that the company has defined.
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It is a logical fact that the greater the investment, the greater the impact it can have
on prosperity and the very existence of the company.
From the point of view of economic theory, investments are understood
as the postponement of current consumption in order to increase the production of goods,
the development of new technologies or the acquisition of human capital in the future.
The investment therefore links the present value with the future value. In the national
concept, a distinction can be made between gross and net investment. Gross investment
represents the total amount that has been invested in capital goods throughout the economy.
On the other hand, net investment represents a year-on-year increase in the value of capital
goods. Investment goods are those goods that are to be used for the production of other
goods, both production and consumer. They therefore include buildings, equipment,
machinery or know-how. From the point of view of the company's financial management,
investments are defined as one-off funds that are expected to be converted into future cash
inflows. Investments generally have a time horizon of more than one year and represent
goods that are used to produce other goods in the future. Their goal is therefore
an appreciation that will bring an increase in the original capital. In the corporate perception
of investment, a narrower and broader concept of the view of investment can
be distinguished. In a narrower sense, it is an asset that is intended to create additional assets
instead of consumption, which the company then sells on the market. The broader concept
understands investments as currently sacrificed funds for the acquisition of assets that will
bring the company higher benefits in the long run and thus allow to obtain higher financial
effects. From an accounting point of view, the investment is considered to be the acquisition
of tangible fixed assets, the acquisition of intangible fixed assets or the acquisition of longterm financial assets. Tangible fixed assets are considered to be assets with a purchase price
of at least CZK 40,000, the period of use of which is longer than one year. For intangible
fixed assets, the acquisition price must be at least CZK 60,000 and the period of use must be
longer than one year. The term investment project can be defined as a set of technical and
economic studies that serve to prepare, implement, finance and effectively operate planned
investments. Each investment project should have a goal and purpose for which it will be
implemented. The investment project should have several objectives chosen from a technical,
economic and time point of view.

2

Evaluation of an investment project by selected methods

The evaluation of investments within the public sector, resp. dealing with public handles
funds differently than in the business sector. The investment primarily responds to legislative
requirements. Achieving the greatest possible profit or the greatest possible market value
in the area of urban companies is not the main priority. In this case, they are the basic income
legal fees of the population in connection with waste treatment. Your fees are each, the selfgoverning entity determines at its own expense and should focus on the amount of profit very
much negative impact on the inhabitants of the affected or affected municipalities. This topic
is above all "sensitive" from a human and political point of view. Because the author ran out
during the processing of the work, the conclusion that not all the methods listed
in the theoretical work are appropriate to use was subsequently, a selection of investment
evaluation methods was made and this selection was implemented in the MS Excel.
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2.1

Internal rate of return method

The method is based on calculating the rate of return that characterizes the project. It is thus
a rate of return at which the present value of the future expected investment income equal
to the necessary capital expenditure on the investment.
(1)

PVCF
IN
i
CFt

3

present value of cash flow
investment costs
corporate discount rate
cash flow in individual years of investment life

Investment evaluation using IRR

Since it was necessary to calculate the method of internal rate of return, the input data,
respectively. the calculations themselves in excel are adjusted so that the cost
of the investment is no longer included in the entire life of the investment, but at the
beginning.
The data cover the years 2020-2034 within the first 15-year lifetime. In the given
evaluation method, it is already possible to calculate the investment evaluation method using
internal rate of return because the costs are spread over the life of the investment, i.e.
30 years.
Table 1. Investment evaluation with IRR, Source: own.
Year / quantity
CF

1
-316 399 660

5

10

15

20

25

30

33 600 340

33 600 340

33 600 340

33 600 340

33 600 340

33 600 340

Cumulated CF

-316 399 660

-181 998 300

-13 996 600

154 005 100

322 006 800

490 008 500

658 010 200

Discounted CF.

-313 266 990

31 969 571

30 417 949

28 941 635

27 536 973

26 200 485

24 928 826

NPV

-313 266 990

-183 457 714

-28 295 601

119 335 825

259 802 062

393 450 866

520 613 117

IRR

---

-27,93 %

-1,88 %

4,74 %

7,20 %

8,30 %

8,85 %

The internal rate of return method could already be calculated, because the investment
costs of approximately CZK 350,000,000 are included in the first year of construction. IRR
in this case, it indicates the relative return (profitability) that the project has during its life
cycle.
At the end of the first five-year period, the IRR is - 27.93%, the first positive IRR
is achieved within 15 years of the life of the investment, resp. in 11 years of investment and
its life. In the last year of life, an IRR of 8.85% is considered. The turning point
of the investment is set in positive terms in the period up to 25 years of life, more specifically
in the 24 years of the life cycle.
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3.1

Investment evaluation using IRR

The aspect of fulfilling the legislative requirements not only of the European Union, but also
of the legislation of the Czech Republic is completely unquestionable. The municipalities
involved in the project, by not implementing the given measures due to the strategic plan,
would transfer to the citizens of the affected municipalities a significant increase in legal fees
for the processing of mixed municipal waste. Investment valuations are developing
differently in the public sector than in the private sector. Above the investment evaluation
factor, resp. its return gets in the public sector gets the factor of "services to the population".

4

Conclusion

In conclusion, it can be briefly added that the investment project is also in terms of return,
profitable in the project life cycle. Its profitability, in addition to reducing the burden
in the threat of a disproportionate increase in legal fees for citizens of the municipalities
concerned and legislative obligations, thus adds another variable for deciding
on the construction of a new technology for the treatment of mixed municipal waste.
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Abstract. Demographic changes, emerging new disease threats, modifications
in disease composition and the growing role of disease diagnosis and prevention are
the priority factors determining the development of medical services. In additinally,
the growing awareness of patients and their expectations make it necessary
to continuously develop medical service providers.
At the same time, this type of organisation is expected to produce economic effects
while making rational use of its resources. The essential role in this process is played
by not only tangible resources, but also intangible resources such as knowledge
or information.
A specific type of information, which is at the disposal of each organization of this
type, is personal data, which is its intangible resource.
The article presents the nature of personal data as sensitive data collected and
processed in organizations providing medical in the context of process management.
The process-oriented approach to personal data management gives an opportunity
to improve the quality of decision-making at all management levels, influencing
the unit's competitiveness. The presented important factors shaping management
processes in terms of personal data management, as well as elements in the field
of shaping the personal data protection policy and model personal data management
of healthcare organizations may become a reason for discussion in the area of specific
resources at the disposal of organizations providing medical services.
Keywords: resources, information, personal data, process management

1

Introduction

The health care sector is one of the actively developing sectors of the economy of any
country. Demographic changes, emerging new disease threats, modifications in disease
composition and the growing role of disease diagnosis and prevention are the priority factors
determining the development of medical services. In addition, the growing awareness
of patients and their expectations make it necessary to continuously develop medical service
providers. At the same time, this type of organisation is expected to produce economic
effects while making rational use of its resources. Despite the specificity of units providing
health services, their activities and assessment (at least in some areas) are subject
to economic categories and market laws, thus the continuous improvement of decisionmaking processes and internal business processes is essential [1].
This is particularly important in the dynamic development of technology
and the progressive computerisation of medical services, as well as the use of increasingly
advanced and automated processes in organisations providing medical services. Innovative
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technologies that improve patient services, on the one hand, affect the speed and quality
of services, affecting their safety, on the other hand, improve the work of the entire
organisation, thereby reducing the costs of its operation. Electronic records, data sets, data
mining and their secondary use create opportunities for improving the quality and efficiency
of health care and the work of employees, while deepening concerns about privacy [2].
The technologies dedicated to service improve the work efficiency of employees working
in the units providing medical services and, in connection with the streamlining
of organisational processes, influence the level of employees' satisfaction with their work.
Innovative technologies also generate certain risks related to their failure to comply with
current regulations and the limitations that come with them, as well as causing privacy
and security concerns affecting trust in organisations. The year 2021 is exceptional in terms
of personal data breaches, where the number of hacks, phishing and identity theft has
increased by about 17% [3].
In the conditions of systematic transformations in the health services sector, the essential
role is played by not only tangible resources, but also intangible resources such as knowledge
or information. A specific type of information, which is at the disposal of each organization
of this type, is personal data, which is its intangible resource. The unique nature of personal
data is proved by the information they contain. Still, in many healthcare institutions, personal
data is perceived as a resource that only generates costs. Such an approach to the resources,
which are personal data, is influenced by the lack of their location in the organisation, which
in turn affects the proper shaping of some of the internal processes, causing conflicts of goals
within a traditionally organised institution providing medical services.
In view of these conditions it seems justified to introduce process-oriented management
of personal data. Undoubtedly, this requires the intensification of management activities,
since for many years these resources have not been sufficiently identified, organised,
systematised and inventoried, and therefore have not been taken into account
in the organisation's development strategies.
The aim of this article is to present a process-oriented approach to the management
of information with a special character - personal data in organizations providing medical
services. The process-oriented approach to personal data management, in the author's
opinion, increases the security of information exploration and reduces the related threats
to the organisation. To achieve the aim of the article, the method of analysing the leading
Polish and foreign literature on the subject and the available documents published
by institutions was used.
The topic is widely discussed in the literature and is still relevant because
of its undeniable importance as it affects everyone directly or indirectly. Data
and information are becoming commonplace even for non-specialists and it is becoming
increasingly difficult to define and understand them [4]. This is also the reason why
it is necessary to use innovative management tools, especially in the management
of organizations providing medical services. Management is the process by which, with
the use of various resources, a set goal is achieved, and in this case, it is the provision
of quality medical services to the public [5].
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2

Personal data as a resource for organisations providing specialised
healthcare services

The conscious management of a unit providing medical services requires the managers
to have medical and economic information. Information, next to other resources1
of the organization, is one of the most important and valuable resources determining
the success of performance of the set goals and tasks [8], [9].
Considering information as a manageable resource of an organisation has become
accepted in the organisational management literature, and the term information resource
management (IRM) has been recognised and widely used [10], [11], [12].
A resource is a stock, a capital accumulated in quantity and for future use
by an organization [13]. Resources form its strengths, which are used to prepare a strategy
and put it into practice [6].
The awareness that information behaves like any other active economic resource (capital,
infrastructure or human resources) led to the situation that information started to be managed
as a strategic resource [14]. The specificity of information as a resource results from its
distinguishing features, i.e. its diversity, abundance, manifested synergy effect [15].
The value of information, as opposed to material resources, is not easily measurable information has no intrinsic value, and its value is determined by its content
and the possibility of its use by individual users [14]. The usable form of data that
is the result of observation is information [16].
An integral part of medical information is personal data, which is an intangible2 resource
of a unique nature that contains personalised information relating to identified or identifiable
natural persons and concerns all areas of their life, including their private, professional
or social life, with varying degrees of vulnerability. It should be specified that an identifiable
natural person is one who can be recognised on the basis of identifiers such as, inter alia,
name, surname, identification number, location data, factors determining the physical,
physiological, genetic, cultural or social identity of the natural person [20].
Personal data undoubtedly constitute an intangible resource of any organisation which
is part of information, on the other hand it can be a commodity (e.g. purchase of data
for marketing purposes). Personal data resources should be subject to special protection
hence their management is connected with a special responsibility for the whole
organisation. There is no doubt about the principle recognizing the confidentiality of
personal data collected by organizations providing medical services as a fulfilment of
patients' privacy rights [21]. Hence the need to review the existing approach to personal data
management. The need to revise the existing approach to personal data management was also
necessitated by the EU reform of the personal data protection regime. Member States have
been obliged since 25 May 2018 to implement the so-called General Data Protection
Regulation [20].
In the view of this EU regulation, an organization that carries out treatment activities
should be considered as a controller of personal data. It is a function which is connected with
autonomous decision-making regarding the purposes and means of personal data processing
[20] in order to guarantee protection of personal data processing with the use of technical
1
2

For more on resources see [6] and [7].
Intangible resources represent the so-called hidden potential of a company. Due to the lack of material
form and complications in their quantitative identification, they are characterised by high
subjectivity. The consequence of the diversity of intangible resources is their division and typology.
On the resources and typology of intangible resources in [17], [18], [19].
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and organizational means which are adequate to the existing threat and the category
of protected data. The personal data controller shall also be obliged to ensure the compliance
of personal data processing processes with the binding legal regulations, as well as to present
the way of managing these data including the construction and updating of the security
procedure.
The protection of personal data is closely related to the issues of access to data [22].
In an organization providing medical services, the main user of information
is the managerial staff controlling the processes taking place in the organization, but
in the case of information such as personal data, the user is everyone processing this data
at particular levels within the scope of their duties. Hence, the management of personal data
as personal information must be strictly controlled and adjusted to the whole system of data
protection functioning in the organization. This interpretation of the organization's personal
data management and protection in this way complies with the norms of the health care
system, on the one hand strengthening the guarantees of patients' rights [23], e.g.
to confidentiality and secrecy, and on the other hand equipping data controllers with
a number of instruments which enable a more complete performance of medical services
and a more efficient management of the related processes. The right to privacy derives from
the constitutional regulations [24], it acquires particular significance in the sectoral
regulations dedicated to health care mainly by shaping the rules of access to medical
information and other generated information about the patient. Covering this information
with legally protected secrecy clauses, so-called medical secrecy, is the right thing to do.
Personal data belongs to the category of personalized information and is divided into
ordinary data and special categories of data [20]. Medical institutions are the holders of both
categories of data, however, due to the specificity of their activity they process special
categories of data - sensitive data, e.g. on health condition or genetic data. In certain
situations other data may also be collected, e.g. sexuality, religious beliefs, biometric data.
The catalogue of various types of personal information is open and specified
in the regulations, e.g. in the GDPR [20]. Personal data will also include not only data held
by the organisation as a controller, but also data that the organisation has to obtain from third
parties [25]. This information may relate to patients, third parties nominated by the patient,
employees of the healthcare provider, interns, trainees, volunteers, etc. The relationship
between information and a person should be constantly monitored as not all information
is of a personal nature. When evaluating data resources, attention should be paid not only
to the traditional sources of data acquisition but also to the technology available at the time
of data processing and, without doubt, anticipated technological progress should
be considered. Therefore, the review of the resources should also refer to the data which are
obliged to be acquired within a certain period of time on the basis of specific provisions,
although physically the data has not been transferred yet and is not yet fixed in the resources.

3

Process-oriented management of personal data

All the entities also providing medical services, in order to fulfil their tasks under
the existing conditions, implement specific processes and acquire specific resources, both
tangible (e.g. raw materials, finances, buildings) and intangible (knowledge, information,
organisational culture) [26]. Information in the organization is the basis for building
knowledge of all people involved in the process of its acquisition and use. They shape the
awareness of phenomena occurring in the company itself and its environment. They enable
the organization to adapt to the changing reality and enable the transformation of this reality
for the efficient functioning of the enterprise [27].
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Organisations providing medical services are looking for effective ways of management.
The process-oriented approach provides an opportunity to improve the internal processes
of the organization, which may lead to improving its competitiveness [28]. Defining
processes in the organization and resigning from the concentration of resources
and competences in hierarchical, specialized functional departments of the organization
ensures better use of material, financial, human, and information resources and increasing
the dynamics of its functioning [29].
A critical element of the process-oriented approach is the process itself and its positioning
in the organisation [30]. The idea of process-oriented management was initiated
by K. Ishikawa [31], W.E. Deming [32], J.M. Juran [33]. Researchers define the term
process as a set of activities requiring an input (input) and a result (output) having value
for the contractor.
Process management in an organisation is seen as a system of interrelated processes
making coordinated efforts to implement them aiming at mapping and improving them [34].
The main components of process management in an organisation are the designation
of process owners, the establishment of a process measurement system and the identification
of opportunities for improvement. In designing these new organisational elements,
the structure adapts to the improved processes and changes to become process-oriented [35].
In the organisation of the health care sector we can distinguish, among others: basic
processes related to the core activity of the organisation (provision of medical services),
supporting processes (recruitment of employees, training) and, of course, processes related
to management (leadership, rewarding). Hence, it is important to properly identify
and manage processes, i.e. to distinguish [36] processes that add value for the customer.
In process-oriented organizations, each performed process is characterized by specific
features, which include complexity, inclusiveness, integrability, structuring, measurability,
susceptibility to improvement, purposefulness and customer orientation [37].
Personal data, being a specific information resource, is subject to specific rules of its use
and therefore, while establishing the process of its management, it is necessary to:
•
•

•
•

make an inventory of all information resources in the organisation and their location
in the adequate data resources,
dentify all data processing processes which shall be understood as an operation
or a set of operations performed on data or sets of data in an automated
or a non-automated way [20] (e.g. whether in the process of storing personal data
recorded in a particular IT system the process of deleting this data or making
it available is also performed)
identify the required areas of data processing and the attribution of data categories,
including identification of the purposes for which the data is processed within specific
processes
identify the level of participation of other subjects (persons) in the organization's tasks
and identification of the level of the final customer's access to the information
collected about him/her and other information and procedures related to the data
processing [20].

It is necessary to emphasize that the above-mentioned activities should be carried out
in such a way as to eliminate all the risks related to inappropriate processing of personal data
during the implementation of management processes by the service provider. These
processes in medical institutions are very diverse and concern both medical processes
and management and administrative processes).
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4

Model for personal data management

Personal data is part of an entity's information resource. It plays an important role
in an enterprise's information systems. Due to the specificity of this resource and the synergy
of processes related to the processing of personal data, as well as due to quantitative
and qualitative changes related to the processes, it is necessary to form a separate model
of personal data management. Such a model shall ensure efficient and effective management
of personal data and effective functioning of the healthcare institution as a data controller.
In order to achieve this goal, it will be necessary to analyse the processes, considering
the expectations of patients as final stakeholders, also in legal terms. Such an analysis leads
to an adjustment of roles, tasks and data flow between organisational units. The correct
identification and restructuring of processes occurring in the organization providing medical
services is crucial from the perspective of building the entire management strategy
and examining areas where there are risks for the organization.
In order to develop a model of personal data management in medical institutions, it will
be important to:
•
•
•
•

-build a map of processes taking place in the organisation in relation to personal data
processing, considering its structure,
-determine existing databases and goals they are to serve in the organisation,
-define relations between entities participating in information management processes,
-determine the division of competences and accepting the responsibilities
for achieving the accepted goals in connection with personal data processing.

The model for management of personal data processing is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Model of personal data management process. Own work.
It is important to remember that the very procedure of processing personal data in medical
facilities is a complex and heterogeneous process. It is determined by many external
and internal factors. The process of personal data management is influenced, among others,
by the increasing amount of personal data collected from external sources and commonly
available sources, as well as those generated inside the organisation, e.g. from the interview
with the patient, conducting specialist examinations, etc.
We should consider the form of personal data processing (electronic, paper, oral),
the structure of its localization (dispersed or centralized), possessed technological
infrastructure (devices, systems by which it is handled) and the very structure. In addition
to this spectrum of determinants, there are also legal factors, threats to information security
from within and from the organisation's environment [38], as well as the shape of data
resources as intangible resources or tangible resources (data as an object of economic
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turnover). Determining with which management structure the data management processes are
implemented will determine the adoption of specific roles in the organisation and will lead
to the ordering of resources, eliminating incorrect and outdated data. For example, a task
related to employment management will require a review of the processing of data related
to recruitment in terms of the admissible area of data acquisition and the period of its
retention. The maintenance of medical records will require an assessment of the quality
of the collected data, considering the potential recipients of the data, as well as determining
whether the resources contained in this area of management will also be used in other areas
and whether this is reasonable and permissible under the law.
The institution providing medical services as a data controller should guarantee that
within the framework for performance of particular processes, e.g. medical or administrative,
only necessary and indispensable data is processed, eliminating at this stage the duplication
of databases or competences connected with data management. The data shall be secured
against unauthorised access, accidental loss, destruction and unlawful use. The controller has
to demonstrate which solutions will be designed, developed and implemented to eliminate
these risks. Appointing a Data Protection Officer within an organization is such an activity
which minimizes the risk related to personal data management and the risk of inappropriate
building of data protection system in the organization.
Appropriate formation of the information management model in the medical sector will
therefore be of fundamental importance for the whole organisation from the perspective of its
development and ensuring an increase in the quality of services. A properly constructed
model of information management in the field of personal data influences the increase
in the level of process security through the selection of adequate technological support
elements, tested in terms of security, at the same time raising the standards of internal
and external communication and increasing the level of competence and knowledge about
threats.

5

Conclusion

In modern management of an organisation providing medical services, process-oriented
management should be considered. In view of the changes taking place, it is necessary
to identify and classify the areas that should be improved in order to introduce adequate
management support mechanisms. Determining the most optimal way for a healthcare
organisation to function as a controller in the area of data management will bring significant
benefits to the organisation. In order for the organisation to adapt faster to the changes
and to make rational choices in the performance of its tasks, certain standards of data
protection and personal data management should be created and introduced.
The identification of the elements of personal data management in medical institutions
will be the basis for designing appropriate information and decision-making structures
and management functions. The introduction of a model of personal data management is also
necessary to reduce the risks related to the processing of personal data, strengthening
security in this area and at the same time transferring to a higher level the sense of patient's
trust towards the whole organisation. As a consequence, it allows to build a proper course
and relationship between processes affecting the level of achievement of organizational goals
and financial benefits.
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